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A, INDIA. PE'.XI

A enen1demable amo-).it -oft tiw,- eand e-t:. xit har, boor f..-44n

In preparing spparatý-t _,-or %-zr ~ ~ -,~ j~

Dr., M. A.) Pomnerantz In the !:jaLýa Mioi vnsIn India inrd

in ra-diosonde flightg In ti. A* lor- 1toPF D~r, Powrantr In

at present an route *?o 2.adl:- undiii t1 zarpioegi of a FWibrlghý.,

Awardo He has with him of~~g 6 ihc ri to cornr'recoce

operationu and furth,,r uýnt bar Pont to him&

The ganersQ natLra of -,Uis; wc.,ek owpte~e~rm.

at high al twibes of thm pi f mary cosaiCl in y initensity ut~lizing

Geiger aoo~twtr iýoohnl~qu( ti Of'."iberf4 in taierreport~s trnd

utilizin~g alseo, an por~t of 'lle ecjvipm-nt., hlthpriomLire

Ionization ohanibers 0dev! -iaO by Dr- .. ~ W., ~~r and nono±iAoJ.hd

by the Geigi~r o-ouritaes c.. r. ai-.I w5 L. be roee~lled that,

used by him In 00 eat~0fl ?%-,th PflAehtp In< f &A o> LU

The purpou,, of thieiie uýbi-itr- 1,ong ý5 of ~v~ o ~ p~rt

between thei various k~j)'g ;-,0C.s.- :;-

oular amph~iji on thz.i do :-,3-;2.%nr~i7A'-L_ OZ 014 "I jnx.

TCo the izaLI and,, somoý toi p t j~4 f .1.3J.

In a d,1i t Ion t o t he fo~.: o ~ ~ ~~ ~'p~v

iountava~ a.t asr'~outr j.'~:1~i . t~a iap, aye-,~¶~



The~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ tciýlaoa, ,ftp e th

brg oaerr~i0 On ri~teto <~~ ~It p.-j %fWtAlf for

shipment, com.prises the J~ $X aJcr-

borne inetin~vaexts 00¾jtc:rt-lrj X!urh coimter toei-

s-;opSf thn k varlious otl(Wdt4 lx a( tior wfli be

interpopt6ett twcnt4;y-fuur >tu ,,atb:'wP D31 xitmtentb eaoh 4fl-

taining a Wx-gtv-preasa' -Lr "'.OIL :(t 9 lx.viamb,, ocmtrolead laý a

044 counter teiesoopo0, r-ad su *a rncatnting systems ror

groun4 obvm@l~watlonia 0  X ai.Lt.a ;o bhsv iuctuai aeoordlnj1m

Instrument t,, nMe~rOn:IŽ cw~Of c-rApet -quired for' tt,:)

rough tests of the po)ri~lhjnt:K t40Of .1-1-v7~tu~ct8a~ '

oluded among, thesupl 4



In the Ps AnnuaX Ropnz.71s raferenir-- uva-f matk ,k

erjnriment whiv4, at that '49imc had been oQwplettd., iufl;

uionzernqd WitAý &ar ±rrest~igation d4aorilnit in tht tittB,

A jaopy z-f the comnpleted pape~r ý:in This matter, iffhiifl mi4

been 3S11% in fOr. pubILizativs9is, 13 ppandid to this Rsporie-0

Cz COLLABORATION IN THE EXPEDITION TO 9REENLATIIJ SI ONSORET)

BY THE OPPIJIE OP NAVAL RESEAMRC

Four threc-pfun4 pac~kritts of nun.Xear nmulzsn rrtr@v p3! epred

for the Wfloari flight and dtlivared by Mr,, ]XurAlC-- fainet

it 0 1riskso~n, Air 'frsffto YAaivon Office-, Westý:vor .IirPLje

Besne, on July 26; 1952, Thy* o,-nstv.nrt±,.,n '-f a ltyvpSiaIl pakl&t

la shown In tha e aoomrny'ing figure0 Thtt pszilreta. vvt@ ranged

'to @ibtain at; wu-4.h data as pran~tiocabl. ý* an.g s ttc havirng

a *Ktrgv:- R- > 7;in the Trllusxy o3iniz ZradiatiOn at Vl!-rup"+4-

latitudes0  Instruatior& isWft* gtnv~n to LI,!y -2ne paokiu--1 m to

of 'tho to~ur p~r,,,jn-*teJ fliighta0 irn the iLn:,ens~ta of t4?f~

m2ppoz'txurity fzr ri-Azvvrbin ercw nt- liX nstn

Tkw-' pai~vct4 vonslsaed o{ pairs v~Y6 ltt ctdwii;:

tlwak sensiftia nod irwvXi walbi-cfl40. Theem&s urac

d-t epu~rated by pepncj- arr t& i tkt~t nvidz sAMA ws';:r. WA rr'
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$-!hiMATIC lEJ:ESENATION OF PLATE ORUZTATICN IN A TYPICAL PACKET



worla. w&P. to. lnf~urn t~i; Ci.Oh pair be axacia va that. a a

tracosz in =ze palic WC p~latini ocwld not have po~m throulgLiY I
other puairp bhuni JInuzv tho number of 42ndependerit o~bti1rwatiorm

available for d nhl%-rnnabon of the fl=.0 'l establish the Yralua

of the charge of a heý.y primawyo It Is nemo seary, in gerieiral,

to observe the trquk o~ver a lengthi greater than 3 (am& MIn the

emaulsion,, Thus only those traaoka whioh Ila near to theo plame of

the amialsion are usaeful. it Mater'uanirg the akazrge diat~'bIAVU1n Of

The plates Uacod In makl-`ig u~p the palrs were Ilford G5, 400I.L

and 6OOt± and1 Ilford 02, 20%L. There were also 80116 Eastmt-n KCodak

NT'B3 plates 2%Li. 611 X 611- The purpose of the Inseneltivit Q~ platos

Is to permuit a better xweasurament of~ the mtore heavily t.onizing par-

biolos 0 , The arrangament allows a threefold measuaremeint to to made

on each track 0 (9~ -=r,,y counts are made in the aleotror. Beneltivev

emulsion, 2) grain density m~easuremient is mada on the port~lon of

the track whiob appears In the faal1ng Insensitive emulnian,~

tions are m~cde to establish ',ho voloolty W' the parti&~v.e Fo~m

thtease retauraumtents the oiiarge, ean then be Clýtormlned.

An 'ýermtal.sj.n c~lu& ohambap u0onsieting Of7 48 Eaa"ýrw pz-11legi!

was ln'iiced In onc- (-r ý,h pait'v T woy

X 3 X .. 5ýL;sau~lt-Iv7ý ank Aorost-V qi..-...u-ia. wca -

-AI



),...5;

Two of "ye for ! ~ed clt thla weAe & Fesf l t

LA ~ 4-aý' ~ ~ii a Er~L1~Plana to allow

oj~ud4Ye iICrt~~y~~t o Y- ~ i~t~h qmo dtnadvttntagn. isT

~Affl~&tyIn ±nAmeA %--tA~ 45 vc bWthrouighotat. the
~ 1f~qi3Xcj~0 m tA; Jn~zbMo a mavn.rements San be made

uomptx'rib½- In ac~o~aqy %o thoso In the plates0

TLwo of the ?ouar projauted £li1ghta were euooessttfl 8 one
renaining at '?'0,001 era• for tbhfreo hourso The equipment doaoended
by pa.,achute in on,.% case to Ellesmere Island and in the other to th-
Greenland ioecap0  Untortunatily0 In both cases0 adveris weather
oonditions prevented reoovery of the plates, T.ere Is soame
possibility that tha paonagee mry be salvag.d in the spring,,
and a reward of ýQ00 has been posted by Dr. Marcel Sohein.



A. :

IRElATING TO TUTE CAIN DE CfPlMFF GrE4W:RATOU,

Por th*, rirst patefl'r tht )repcxt'ytar the. opt2nrw41t

ufthe smafll Van do (Wsaff wau fairly &iatisfaotery9 and

t--omw progreg~ nae made Air me~amwing the total1 neutrau

~;ottrfigrur©us seutio.?n* -of tz~me of t,,hes eLemest's0 In

j,;he, ~r'ly spring. eeer. -iftu Iotin dsve'tcvped whith-

(,uW=mtated in the orulrZ~aj,4nre of the arco!yp* to

tou~xe duo to, poai-iotncn %ý tho filamtnto Soneu tine naý§

4pn~trflng toi find tin s:nar©-. of the tnoublo withou-

csuowona and frinally an RP !on 3:0rWOO was inataflid1 in 'th-#

,ýýxtsting heradý This improved the siluation but e-averfl.

2eak* In t&t vacuuwm tubw,ý and an inability to fenui thlio

Iýeam abom6 401D Ky prevented *pzýaticn0 A now hMad *a"

ý-nftlaled with higher toT~rsing voltage euappai~a newn

fiooswng eltqtrodles warn J-t&Aed and tbie 2lakr wer(ý.

Fatcalaley fcur4d and @uvard! by 7-Ate eunarne the gen2irni -cr

raa, 1e*k 4d, prtrn

Thi EY A.r acw'im ' illq typs nŽqý ~ -

4t~r~ty y Ia~xr~and ir42 and uaem-t, In:- 4w 1n( a



tr~odo and 'the firt~ tube elootxode are 0Ž.1 thee same! diamiir 0ýdr

ýTh now head, A1.14b wall diniigrnec for v g1ga~ntts, oom

rA~.ianose and oonwenienale of wtrloing,, hv1, vill rxV ita acit-

ponentis mouinted on four -plates which ar." assembled oun.

a~ovls the othe~r with spin~ rott Thc* bo~tto plats: su7,pporV

the bn1t pulloy and 'th* ~ihgh voltage ehtatrodat and is oln

niected to the h1Igh w*t1,Ag folusig vlautxod'a Thise PiT.at

ia, elmcotrically insulateil Prom tilie second by 19itaft rad

and a ruabber V-Ulet wh:Lao; drives ths 400 eyelt- gencerataya

,ThV s3eoand plaste olatdains the 4-00 ayeJle gener~ator ths

amal~ator 'the oaii~plower supp~y ar..d th,, blowerw al

of whillh are loomplete uniUt and *an be sel~arately removad

from the plate,, Original;4, the seoand p3ate auprtetd ar,

JiXiiM M.La~tQ-o.'a which shielded ths uppor p~latces fram ti-on

khg voltage eieotrode buit th~i was fowvr! unnivloeeeryu TI.,

1I-14rd anid foýt jplatels llr bavk to back ý, tke sb4 uppurtfa

tba .vatro varlxcgý2 and *11 WrJ adiunt 1.s elz- tb.*~ aks am~d

*ru pp.' tke 1-n IK fti"xvrng suipp. and tkl"



~hC X~&?~tjz'-:'plhro> :m.1T v4(r~! Ak;l nh i <1 ) tf5

'the &Jtrgging -of the PO~ ixsin thi X1e RE F r~~i

nioscted that the source of the~ r.ntamination ;as -the vavuuvm

tube. We tried to redua!. this esffect with a d07~eCt~4l

vold trap in the maina, niuum uyatem en& iarger diameter

pumping lead between thut diffusion ramp and the faro ymmp 0

The niapillary in the RP u~ouroe was enlarged to 40 milog

Týhese two steps cured the contamination txila.@,

Several ohsii&gges anti Improvements havia bcaen Made, tf?

try tci improve. the stab~it2ty of the generateor Eleotroo

static defleotors have Nven installed in the vacuin tube

to center the beam *an ttsa analysing magne-t0 Row (3onneotars

between the true eleotrodes and the rings have bean installe1.d0

The target end of the vacuiu m tbe baa been .~m1e~ r~b-alt

and a smail diffusion pump added at the target0 The ccran

flabiliser system has 1w en overhauled ant a SUlsrn driver

probe hs. been installetr0

On the long term bemis a nsw magntit box ia Wting dp,,

tigned which w111L inooryccrato two sets;: of team det-Oinirs

uflits end a twnion balrn6eP at; that thro uagntt canrs- wi*du

anmgyanalyntr0 Tht, tcTroinn b-a"Jn-9t la under c~all-

ritrw,zt.-on0  The parts tma new tube arto airte~ nd nil!

"t assembled tIn the nt~a2.- ~Iti~~the ne'.' lubc Tdlit býGt:



"If, -w * tl'
t~djg~cs~ts; 4It ., V-

."-16 str n"fl aO'W 1 c Arhi;3 haftha V:r 1Lat-0~ -1t~fh' o'L L

runalywed prot~ons., but trim b.is-1` stabflity ..ia obtained betwooL

&pai and 5 pa,9 biat -ther@ V; W-tll a rmerýs:Wan aamnnt of~ ir--

tt~ability In the positlor% Wr !)tan4m. Vast high voltag@

lite been up to lo62 Msv :rx'iwi xiatabl1§0  Howe#V-r 9 aata

ITin been taken aow lo52 K-cv 9 vvi wittn mort ,ýplratlon the

hi~gher voltage wvfl' prtit~bl *b)1; utitts1no=4-1 R1tat thuv owrcn

"tpaSlatoi wanting propry thi,, ioltags is *-ýonfant to * 2 CV

T Atal Noutrorn Or,0ae Seal 4a.V

Th# mcaa~r~ctnt of t lhs t@Aal1 neutnr.r (cWo82 3oStIOI. (At

viue of the eiemontsi Is titt ng -.onthrnued b. ,wtaemiwng tXv~:

91 i1 p ýHo,3 rww@ti& 1 0(-j Thw ofmttn saott on. fl-r noppa' ant

ntagrinsiun lays kxier nasnto toeit Mwb- `,'lmtjqu&, and tha.:

4~~\)pv~rat~~46 , ar~hd wtnz m mcz~d n rnzaner" ft It'I



--.. - - .' tI h 114f 3.m.'

sr; t'vVnn in The ul t ,At. wng pr~aivm winamd ýmoc-

taring data9 -the n~eutron flummx1wn determiner) ;Ath no~ Sav'2160

thi flux was dAtsarmiined with sample0 Ithw drclr@,ýrd w~as Jlte

to cmined with sample in pla-s~t, and a parafirn sone betweem it

and the cooluftOer The rtnolIAu4',a. as m-lla.*aad by the thzr,,;hi

old airve f~or thot !Lpt vI'ao 35) Kr9 WPhh QJls@ cheokcvwery

iteU with the onrmx s.vticNt for 'the resormnann In WIg, Tht

ur.,,ss aeotloL8 v~'~rmpw.Jt,*d5 Iskirg corzscti~ine fcwr in-=

twaF4ttering and. !ý,(gon,

A Is lance'. V znaturT g tht mgnowiif- 6 atng

ýAv~mlaWr and a ~rt1It~ '~trand amu'jJ:Afier ;v

itsufl~3Oit~rU% 4 Ci I d t',satpd0  Th'r-i baliarj(;g,, )r2& n ctJLXL'> id

rti ng tin, l pwttet frt"m piuý:ýnmtum as-a "'he bcg tkr 'a

rmt repycvdu.rc,,lbl t* barW+.ex Unai4 s t4 T15'kis lgol, .4hi,*trat-,'k

r-At'ts tO difino ý-lwg bnm0, a mcýmna~e Wa-4 L2J~in



ce~'~~ i: m~r -nr 'a, insx-e og±I.Mg -,)ir4 thý!

dtector~ ia ai otL'1bera .@yt-a rontmadI a 5619 Pha--*

ms'tar is as~eantialfty oumplett and we plaw t* )so it. as soon

as we van make the genexataVr operation more stab2cc-

Neutrons frem the Manegto of Xweýn by Deutoon

Tke stuible isotopes of mnoi a" No 2 ' NIM2 1 9, andNo2

the rejtative abundanoe of No I" being more thain 90%. Ths

high conaentication ot thi~s isotope In nat'ally oaurzring

n~aon makes 41, possible ta tudy oertain reautions without

the us. of stable isotoposo When Ne2 0 in irdiat~ed by

.-Mutrans., an- of the sey.#ral oompeting nualear reactions to

-A4 4 3)- a 41H*1W0

whers Q in VrA entrgy re .Laf V the reaaol-sta This Q-alu~s

tan bs calnulated fram s~~other nutJloar reao1tiona wvhi~h

arctr~y nin Theeu-3 aro

ýDO ~H 3  Q ý 44,N9 40:009 Hlý

'4) Ii J 165 '(lo M b



Nt f1~xJV - 0~0e`2 ?MeT-he ;~L~t 
A

that observed~ In raaotiLck- '

A thin gestoios tar~rt of neon *Ya- irradiated by

deuterons of mean energ XLoQ Nsvo supplied by the Bartol

Van de Graofa statitrono The emitted ntutrons were observed

at ansles of zero and 90e with the inoident deuterona by

Uhs method of reooll protono In Eastman NTA platetOs The

observed neutron spectrum "'or 00 and 900 Is shown In

Figure lo Emlsion thigtosses of 100 p eau 200 p. were

omployesd The most pnuninuiced group of pnrtlalea is at-

tributeod to Ne2 0 (D0n) Nn .8.0 T-,a position of neutrons

fPr carborn ontamination is indioated a 1-3 the position

at the group f-.m No 2 0 (DOE) Na 2 1 .aloulated from th*

Q-value of +1422 Mev- I;i As ovident that tV, observed

pigsition is in disagreemint with the calcul-ated onso In

the forward 11.raiion, Vo- groups of neutrons are assigned

Vi "TDpn) 3~i AL1 ;ýn being a~ssumzed to Ilavt originated on~

ti' high enera side of thhw f•-I_, of tht &Ss target -bai.bbro

Thi gerM•sty was ath axpan-•, -0t suib r•eutran rauu not

bv re-loded 1-n the plate-i s Th-i týbare Qvajus Ie

-0,7 00 Mayov *0.5,9 M., ars'Llor than 'htr ae oWulat~d in
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izt-o fI.- Y~A fi JA

plý.- the spe@(trIwwm 'kh c~itr of th'i super allowat

.vociur between tht gaund states of Na• 21nA N,,% s n* a

gemm radiat1an nhould bn, prasent. A private commicati±n

frou Jo R, Richardson and assooiates at UOIA != bea r-:

ceived to the effeit ths- :,io mm rays fr•-m Na2 I have been

d4teated in a soint1llation speotrometero Only annihilation

radiatlon w8a preser.o

The foil thickness .,nd target thickness were calculated

aevsralL times independently by several difforent membera of

the Bsrtol Staffo The bmbarding energy wa. 1o35 Mow; tha

fall thiakness was 300 Ki and the target thiolcknos waa

100 Kev, giving an average effective deuteran ene-gy of

1°35 - 0o30 - 0005 f toADeVo



gam uy ImVI'7 by 21w 1mv-t Vt-'C -ee la

!týpe cant ''I. ricL~!{>lb.A (N &ty t!
7 rcant). 2, mr __ c ANvvsY

'-.?'A t*fl 4 '1avr'-n( m&'oi.Mm

434d

g4.m Tye W-4t~o by, hY'vEm tsa f srt' her~ tM

C% ptier hnard, GOunank Msi; faT r- ,ý @ zr e" ka l:r cx'* )1,P

'7'~~~~~~~~~~4 pý et p~r'd t ctr ~ ~t a
mfAtegredasi9v YSZt i n* erscnVI niat

Tis enery harel a gaulan ra9louvsuja 99)

byisthed ash,4 u, t6h,

tnTh8 K'r'-'L the 7



x

wrfh beta 02 by lsa th r. Oo Mov ... •

gamna-ray en6gyo Whinr. a .arafliy purifled souroie of

large to _omL for • pre3enoe of the hard gammn ray

thought tU be of energy 0o92 Mevq it was nonoluded t•!st

the presence of this gamma 7ay in the zirconium fracion

arose fror an inocmplact chemical separmation ani that V';

is actually only asaoeiated with the ...auhter elwent*

Because of the various conflicting reports oonoerning the

gamuma radiations, the properties of Zr95 - Nb95 have been

reinvestitatedo

,Procedure and Results

A sotroe of Zr 9 5 - Nb95 was produced in the fission

process ai the Oak Ridge pile,, Pure separated souraes of

Ze90 and Ib95 were prepared repeatedly by Steinbergra

oxeaete procedure9) The gamm rays of Nb95P V95 . and

Zr =Nb' were absorbed in lead a.s shown in F~igmre o

Fron the ilopes of the curves it in evident that the

gamma rityt emitted by the 'tree liffarent radicractive

sources are eesentially, the same in enraixe No evidenov

appears on any cf 'the Wsboaption curves to suggs•t tk§

presen•c of any Samma rays of 1ower energy and gomparible

intensity° Repeated -hamioal separations always gayv
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phc•0oealwtxi lines v the Somme ays of' afshly separated

Zrý' and ra' vere ob grved in a c=ystal of NhI - TI1 The

pulse height diatributi•ons are shain in Figure 2, wharc

±t is aola- that t+he gamm ray of Nb95 is somewhat; Mor•

energ~etic ihan that of Zr 5o Calibration of the spebtro-

meter with the 6ama rays from Au19 8, 9 2 2 Cs81579 8046 D

and Cc 60 yielded quantuta enegise of 0o73 0.02 May

an,! 0.76 +* 0.02,

The beta-gamma conolidence rates of Nb9  Zr 9 5 9 and

Zr$5  Rbg as a function cof aluminur absorber thicknoss

before the beta-ray ounter, are shcmn, In Figure 3o 1t

Is evident that the avetrage value of the oonoidence e".t

is approximately the sEcm In the three , oonffrmiag

that most of the beta rays of 7r95 art fallued, on the

aviurage, by appximato1y tke same amount of amma-ray

energy (067. oMay) as are the beta rays of li-b". The

beri-gaims ac~inaidenae o ntirx arengemen't M8 0611-

brated by tlyh beta- gam •ainoidence rate of 06. TV

a soperate~. a ooZ ~a idena* meas~zments at aer~ain

*sel~tad thli )1tk'ABses of absorbers before th* bet2-ray



Tab~Lfi~ry p ~ece'~ r beta e.ay

Tc is inteo vt 3'n S ch-jw

1&,3 the12 Po th abna- b-eo

%izid be c*zptiýteil to ejp~ý ariw--n tho OZi~

emited j-,t~a mnat,,i ý.vtwa& he a O"f.I



ait 0,5~ Mev -1a observ1ed tiJte mogst 'likel4v" of the

orbital.s nssocietted with the awmimptloi of a 01-100 fo'-'

buidden tan~n~tiorn ia /ý7/20

If an I f1roibiddewi bytt transitio~n is assu~med, tho,

ir)bital aesignment uf the 0.7 'ý 0.02 ev leveil In

uniqueljy 37/2 o The tranisi~tio~n gT/ g/ Is,, o1Z

Qotwle,, far mor'e proba ble thaz 97/2.4 JPX/ 2 o - inae the

Z7/2 shell alcoes at 23 1.olensq the g.,sub-sholi,

closing at 58 nualeorw9 is favored.

From shell model oon~ idorations and ths. convexision

coefficienits of the 0.716 -< Oo2 Ma gamna ray of ii 9

It has been parevioualy *hcvnl3) ttot ths deo-sy of N o

to Mo9 van be charotoirized by g9/2- _>9/ -ý)652

rootnoten

may aimrrg!.es are Ini coontradicotion with the prWovion

reywtI (rfeveonas 83) that the~ baU ~rays of w arP

QolniJdw*ft n'1th 10!3 '10han 0. NOT of Gada- onersy.

Tha emls ýrewa"lt% wan~t be usriWý ft, the pronacw*@



Whrnm ai ' afd~i rit r~ o~e~il

vf oo~wpnc,ýbl kJt ccv-< be thoepl e

e1-am"Wai aemm%-toion J-5 itl-flate a aa, uzAb1e irergth

of time uttcr or~set a.? vshthed.iAegatonte

are In t he ra tio 0g

where the aubuoripta 12 and U refer tv psenrr-t SaG daughter,

and the N~ Is are thn deauay constants Jk ths 65oC1ay

Zr9 5 and thn 35-day ¶J,45Datl r-atio In 246 ± Oo2o In

the present investigation the ratio ul thci gasra-ray

activities nai obaerv*4 tIn both sointiA5tv t'on týountero

and Gekitor 3ounters and foniad to bs992 ý- 115) Cantfrm-An

a good separat ion if ?a-he gamma radiatioina of the Dcremt

and daughta. are es sentitslly the sans.
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prinmri~y vditlh the p-rbla of refuaing doad-times III

G-V counmtas ~and with mRsrreranta of tha Aan'tfin

prlmarry Ais~ption of v~ricps gaecs b,7 0-'3 B In

addition to the nmnin invesiUgutionas, a, preliminar~y stu~dy

has been rmidic of the *jez~ticr of cotmte~re in tht

neighborhood of the taiger-Mue1J.er threshold.

The dead-time ixere tl.stlans have lead to the de-~

velopment of simple cit~off airouit whic~h limnits thtoi

spreadlng, of the disc.)i~are in a iself-qiu.nohtng counter

to a small frcta-,4.ol t he wire lenth,, thereby allemiiri

the counter to respont] to a~n ion11izing taj an 300fl an

la5 gL Seo. aftelr ean~rie disoakrge, A dnt*ailed dts

orlptlon of this arlmait and the aroiwas testi 5 bi.*h

have been performed ta tas1t Its effect on ýG-M oounter='

behavior is attached ..c the repoirt in thec fn~ra of aa

reprint. A ~rav~iew axt-Aale n~ow in prapariatlan for~ pabli-

ostion In NLacleoniha±s to-iM uith t~he geerau~l prablem of

G-- counter dse4d-tirv aA Oiaouesas 'thi ~relative w~rita

of the various mothoei which have been davigied fx ilad-

UMe redU~tioin* AR rpi~xalua for iieasixing the Y*X61;ivc

efficienoy of a oown or at shcwt timcs afft a diPT~brg(

has been devievad, anC W-11l be desaribed. in th~in paptig

together wi1th p ow* 01 taIaulta it, Imn y~~ided an



X~ WAtŽ Žk~~ tfrwt~A ~c uUOh
441n z Deror tv'GoiiUmite~ef Ui refXined~

tonlahniquit-ifti A'~ nfl '?vayAolap"W

cZ gases htn- bieerý ds'~~4vpL 00,)P..ý. 5flxe method corzsibtri Ava

ntpertsring th.e probabilAity : hat a low prcessvre ocun~te

filledG. With- the ga- r .de -nveJtgation lus- be1%JA

charrged by s (3c-ray huving a known energy (variabin

between U42 and 1,6 wasi) and a woflde~flned path-length

In the counter0 The discaulrge probability togethcr with

the ja ch-kexgt~h and Scis protssure oomprine Information

sufficient for the duternnination of the specific primary

irnisation of the sa. contuiined In the ruounter0

Although the metkiod o-: measrzement is not new9 aer-

*tain improvements in *apparnitus design notably a re-

duotion of the upper rt I 1IM4.4.1a #Wfw *"- pth1ength% -

provide qthe conditions xnorsanary for more accurate

specific W1mary ionisatiori measurements tin have

heretofore been acoocwplishAd in the energy ra~nge oaczvenisdo

Succeasful meaawrremwt"";s on '20 HN% Nee ard A ~--**

oribed In, Nctatl In a paper which follovs -- nhve been

completcO, and prepr~mt1acrA are now being made to extend

tWhe 1nvotigaition to 'tha c&; gsnio vapors used in *elf-

titenchine e;oirntera0



from the -ýontinwxos spo--abLrm of a radilvýtive fl'--ay

aourae ar3 dlrectid throa~gh A series or 3 G-4¶ Qount-nr~r

aapanate6 by thir. A)-no~s A meatirernent of the

efficiency 'tf the firwt vuonter by the rc.inoidenoe

mwthod yields informnni&1,n *,rom which the spacifia pri-

nary ior~z-Asttt of it,-i aon':ained gas is 4ulouleted0

1ae&,afureintnts on 4He.'1, Netand A vcr the range of

incident e2.~rnent'-.giuu 09,2 to 1.6Me have been made

and the c-atn tomeTred with the Bethe theuciry of primairy

iinisaticvA,, Bsy adjuutmnnt of two aons~rits contained In

the theorat'i~n formula It is :)ossible tv fit the data

fir each of the four Gaseak within the experimental errors.

The adjus ted f ormulat, appe -r t-3 prwdiot% accurate values

atr the *spscliffo prinv7- te'.Aiat46ion over a range of energies

oinsideraoty arsater T1,hati 4nht invea"Zigat3$.

Measurementu of tho Sj-4ctiOi pwr1mry inniwatiou off

gttees by -*1-r6zd parý-iulNc Itw bean tondiuctcid by a ri~bnw

oC. invet~i*tvtorL5-7 Iopv - onhiderub16i -range *t Inaident

p~~rtioMrwst 'rjic5) IVs kiswi9 &--w~ frbt-PThthce W

Vrg di M~y~s28iI3beAaee:i, 1ha rssu."t3 ýbtaincd whi1,Li



~he r ~enen~and tho prodetotilns

of the tht.cen,

In výe 01 Uld M213' a'PIlioations- of ncta'ledga jova-

4eorning the A'.onimtIon o~f gastes in vario-as fields of

secperimenl~al physias it VM3 considered worthwhile to

conduct a noun set of pweoisti measurementv on several1

gases in ý;no neighbcr'hot)4 o!f minismim ionizaation using

P3 -Partioa.es fromi a redionao ;ve source as the p:eimary

Ionizing r'adl.atione The mejisurementa repoarted herein

extond over' P sufficient; ra~ige of energies to make possible

a detzrmirvat:Lan of the para aeters rhioh anter Into the

Bathe theory ef pirimary Jion ~.sation and indicate the degroe

to' which the theory "Ty be 4'-elled upon~ ar a tao~l far vxý-

trapolatir~g eperimental, daa 0&

E erimenial -a J~ccved~ur=

Thi er±merital proacedure oonsists of measuring

the probability tYet a UM tounter fi"'css with the ga

=nider my nt tion wy'All be' disoa~rig. b~ at1 u ha'rin
a kn~own ezeergy and a well-a-ifined path 1;inc.ig in thit

aind the avert-V mumber pj 1mr lam~ ý mP,) X~ Vro&4&3*

bya (3'-ray ýW~ tn versly~ tis -"r



w~itar~ x iý-i Pxtpt~.a~l tne gas pr4ý1nuur4i -An ct-ý

manspherna and A the teamperrA tre in degrees Ko

The '-tal idity of mpzat.'xm Ui) rents xiv tire follnw-

:ing aasvrn-otins a 1) flint Vae primary ioan pairs are

wbatiatioiallj distributed $vxlocation siting the p-tl" of

1an electron accoarding tn the Polason Jlawi, 1) that the

counter 13 tnrtain to bpi di schargad by asky -electron wihiob

produces -ine or more Ia~n jndrsf In the gus1, 3) that the

proinbillity of an eVcotron being knocked out of the wall

by an incidWent kuty iv' nogEgibie In compairison with the

probahili~y af rrcduýtiJn & a primary Loa in the gar.,

Aesaumptio~is )ii) and V~ spprý-r Vt, be wiefltfounded on

theoretioa1 grounds9 [Lrid 3) haa been uheflred by examining

the variaI'AIoii of C. wO.tAh pt-,awre ats will ½Ic dirsýusoa below.

The 7ixpevrimcnta:), arr erent no Itho .2 iii igurt :t

consifst -asr3rrWiafly @f & S R-"ray ape :3t-rogruph

(ovap1at H ~ Jg ) :.%,d a set of S- iý3nun`,;rw

e0tL A andioiyi eV otriua eauxm4ý)- 31 S gi~trise

t~ acontin~astu pnkwa o/Y aya rsýangitug In i.norgf £r-M

sqro to 3 Mliv0 lTtv rertta at taft iea B s~jinta from `zP&

4,mntinuoua up**txrim k ~c-n~et beau ci,? ,e -~~rTi
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Fig. 1. - Appartus for determination of the specific primary ionization of
gases by a-rays in the energy range 0.2 to 1.6 Mev.
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Fig. 2. - Variation of the quantity (1 -E) as a function of the pressure of H2
contained in counter f1i (.855 Mev. (3 -rays)



o-inne te a f' p sA',. Pý

The o~=w ne~" r'ange whicoh zaz be 1!vered with this

a'irartuz is limited +t! abouit 20-0 kv at the Im. and, arn.

t,; 1,6 V~ev a!'I the high imnd, The lower liniet is deter-'

mined by the total" thickners of the threa aluminum

counter w'indows, and the upper limit by the maximum mag

natia field attainable. TIhe momentum resolution of the

spectrograph in approrirrztaijy ý 5 per zent.

OorrvcV~ons for enrgry loas of the A3=4ays in th.o

CýQoXp AZ~ windnr W, r~ert mEas on the basiv ýaf the r~ng6

ve ener~v curves for eloatr~na in ALe P-t the "Lowest-

anergy ,3--rayu consiraiv.-nd in tke pr-esent rnvestA~gt5i.-

this oorrgýst"on amoun~is t~ ýipproximastlv 54 per ýiM while

fc,.r the hI.ghc..t eitery zrar.- the oorrectian~ is. approxizitely

oiis per acit

The u,3nw~r C.'- ic f'illd with a smse 4ý. riz`.aur1 i;<ý

g&4883 )bons tmary Lon`sat. or. is to 'No 114Uijya&1 jh _

gas pressu_,r* _-s chosen n ý) a tha ( '_4' tie qpo

Irrograph un.-y range ar T!, .unted 'oiVi aai vfijienty .4f

abaut M -- a zndt wh'irh results in 'Z-h lvault;

loniinatl= U. a given :s ti~itiza." atcauzý2y" C'.'Mtq,.Z



a g2;~u n ~ -e, Ir. to utcuat tVh yiLb-

Tha ýjaa itrs aRe '-Innne~tedl to_ *h01>rxC-3rý

which sivCtrsuly'zcrds the number of 3=fcid

azinidenes (. 0antC tht. number of ?afo'dr

ooinoideni~es (C2 o3 The effioienoy of C, f or oounle"

ing theW 4? rayS whioh tnsvcrse it within the solid ar&6g-s

of windors W, and W. X.a giv;en by

- o~0 ) 3)

where the qu anteities wtiT.1- 'am ýsubaor.-Iptvi 'Tepnsen't the

baokground nainoidenje -zat -a recorded wvitn the magaetir*

field of the spectrog-,raphi e1du~ied to serxýý; Thi ba4k=

r-ound ratnus %vefl 1!5 per oent of tin 32=r'ay

oci.,nting rates for &1.. ;tf 1he measuremoas repvrted h~re.

IIt way cieocaaar2- tt- o'ýerate the -icunter C,. an a

ress~c±=~i~~hd ~vtewith mul of tha gatesu ti `;
A. J".... A.,. .-r1.A- L-t - '- - - -q --an i

6ZALLW LLV8 16 ivis-Ji~Cb4U ;'t W U.-71*1 -$IIIW0 UZLAA .-fl W t WjJ

tnucuhirW, rasistanoe 1TAohms rena~ a,: me r

atannes, tzrr~ltc; ~~ rsa- tu :.navroe that tib

rtte~ndan, t, &*cPVmtie 'IN-l -uit :u-tviz- dxt n r2-40 iv rt t

a Lss CZr, -'n LCmn: 8 CS 12 ~ 4 vr.dwt
w_ý-~zbxrio to . V 16 , Ii v zd



'.hOic ircJ timne whe~n the -wirs, potentia',.

Of' Cl mat irane thinn 5 irclts baloyr its norp_.&,' %quiescen-1

pctentia:,, This impotnce th,, oondit.±oIn t~wt n-""'ts

be 0omp1.tv24 reooverefl froa, azv prect-ding diaohmrgo

befor"e a oolnoiidenae acyi1c 169 recorder3 Ufad thau rendered

'the experimurtally-deterrnimA~ *ffioieraicia independent of

the dmad-t:Lmoý of CIO

The basgrm rw1 es u-- ad in~ equiati.a (3) to ev~a-ýats

the efficieiioies wyere jiorreýAed to olompen'mate flor the iii=

aotive tLme of the re-.ordinxl. ol:!Mults iLnl'od'ioe1 by the

motion of the ant1 =ooizvoide' ze 3irlouit! during ýthe AR =.Ta~y

data r=9.~

As a too of the -~s-:1:rlelicb±Az~y Of the *xpe.rIt

men~tal proatdurt., a cu.Tvs a:' eftiaien~y -va prepsure F;s~

FP~gire 2 iz 9 semi-l"ogsrath-;iQ plot of the, wnamutred valull

eIP-~- 'c Jl U3- LJ 16-3 Li J.J wcýrLS

is seen~ that t"-ýe expea:f.entu 1 p.'ýints e.e6xn a str-miht

~ ~bt2~tz the iat=rmg --,at& ao C-. :r,,A



or4Arc out ofa thefl au t:Wn exo n Sthrough th Ir- mil A)

windows 1,, and W2r Thive--, 1T-,r a (3 -'ray tv. cause a

cAnoiderize (C, Cli 3 le i nacessary ztet the ray tml7vrtz-i

Cý. within the *. ia"d angle ", windowrs W~. and ThItsI1,.

windows ars 0425!'" inz diame~ter and ths piano axfui

on which they are- woiur',od &re serarateoi by a dintnn: t-v

AM ~8", There are tlwo, effeýý.t's whi.ýh -zause tho~ mnw.n

pxith-1eflg'th ý-f rays trveti.n *.tc &cpft a1i ekvtiy-5 txm

thaI'e 1SflWt t Ths :~s is ascatterir.g t 'the Wnmilt

V-ie entmsnv wt.ýndovvW, V-)r /'Krvas C; thle SLVŽ-& izfgy

a-msiderad hrs;a the mfl)Qk attr ng &lx 444 W, ile

mlzdfioieir4,ý! iarege tha-v' eash p-tont ofl' wtnd3¶y U2jb-

:inaidertA as an iso 'r~ai& sninrnl MT _-p a

of the mba path= engti 2. ýý rays tr'~vtling bot-woý--O

w?.4ndows 0  Su-ýh a ras~ti i~sTtrem-Itv.

Tlit r~vstrnd t'ff e canitio Jfr-ýAm a a: igh;S-J): 3

mnwtalj sphri~a m- s';1 o~Szf wi nd"i It. thi'- sn ut



fratn uuintent:!.zr~Aý. s2ab3itX'ng th!9 "N Uj a -t a""

!P.sphera re~u~e -11 4iC~~ft i-~ i At

effeot of reducin,. t h- aiverage path--3ien(,th to a valut

approximstei~y 0,,5 per aerrt lass than that indicaeted aboos

fcvr the ease of a plane windivw surfaae0, Coasideratlon of

tha combina tfftos of s~attoaring an inu2;

4F nd. ztes tk~t theim ma-n patlh&.ergth differs from the valus

2eo by less thr4 0.8 per cent. Sinceo the .arr.-r introduced

in~to the final. rasult by setting Qis of the tvamt

orde-r of masgnitcude as the statistio.al f1orrors R in

equation~ (2) ba been ae Z qual to Q -. i all of tho

The pre.su.-,ea of gae introduced jintu tha Coun~ter C,

ware measured with a moerm-%-y rmatimeter Qn~truateid Of gla~ss

tu~bing of 3ufM-ieinrtly !-:*ge ditimelar (ý5 in.) te

minate arron-3 ariuing from unaqual oeni5--.ue 3hapoa in~ tai

t~c atltun of the manoeter. Aw antl-pmara x method Wr*

use In aomparing the hal~hts of the maruryr columns ,;Mh

a fixed acale. graduated In mmo Errors -An 'the mwaiasu~,d

specifia primary ionization values caused by inacauraaie3

ir~ prosbure rosadings were 3h4es 'than or tiul to th* statis-=

tical errors in 91"A. of the measurements,,

Speotrosdapically pure gases supplied by thee Linde

Air Products Comparny were used through the investigationv

Ccunter C,~ axiibited a good bfficient~y vt, vol-tsgr pla~teau
-Wý
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did not perform satisfactorily with fillings of pure

Heq Ne, or A. The addition of suall amounts of H2 to

the latter gases was found to yield efficiency vs.

voltage plateaux as good as thst obtained with pure H20

OonsequenVly the additlon of H-2 was adopted as the most

practical procedure for overcoming the difficulties en-

countered with the pure gases . The specific primary

ionization values obtained for He, Ne and A with hydrogen

added were corrected by using the primary ionization values

for pure 120 These corrections amounted to 10%, 16% and 5%

for the three gasesp respectively.

Experimental resulte.

The results of the specific primary ionisation meabure-

ments on H2 Heo Ne and A are presented In Table io T h:

experimental errors indicated in the Table are the statian

tical standard deviations which in all cases are comparable

percentagewiss with the independent uncertainties associated

with the pressure and path-length daterminations, The rela-

tive magnitude of the specific primary ionization values ob-

tained for ansy indivadlval gas are oonsidered too be aoouzate

within the statistical errors. Uncertainties in the ab-

solute values are conservatively estimated at + 3 per cent 0

Repeat runs on H2. He and A. after removing the orig•na!

gas filling and introducing new filling uf the sams

pressures indicated that the messurementi we-r reproduoible

w;ithin the attistIcol eU.-Do
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ionization of H2 9 Hea No and A for "rious

g •ray encrgieso

Specific Pripary Ioniration-ions/cai at No.ToP
1 1

Energy . lb Ne H A

0.205 U.98 845 + Q95 7.56 + o16 1845 + .36 4 17 + 77

0.500 1~.71 6.04 + e065 J5,58 + .066 13.4 + .17 130.5 + ~34

0.855 2.49 5.44 + .054 5.08 + .0431 12.5 + .14 7.7 + .31

1.17 3-15 5.30 + -0531 - - - - -

1055 5.90 5.32 + .059 5.02 + .060 12.4 ' 1 127.8 + ,31

Comrparison of tV Experimental Results with the TheoR

Ttie theory cif prirary ionization has been treated both

c:Assi.3ally and qua rn1i-!rnnici,, k-Mn -,'ous degrees of

approxirmation by a number of authorso The most recent and

comprehnsmaive treatment of the subject - given by Bethe8)

-- yields the following formula for the variation of

specifia primar• ionization with the velocoity of the incident

partilci.:

S2 r0 m2  ri.2  1 2fme + b~ _A 4)

B ý,2 1Y MO .5 2n 2
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whers

S - number of prinrary ions per cm of path

e2
r. •M32 i,lassiial electron radius)

m "eleotron rest mass

a veiocity of light

N number of atoms per oc at N°T.P.

2 - Incident particle charge

Z atomic number of gas

IC ionization potential of the gas

Pa9 incident particle velocity / a.

LP b w constants dependent upon the electronic structure of

the gas

For the particular oase of atomic hydrogen

(a = 13,5 ev, z = V, Rmthe has calculated the values of the

o*nstants in ths equation to be: a - Co2859 b - 3.040 For

gases other than atomic hydrogen, the calculation of the oon--

stants oannot ba readily accomplished without introducing

rather rough approximations regarding the form of the wave

funi~ti±mes o thn bpvmd alwtrons

In the derivation of equation (4) the assumption is

made that tha incident particle is undeviated by individual

collision with the atoms of the gas° This approximation

leads to rather large errors at low energies, but should

not seriously affect the validity of the formula at elootron

snergaies Preater than a few 1kvo
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The form of --quatian (4) indicat._s Lhat tor a given

gas, S depends only upon the velooity v and the oisrge s

of the Inoident lunising partialeo By making tbe substituti•wn

I2 1/2

-;-a-)(5)
2

Ma1

and lurping the .)nstant coeffiolents in equation (4) ono

obtanni the expris3ion:

/P+2 A1 2
S 1- =n )•! + a (6)

2 (~;2
-kmc) /i

where p ia the inaldent partiole momentum and m the Incident

particle rest mas.so In terms of the non-stants of equation (4)

2 2 Za
0

~2\



In order to .aompare the theory with the experimental

results- the constants A and 0 have been empiriaally deter-

mined for eoh oW the gases investigated so that aquation (6)

yieldo the best agreement with the experimental results- The

values of A and C determined by least squares fits are given I
ir. Tab:.o II and the plots of equation (6) evaluated with the

tabulatod oorstarW-s are shown in Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6&

(solid curves). t'he dashed ourves also shown in the figures

indicatie the ext'umest of a family of theoretical ourves whiah

flit al-. of the 6x:)eriment-a! values deter•ined in the prosent

investigation wiVhin one statistical standard deviation,

The amo-Ants by which the ounitants A and C aorresponding to

the two extreme ucarves 3eviate froi the least squares values

ars indloated in 'Cable I. by the increments to the righ,- of

the + and • signs One of the extreme s9ta of parameters is

obtaineal by taking the upper asina and the other by taking

the lower signao

Tab] I Values of the parameter A ani C oalaulated by

fitting Eq V to the exparimental data. The

lim~ts inlicate the range of variation of the

parameters oonsistent with ths statistical errorrs

iAn the exparimental reault3.

A 50 + 0 422 + .038 I o13 + *09 2,37 ;`7

9". 49 1 . .11 218

I -

I I
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a1  ~rogr- ~L-n~ stwre fi ofthe }3etht formt,'a

(,iolid liurve P'c5) o the hydrogen JIorhtte n 1ýha

present, iflV6st±itIiuf -,erCges smotothIy vdtj~h t.he extpriment~l
ta of Tate an6 Sm t_ k h '~ tl cr n e e ~ t

"750 volts) bgt" dljveay-es_ gridudly Qtlv 5'.r na&gi~s toward

primr.: ionizat.Thn vahesoj 11 .-raiws of thd "ate and Smith

values, The exyerinient~al points of Cosynz5 adoDnor

and Ramsey 4 1) for cosmiic-ray mesons (avecsag valu* oýý

~ ~9)agee vd~th t~he solid ocu-ve within the expcririninas.

e1r.ror& The CZli,_- o>AnPber data of Wiilliam5 and Terroux)

ut~atter nCMwhatC. broa~dly sb.,ve and be-7:w the ourvo indi,:atý.ng

thie presence of t athe-r large experimentall uncertaintýie~i,

however theo ovoi -al nreement with tha pr-eent results i:½

4litte savisfact' ýYy
.7'

Herefoz-1. ' t.s xirtaoeted &n oxtensiva 4,se-Pr3S~ruz¶*

3cunter study of- Vth prtrnvr tcijtx H_' 4-a ury~ad

ocs~i&-ay nusy~ hts" -esults (zhot: TJ-cAtteU 23 Fig, '_i

aj~thousgli; so n!3is isn w vit~h the other w~ork vs regard3a tht'

icnizatxorn of CQ.fini rsyti show uonsidezu-_bltdrrp&jc'

wOth thou p~resent, ',iar*- ir. tht: ýG -ray en&ý-gyr -4~nga,0

o0l V8ss11113, b- Hi.trofu-d ifoxý- 13 iy Hnnn'a,ýrtn>*.jun

Uýizt -~ Ris .A -at 5B pieýr j;e nt 1 _1ovw er t ha, tho ic L
t
-, Zdfl -,jA~

'"n tin arn ran Asldo tr thin posat-Ibl7 i ýy th-at r
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coincidenao, 7;ere lost by 8x1,s2ive dead-tiiie of the H2

co-intsr3 used in He1r3frd's apparatus, no e:planation for

the disapxeik, ib appazento

b) Helium. In the zase of helium, there ia a rather large

Ai5CreIn.37 btvt-en the solid curve and the low energy data

of Smith') This see%•:- rather surprising in view of the

relntively high acouracy with which the formula joins toe

high energy data with the low energy data for the other

Eases° The cosmio-ray point obtained b;, Ccsyns5) for

helium agrees v4th the solid curve within the experimental

trcsr a C

The gradAl relativistic increase in primary ionization

at high energies predicted by the Bethe formula is confirmed

in both H2 ane He by the oonsistency of the cosmic-ray data

of Cosyns anC of Danforth and Ramsey, with the theoretical

ext•apolation of the / 3ray data,

G) Argon and Neon. In order to compare Suith's results'

for argon and neon with the present measvrements, it is

necessary to observe that the quantity measured by Smith is

not in genera' evictiy ejuivaelnt to specific primary

ionization. Uhila the specific primaýy ionization, S,

measured in thzi present emperiment is defined as the numbi'r of

ionizing collisalons per unit path-length, the lionisatio~a

pribability", 11, measurred by Smith may be defined as ths

number of elec'rons releastd in ionizing collisions per rUxit

cf path-langth.
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CConalus3ion.

Tiit aorparison rade between the ext.ting experimental

resultL arnd the aJu:,;etd Bethe fcrmn-l, indicte a rather

comprehensive agcaement over an extremely large energy tangeo

Although it is unforturate that not all of the factors whiah

enter into the m.,hanitm of ionization can be pre-oisely

celouleted from Etrst Trinoiples, the Bethe formula appiars

to be a reliable tooi for interpolatinS betwe~en measured

values of specific prirary icnization at energi.es in exoeas

of a ftw kv,

The data obtained in the present inventigatiot, in

addit1ra to serving as a useful guide toward further devel-

op•nmst of the theory of ionization, should be of value both

ir tho design of -owoceffii'ienoy G-Y counters and in the

ann-!y's•.• of uloud chnmber photogrphs omnt~iining the traoks

of fast partiolei,

Mas1ourement3 cf the specifio primary ionization of

savera.1 other simtle gases ar6 of some of the complex

organic vapors utilised in G-M ocunters will be carried out

in the near futaro
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Thc Sr•'rading-of the ,isclarge in SelftQuenohins Ccunters

.. Bselc. the GAA Threshuic

LTtro6 , tion

A number of investigations 1 2 , 3 ) of the ab3or'ption of

the ph itons whict are released in the discharge of s0lf1-

quenohLng G4! omxters have lead to the conolusion that a

very 1,:;rge percentage of such photons have absorption mean

free 'p ths of tt& order of a few millimeters in ordinary

gas ml: tureso Th.e same conclusion may be reached iný=

direotsy on the basis of the fact that a small glass bead

fused ', the cerver wire of a counter can prevent a dies

charge which is Initiated on onn side of the bead frcm

spread .rig beyond the Leae.

L. additior to the short=range photon component there

has be; n observed by some investigf.torr12 a relatively

longeynge phot•,: group capable of releasing rhoto

electr-ins at a d:t.atance of savera]l cm from their point of

format'_ mn• In t:in course of E. rent study of thei behavior

of C=IV4 Jounters operated 'In the transition region betyean

the prr;portional and Geiger regions additionai evidenoe for

the cr' ation of photons of' very long range has been ub=

tainad While acte of tie roader aspects of this invOe3ti=

gation ?±ave not yet been brought to a conclusion, it seems

vorthwi,ýile to describe the axperimental arrangement and t•

presen" the evidenoru pertain:.ns to the presence of lkng"

range yh.otcns in a communllation at thiB time,
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A r r .r +Ila

The appanait.a (Figxre 1.) consisted of a counter with

sp&mr'ed cathod- , I coa dtameter• and I am long spaced

approxIrmtely Q0,, cm a•.rt 0  The cylinders were rade of

copper, and the ý-wire was 00Q03 inch diameter tungsten0  A

coincidlence circuit, also shown in Figure 1. was connected

to sernents C ant', K while all intermediate segments were

connecaed together, and atvanhed to a variable voltaga

source, Segments A, B and the endosegments were Mrintained

at grc,'nd potential to eliminate inductive coupling between

them and 'the ooinciden3e segqrent5, while the coincidence

ssgmen-Ws were he~d at -3 volts by the grid bias batteries

of the coincidence input tubes0

11e expericent was dc..vi. to measure the probability

that a disoharge initiated in the vicinity of segment A

would vpread to regment K as a function of the voltage

applied to the intermediate cathode section D t1rough J.

Dischazges were 5nitiated in the upper end of the counter

by adritting photons through a thin window in the vicinity

of seg:tent A0  Each ditcharge spread donnward to segaernt C

eausing a count to be reoorded on scaler 1. If one or more

photo-i leotrons were relevsed in segment K (which was

operatc.d well above the G-Y threshold) within 20 seOc

after the disoharge of segmnt C3 a tUooidn

(C; K) 'as recorded by s3alor 2, Thus9 the ratio of the
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number of -.cun-ti recorded on s.2-alsr I. trý that recor~ded on

sala~th 2 wa~s tq,:c.1 to 1,he spreading probability wh:,'h was

tio be dat -rincd T" he standard mixturea u-sed in this

Ia~cratorý at rat iou5 -total pressures vwŽrd iný;'estlgated.;

Fr al1im ina r L2-sti

Since a ocoi~iiidenre circuit was in'~olved in theso

measureme,.,±ts,. a test for chance coincidencoes was imadso Ths

timo durst on d'I f the output coineidený:e-pulse wttB m, as sred.

'A record c-f thi. ':ndivl~t~ual rates of' segr'ents C and K. as

wteli as the cu.r~: idencri I-ate~, was obtain.ed with segment-a L

through J, we12 I i10w ';he Geiger region, T-sing thL familiar

e2rPressior. for a. *idotn':&l c~oincidences 21 2N N k7 it

IWtL;: found that ti~t a~ic-Wental rate N_ wc&s leas than 10-2

tl~ias the mJ.' zcoii.-Adenoe rate re-.)dfjd. Because of

WM smallnbss o~f lontr'l.bution of acaideital oa-)nciden3&es to

*thi obsererd err &.ts, n'o corrections for accaidentala wars

Qbselwati;Dn,' of t~ie variation ir. trie si.ze of output

p~ises frcn setmeits C and K as a- fu~nati-ýn of th.- potential

appli~ed to. the tcm t oath~ods Fa~loýW Inadioat-ed thlalt-

no appreci able f; ingin,& effeetz were prcsentw over -the rangeO

of volta~ge utVit i*d in the experiments r

Zi:Trorimerit sl Rcs-Its

TY-Pi&~ ~ Le of curves for arg n-butatne ai-.d argon-~

e !.er are sho-N, -1 -1 'tc 26 "-n d 3F P r e S, -, e 01T4: v C I
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mire potentials employed in obtaining thesse curves art

indicated by the absaissal coordinates of the points X.

All, of the gas mixtures tnvesttgated have otrtain

qutalitative features J~ra common 0 Wi*th ruafficiently highI
cvervoltsr~es, 100O per cent of the disdlarges spread the

full lenf-th of the counter0 As the potential on the middle

segments I~s redvced,~ fhe spreading probability deoresacbct

LJs1.Oyl7 at first, and tnen quite map'_Ay 0  With still lower

voltagesý, the spreadirg proba ility tends týo level off

g~ain ove~r a span of et least 30 to 40 vo2.ts 0 In this

ritgionQ t'-ie ahanac of a full-length spiread depends oriticallj

up~on the )omlposttion and total prtasuura of the gas mi.-ture.

Ho)wever, tt see;ns to be established that with fixed nro=

pirttons ?f argsn and 4uenihing gas0 the spreading pr>,-~

Niability Lii the lower 'platean" incrtiaseis as the t'dotaLi

preassur LU deareaued0

An osoillosoope coservation of the time-delays bitwsen

t~ae disohirges of segments C and K discl.osed that the dmlays

in the lo'ver Platioeau- regions weare ites9 than 1-8aac

tihereas tile delays in 'tne upper pJ.Btflaa (or GV.M region) were

;redominately of the order of severalI r-Icroseeoods depend-~

ing~ upon -he applied voltage and the gas mixture uti,'.ssd,,

In vx.ew of the critical1 voltagL, arpendence of gazA

amplifioat4ioL, in the prcportiozal regiconQ it appears ixic,

>fl~ely thf-t the spreacing in the lovier plateau xeg".n:s oan

E8,i-ise froii a chain of photonoinitiated avalanc-hes alone, the

.Sfl5'Ch of ssgmenýýs fl th2roug2h J. If suich Chains existý,ci we
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hvuuld expout Lii uprcudirig prbubbilitiae 'u drop oil

rapidly below thm knaei o' the ourve, rather than to

level )ff. as o'dr-"'edo -ihe most piaus•.ble explnation

for th.! level-ol,-' of thi r,;,nves at low voltage seems to be

that a small peroentago of the photons generated in the

disoharge of segments •, B and C penetrate the full length

of the gas column in the intervening segments D through J

and release photo-eleotrons in segment K.

As the spreading of the dise1barge along the length of

a G-V counter is propagated by photons, the uniformity of

the spreading muct depend oriticaliy upon the photon range

distribiution. Thus, it wouild be expected that the shapes

.of thr current pulses ocoulring during intervals of electron

collection should display jagged discontinuities differing

from p.1se to pulse when l.ong range photons are generated

in the discharge,

Suho discontinuities have been observed with a number

of co:uiters tested in this laboratory and seem to have a

reasomable explanation in terms of the prssenoe of lons-

range photonu,

ý:-n ps-.tioular, the -rc-duotion of multiple pulses in large

diamet,-3r counters oontr'ulled by the Porter and Rams..y

cutoff 3ireuit) my al-io be related to the generation of

lcng-,a-ge photo~n in the dIischarge0
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]Do PHOSPJIrCRYSCE1'~CI SIITTDES

The Alpha Pa-i~tIdcdPo-il r jac

o~f Silver Acti,,.*ted Sodium Ch0oride

intrcduotion

In sevazal sar2.ier commiunications, the Tiriters Ihave

dLsoussed !;;he fluorescence and phosphornscena3e of NaCi -Ag
1,,2)trradiated by nu-,1ear partiales T'im phosjphorosent,

e~feota hava alsa been studied qualitatively by Fust~

3) 4) I

n-d Kallma4 and by Bi'ttmnz Furst, andl Kallmann Th

lLght riass~i o ii is "own to occur in two bands centered at

250U A aynj ACQC A, respectively 2 ,3)0  1-1 haa been know-,. for

some time that thtse t~wo banda are awitited w~hen ultra-

violet light ia employed as the primary axcitant 5 )CQ A dir-

c,..xssion of p,:ýviaus papers on ultravioI~t excitation oll

NL:Cl=Ag msy- be found ir' the aforementioned referenceV )1

In tht present investigation, the ))hosphorriscenvie of

NiCl-Ag ixrrad!iated by a.1pha-partiales L~ru ultraviolat- _.ight

hqs been obsorved., using as detectors photosensitiv4t OGiger

c,.-unters, (.F.CJIP?8 photoraul1-Ziplier tubc.,i. and RCA=582-.9

p ao t omuiit i pll'r a

The Gý=V, tkuba-i ws.e _-on-struc'ýd of ",3per oathodes.,

and the phorsphora13-.ent emission was usuL-,liy introduzod inICo

t.ie count-ars thzoagh a thin window of pyrý7a It3 mgdýo or

thrcn.gh a s~ida waLl of thick~riess one MILLImeter~, made of



Ccrn-ing c74 u> -ii n> cnt ers9 empLyd exIni bl teU0. a

abLe. resuca.ise hr evar I)w ~ (~)/~iauehot ~

the G=W t,..be~c tlus ,½i3 oncqtlt-ate&. ubIeervatton ol' t-he

du a y of the shc .Vr&Vfl *udalxnt 7t. the StnlL8

phspor' ~e±kaur~s s~ 2the coun~t;.*..p-rv.te of tP,-:

phiotoseerwttýe r S' tu.btI ds copped to 6- ikra jck~o-r

whien one nil ,ireijr or !sofý gJlaus v~as ,(,iserted bef r3xe

t.ie oounta!r, indir"ating, only response th~i ultvrýviol~it

o.," the short :wavz- band1-

The IRCA ý5e8.S phztoe=,ubtip lier ims ';ledfor dr-)E

t'*otion o fe I~.-ng~tvave bandc A-ithm;u,'i those tubes ajrd

flr)t *¶jxpeot~d to ±tspmýod b0L.3w 3UQQ ) ki~ mi-jr ,f

B Pft glass w~~iiterPc,,ad betveien souur :e arnd phiotot'ab,

a!; an a~d±;1sA4, oecauzn The ciC a.-reat, flow-ilng ii

tlie pht~~p±rw..as tIaktn as a zearo,.re c t "he phoa

p~xoresosant t'temtty Th _ urrezit vas v~asuired in a ts

g:dlvanomnet~ir ý.P m e-tc £d LaOBasjienN-ts v~reno-, ;oin-

rn~jnocd un&:3 als-:.onds aftCet cesa,:tior. o'f irradis ýtion,.

s.) that bz;,Iistbi :-cxrc ,ticna wire sma 'I hea deflIesWt .,,n

*xQ the ga~vai..ozretir anc tL,~aigso a stspzýwatz;h twt.r#

photographý.,d simifttarecuitiy with a Supu camura0  M a!3uxe -

rnt-nts with ail RCA 14P28O i;v4b_; v~te atec zrried out0, 7h s

dt~tector !.i _-6nsI.ivi .ý t .tb" erni'tttd .r± both bLar±ds. The

dl- ..ay tfv; .Z tMi comtliutt~ trntný_ion aJ both bands to

aYteres'; n r reas:)ns tL ts &later dLzQn
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cerned with the iomluanstiinulated phosphorescent decay

Ya NC I-k-0  W.f type of phosphore.9-en- do~ay is -to be

(istI~g15~in-lin' that arising frum tha release of stored

light~ by -:,hexmavtirnulza:ion 6 ) and photostirnulatioyY)a

In g~zneral, the properties of two types of crystals

vitro irnveLtigatcrlo Single crystalsI of NaC2, + 21% AgOl

tiers obta.'ed from the F~Arshaw Cheml~al Coo (hereafter

referred ý'o as 111ar3haw"), and polyoryst;alline melts cf

lIT l + 0.!% AgC` prepared at the Bar-ýol Reavarch Foundation

(hertiaftexr refexnred to as "Bartolh).

The .oany -,,' Nw-,l1AS (Rartol), irra~diated by ul~tra-

violot lijbht frvri a ge,:icidtal lamp '111s lihovn in Figure lo

Curve A sliaw's t~he de,=.r of the short-~wa're band as measured

:i~ ~~4 a ae~ ue 9 Bad curve B the diýay of the long-=

-,ave band as obscrved vith the ICA-53i9 tube. The two

curves Yvare obtsi.ned arter sucoessive kLradiationa of the

same melt, the conditi~ns of the tncý irratdiationsa being

identicalc The t~xcite4 arystel wa casarfu12. tot.ally de--

sxaited bý pholt-ctimula3tion before the 3eo-ond expo~txe to

the ultratiolet F-ouroe0, The ourzve~v ars lcg-lce- plots of

the phosp~'orescstt intaris~ty veraiuN the time.0 At l.arge

v-alues of the tiL.u. tha =*res are seen to &ssume a slope

~f'-(2.63 + 0. 0f5, on the log-log plot. TLhv us,.i_ "'power

ROW" decaý tn Fý.9r-11-med to have the~ forxm
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FIgure I Pho- homescect decay curvus of NoC 4 1/2% AgC(

( polycrystalline melt ) Irradiated for five seconds Flgure 2- Phwmhorcusneo~F NoCJ*]% A.CtIrsgl crystal)
wlth ultra violet light from a germicidal lamp. 0 inradiated for five seconds by alpha articles. The

Curve A gisv the decay , of the lower ow r 2500 A), sme crystal was bombarde repeatedly. The curves
curve 8 that of the upper bond (4000 A . ore Weitred In chronological order, A & C being the

decoy of the shortwave band as dn:eCted by 'z photo-

sesitive G-M tube, I and D the decay of the long
wave band as measured with an RCA 1P28 wlth filter

and an RCA- 5819 phototube.
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FPg ue 3 B artel polycrystafline amos Irradiated 6y l p ,÷ :!-. FigLwre 4 - zcwf- c uirva; of ,a iho.01a cl)Vul or' N 1•.I % A" C.

The u!travloiet band.€, p0r*omlnant In th-e I P28 and cetoctsc irroictahdi by alpha particlas. Cu~rves are rs-tered In
alon~e in tfi Geiger, decqp• with 0" e s •,., zlopz. c6-.rmoalogioal order.



whereý, th.uo ~tie~ally, r does not ex,6-- id A siu-vey o~f

t~he avsilteblq I'teratuvre has ghown thaw- ne~atiavt s'cp~s

w' more t1hen aK)re :9'lidom obsiarved0 A s.;Qpe of ý,2.,O9_

1h[i3 been ý,eo;-iP at 8O'" C In the de:f;y of ZmS oxl~e

1,y ultrzv'.._olt 'ightr All of -tWhe rnvrsuremý,,nts of the

prosient 1pý.pex w , per."orined at teM~port-turej lotes than

WC8  1i t;it rpartieu.lr v,.zn of Figur.-A 1 the dffcay

czurves fo;- t>'-, "4iyo emi-s~ion ban~ds have -the sams slops and

,;he same genjra.ý. shapeg indica'uing that thm eltotrns

'whioh giviv ris-a to the two bands have ui uri~on orig~in ia

1-he same t~'ap dli~tibui±on. A;; will' bi sub:3eq-aentJ aeon,

not all of the orystal'i extamined exhibit'td this p~r~per~tyc

The jpnosphoc-osoenL dsoayaujrve3 of a s~tngle arystal

($tarshaw) sre !*uwn in Fibx=re 2a The p,1:La~ry exoitant vva-s

in, this czse the. aipha-partioles of pol.;niwn0 The "man

a~ystal wus irrsliated repeatedly fox, fltv' sec..nda at a

time to ot~aln Vle cu~rv'eso The scuroe 5trenigth wae

twenty-fi~va r~iilicuriea,, It is thoughts. that, very Dearl",y

Q.=Plete e*excillation was obtained bet~ween. sucamseive

bombarftert~c, Tke curg'ev are :.ettered tr ohan~ glea..

order. Tl;e uhor, -wave band detected sy.Jh a phutovvneitivv,

C-eigetr counter Ii.- seer, to dfe!ay With H ineg1;iva alp of

e~o2-3 rutzax-ra '18h oi-g-riaye band aa noted in phV4 cubes

daziays with E. :12k-pe of 'X8 0 A slovery moit~ of~ donay is c-19l8

'M evideza~i of ti"xa app~eoximate form I I. Via~3t

aL~solute vablM o:" the ~Tu~gmvve elope Is lts; 1han JX~ thia

movie of dv,-_oy t~i~ud nr,* persist indisftn Aiily.. A.~
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I~nterpretation9 is thA~t it ocauirs in a "transition reg;ion".,

A polyory-stc.1lirse mrelt (Bartol) wre irzadiated tln'ee

ýt -jes w:!'h a lphs -part i~ile to obtain the; curves of

Iltk-ure 3c, Curveo A is -ihe decay curve of' the nhort-wave

band alune in rý Tihotoscnsitive Geiger counter; Curva 73 in

-ýhat or thi tviG bands rsombined~, and Carve C that of th"

lo~ig-~wave band, The as-Inilarity of ourveis A and B shiown that

although tnie spa-,A.ral response of the IP28 is such as to

fxrsr the long-wave banAd. the shox"ct--'ýave ona is predominant

because of its g~vtater irltesnityo As in the case of

Figure 2., the ritraviolet band appears to decay with the

steeper si_ýpe,

Since cen~iderable' variation in si'j.ver content has

been noted in Earshaw crystala,, a seCOnd one warn irradiated,

and the doe.,ay c~uxves ol' Figu~re 4 were oltalr.edo Here again,

it iB clear thet the d~ccay slopQ is vre~ter for thf. short-=

vove band £.es dsttVcted Inz the Geiger couzktor and 1P.28

vi-.hou.t filter t'zn for' the long-wavo bzyid r~s mi'easured in

ithe 5819 anid -U,2A with filter0

Figurse 2~, "; and 4 show a tendomncy toward steeper,

slipes for the d zt.wy w~' the short-'mive 'cnd Deaay -oixrves

o.-F several other singlo crystals (arsha) not inaluded 4In

t.'its paper sub.stowtiate this tendenay0  So 41fant rule can

b3ý develop id, hio~tiver. The curves of Figuire 1. are an ex-

cliPtion, aid Ir. Ihe course of studying a~ orystallIna malt

(3artol) at the -_nclusion of these measurements~, a reverse

trend was encountered. Slopes of -2 wext observed in the



2 =

deway of 1Ih6 long-wsvo band wvherv~as the aibscilute value

of the deuEly Of ',he sh-rt~wave band C±6 rot crneed. 1.5o

A geraeraZ ci~noius:'on rihioh oann be (*.rawyjA from these

measuremer.!h; iti ý hat fl"Ar a given set of t.~oneltitzons of

osoitatior ,k 1;ý, wo bands. deoay with dV±'fert.ng parner lOWS..

2>; baa betci prc2V, ousiy shw5 that the .-Lon&>wave band

arises frtin tho~ .resentc. off paired si~aiuns in the

crystal Jr -Gtiou0 It Li ooncluded that the trap diutri-

bflI.ion asticoiated wiith the paired silver ions ±u different

10o)frr~m that -elatel to the single silver 4tonai
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At he im 'n ~e . -trrpc-th we we-re inthe

... sof in •.n& ... Ba:_-to. ion souroe into the

ýost se'•tioh of thu vlarg generator6  Photo #1 is a

photograph of tha Son ,ouras and allizd circuitry an

it appears in the generatcor 0  A description of the

set-up and data on the performance appears in t'e section

entitled "An R. F. Ion Source"0  After having passtid

through fourteen feet, however , the bn.m was about

3/4 inch off oenter0

Following this installation f&urthar tnsts were c;n-

duoted relative to the tubýa behavior with and without

baffles, Becauze of the off-oentered beam, howeverX

Ne were unable to bring the beam through the 2/2 inch

holes in the bafflas,4 The reason for the offtoentere±

beam was determined ta be the result o,•" a bend in the

tube caused by a misalignment in the txbe assembly gig.

In addition to the bend in the tube, too much Vynal

Sea.l had been used in the assembly and not enough care

rod been taken to keep the tube olean-. Consequent.yW it

was decided to !abricate a second tubte

This also gave us a ihance to ohtlr the behav,•o:

of the genezvtor without: a tube0. While. the tube v, in

with the souros operating, we -ads a vfltage c-flib-utkLon
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~J±m:t c'Z th:i t ne6rL2U "oxý'm 4twh. G !ressu1)re, tho

gen-,rato - ororn'4hrS very,, n.:.1 nt '; Nov whereas at

v!5Ma srtAzrctg tegaui tc take Plwi I etween the

cingsc :'nuufa1,' as 3 Yev .*n this sa~ftin representod

10 -Mev Sijr ti.n f.ýlfl2 mnh'ine,, vie did not increase V~ie

prossuru toa attv~in higher voltages0

Thtw resistors bet~oen the squipot~intials wort

modified during these tests, As prevl'usly report~dt

them ERG bar~oer pole resis'tors had been ohcn~ged to

SS White resiutors. >relve SS 'White r~sistors wart

required. to repaoe the ERG resistorao This was ori-

ginally !ioni by soldering knobs an the ends cf theo re-

sistors, stackin!g these inside a glass tube and then

putting buttons into th-e tnLý o~i: the tab@, The whil~e

resist:c- was thonr prebeed together by t-he spring in the

holder cxtta.:thed to the equ'lpotentiaJ'.. This pumh countUct

reas dotermnine,, ov be i"nadequate; consequently the knoibs

wiere all. soldertd together0 In the f:nal assembly -thti

wi~req4 ot' th,;, 7T&1tnr am nlanw' 4 ,'na

The Tube atnneczors have been mo2:".fied trice &1ýn,oi

the madtfirzatior. last reported, 'Thosrit modifiactioi.ý;

have been ffwcde ,n orlez,- to 2r1t the ioa s .stox- --jurren'"

resadinge of little kioxi0. Originally tý,he 3onntotor-3 tvera



to ahozziu- oplliil e i e And of which - connented to th6

tube els,,tro'e ~in-a the other ton 4thn tpoiiinentiel -I' VA7

aluminum! shlield3 w-re put over the sp-ings, one end of

the shi.a].d being oonneicted to one erd of the springs and

the other end ficee s0 that any currernt still had to pass

through the springo The difficulty, however, with these

spr-IngA -eems to be thm inability fcr them to take high

frequenoy surge.io Finrlly, 'the free i;nd of the shiel)l

was conn te~d s) tAmt the shield now shorted out the

spring. As a r),sult9 in the final assembly the sainiesa

steel swarings wil be -eplaced by a couple of turns iof

#12 oor wira.

Th, nw tu)e section ttuned out very well,, Without

any .vPof:,liss•, st)ady voltages up to about 2 Rev wer: ob-

tained after ruming for some 5U hovx3; any effect of the

beam on the voltage Y.as not observed. Follo;ing thi&,

test• a b-affle •onsisting of three overlapping annuxlar

rings each supported by three arms wtrt inSertad .in Th.o

three eltctrode,; in about the middle of the tubs., After

q few hoirs of :.unnin-n steady voltages of abest

2 1./4 Nlv Wer• ýbtsinid1, Which is n %- -n apprsciabYe

gain over the cisle withouut the baff.leo Fevarthesl-i•
'there w: .a-rta .. ly nc inverse affea-r, of ,nou-pe, :

is Possib~le tha:; th 'Umtta t ian I- q rt-? au n tih T-73jyvi.



Th1ii rc-Atun- lanrg~th -of t' . tu_'ba 12 t".:ýs-

follouwing, tv's-ri ýs ~nuvld.edo A 0'"~ C---m "npper pIA1t7

was plaýed at F 4550 angle irk the mair tube plumbing

system; the angie was such as to prevent any back-

diffusion up into the aooelerating tube propero Thiat

plate was connected to a3/4" copper rod whioh passe&.

out of the vacuum system through a Kovar tubse Tbis.

plate was -- first, cooled by a dryiise-cetone mixtire-

seoond•, brought to room temperature t third, raised to

about 2000 C. The voltage was brought up on the machine

for each condition without any beam. Dring all the

previous tests very little vacuum ef:tAot was observed

with inorease in voltageo In the first came above,

there w-a' an appreciable increase in vacuum with increase

in voltagel in the second case, there was no appreciable

effect; in the third oase, the effectu was again observedo

Undoubtedly, if still higher temperatures were tried, the

effect would have decreased agin. The reason for this

effect does not seem difficult to und-rsatand, but thv

fact th-.t the grouandend of the goneuto extends seven

feet be'ow the end of the acceleratin;g tube is of im--

portanaas



Put p,: 'i:h, bti;' u A a-A i ixtku u,

Lend to Shiiefd Vta es6nltin tub.,- i'tom tlhe Thrgi,

amount of plumbing ~u'ltas rell as to slitaid t,- v

electrotatc3 dfleturplates for z~ente-ring the b~qam~

from stmay iLm-rLiis

The ana~yxtng magnet has been ae:4eambled 0 Photo #2

shows this assembly. The magnet is wimch the same as the

magnet used on the Lon Alamos generato-r0  The control

-jiruuit has as'biien installed and the dege'o of

stability of ths curreant in the coils is flow being

Theoked0  The oontrol, consists of a rnflgne.-ium re-sator

in ber-ite with the magnet winding. The voltage from

this resistor is comptred -with a stan.-Iard vultago and

the eorrr epiidby a chopper ampl-Ifier to ýýontro~i

the field of an ampideynae which in twin controls the

field oZ the IMcG set onaergizing the t~~ 0 As may &t

seen frvrt the phaotc,1 iThe magnet is noiotnted rn a turret

to allow for pcusitionirsg of rmagnet 0

At prrjont, assembly of the camnp',-e senonztur f

under wtiy 0  Ini'WiaAUy1 , eh'~ctrosbub±1 w~~s ill b"i rx~n

to dete;rrnintz tA-h u"Itiraatt voltage obtalinnb-"n05 Thn-

generatIng 'l. rand a voltage in'tuntro-iXAing, OoTpiitx&

probe a-e n,,mplate@ aind wUlA bo used ;,hiring thscý W,;sit3.
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'this OJLý,Z cni1z"ý !;-li 7:-tj)px~sG8ý ox- the e'&AtArotvtUtidb'

p~lttoring dwrt~e'.,I txo tto or energy defining sir'-

cooled ssits 1 a'pabh ts wtithstanding YO watto per

slitq slits to scllimate the beam entering the magnet

box9 The magn•t box, and the n•cessary valves0

One other repvision has been made in the bolting

arrangement for the cap of the tank0 Originally9 nuts

ware welded on the underside of the flange on the tank

proper, and the studs were screwed permanently into

these0  However, it rao, fcDvand difficult1 to ponsLItion the

cap precisely over these studs0 Consequently9 all the

nuts were taken off and a platform Installed below the

lower flange so that the studs may be dropped to the

level of the Joint, thus avoiding the difficulty or

alignmenlo



AO1 Aa -3ý" ,L

V~f 'ofh tlZ "Ire-.r wauniera',ct prc-jc&ý, nmý

been divided betwegn 3nvIotigationsi cf seoondary

emissicn Troxu thin nietfd foils andi engineering imnprove-

monte designtcd to in.prujv--; Uthe stabt2Z,4ty of tGhe mnaohin&6

and to eliminate nadiwnAen hazards to the operating

personnel.

l. St nwndarx emarna vinamasremen*;.,v

Teha L6zswar aooak.-wRa';J)r is being used as a sour-ow of

electrons if from 3)U X"e-i to lo3 Yiiv in the measursement

of 'seaooidar-y emissirn fran -Thin metvft.A ;rollso

In order V-at wh j mno~dary ytsobtained shall be

eWharaotirtuti? of tle rm-i-a-taral being Lnvcsdigated and niot

of surf,,Aoe trmpurititu¶. rauuum condit!,mks must, be mach

better thian 'those p--.zbv-A-aiii, ng in thp 2Lnsar aooaie-ratar 0

Consequuintly, a tub-i9 if -nhiot a ph-ztograph is shon In

Figure I, be been Jesiguad w~hich per.ftmits the injec-tion

or the tigfl enera- 1'ton througFr, i thin glass window 0

This tube is of a s -1atd- offT oonstruo,ý,Ion with a notxu,

of bsttiir thain X90 ami H6,,X 'orne.Gluts essentialy oft

fou11r WO w-trodes9 a ~-sincra ftY~co or mieasux'tng

e~ertroni 4Atted! rvi-o1 th; t! fs.o 'i i-f thstarget9 &LA
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from ths front ia~3e wta!ýv td'ixJ~gat0  With thle croe~ptloz

of tho targetl aaerbls 9  .~ coff theeI trdsnana

Of gXaphit6 ina ordew, Lc nr-nimise extiyareous aseondary
emission, and satein In the prG--nssing of the tubs,)

pnrttctu2.sr attention,- t:ee beers given tU proper decgassing

of the eleotrodes. Aspeot-ally the targets9) in order to

exclude surta--e adsxrrbtiov, phenomonenm For this purc

pose9 an auxilliary tuimgrtera cathodue ham been incorporated

In the tube to perw.!t her"Ang of the targets by electron

bombardniont.

To date, noamvni'wunte, have been made r)n nioke2L foils

of 31 and 2 mi'L Sho:a~ 0 Because of ambiguit~ies arising

fron the fact that uxrt of the pflmar5 beam strikoes the

target P~upporlt(. on'-I ,i luwer limit iwre boon obtained f or

t!.hG eecn'.ar 4l.ItL froat the trorxt and back faces

of the target, Thir.4 )hne>:a limit for -ýhw scoondary yield

{iabout 3.%) is of ooi:3lderpbie interest, since it is Oon-

slIonb4 hlatiner tlr4, ý,ne mivzld exptat from simple

thsaretinal oonaidei-atioru concerning the energy lose of

the prizmary b-*ain 0

Engine ering im;e e.~ tsin the Y"ineaxc acoasleat or

and wcotifecati.on of T.hp 6ýuiJgn of tt~s target aasemb-1y



vitg-wc• 1ivw• .... d~;txt •'.,L :.°nquOV-• wt•im of this a•inhttij.-

_.� 'ux6. ore •pre o " -fu

Oertain gonair- i.i•Mi3ul-tsi with he operstion o0

the linear acceleratn. vhi.h are now being 3,liminated9

have arisen in connection i'th the above experimentso

First, because of the nýcessity :t•4An changing several

variables uzirng a sit of messurements 9 the operator has

to remain in the vicinity of the accelerator during. the

experiment, This renult;u in a high rate of irradiatlon

of the operaLing pernonnelJ and from eafety oonsiderationc,

experiments must be Infrequent and of short duration. This

situation is being cuntorted by the introduction of a re=

mote control system0

Socond•w, the stablfvty of the aieuls-rator is rather

poor bocause of the .:2f hean.;ing of the antieloratillg o3avi'.

ties. A tempictUtur.ul iWangc of I° a in a cavity produous

a ohange of about 60 kc in i's resonanr frejuanoyo Be-

cause of the high Q ýhin 3.nall changa produsem a large

pt~se shift Kfabout ",'2 riadlauh Thu.5s0 a te:-aperatnrt

difference9 between .svlti&e:, of a few degraeu 0

seriously upsets the phastng conditions and is aooampanied

by a drop in the output oimryo This situation Pas beer.

remedi.d by wjvternoeou•-ig the cavitioe and magnetrnn



fratim, f wdia~im- 0 vihl--ý mtvi;1h Aý.V-(oA.11g~, tl,,

ohange iim abjut 100; (13.;r th-11 manoa the rm'al-up

period has been rudu-s-R fr'om ins hotu, to feZw minuter,4

A third diffleulttr h~i been ezperienned with the

dielectric, phase shi r't,.s aisad to lotiýd the wave-'gai~de

in order to obtain the proper phasing oonditionu in the

cavities. Occasional. nron in the wmve'guido cauumed the

doeomposition of the j&plyatyren* pataý-shif toes and. a

general cleani~ng of -i-hit watve-uide arzd emovity-windows

was necessary after nevo~r-al runsn, bep~ase of a thick

deposit~e2 layer of dt,7enpositiorz pr~du*%mo

Afte-r r3everal tits-1, oZ othor deI~t~~ ,klee

substitute~d hk drooarlhoi- wu re fi~nal.!y found to be su~t

able in their mierowmvý oharaterimtinsg, arnd in theix

roe iat~'senn *" arcing 14" e, tl*plsyeepae

shifters vieri replact,4 I.y "ý-nes made i'rc~m Teflon.

At i11hu present '4e "3uxe *ffort~ri are directed toward

full rem~ta 1.ntrol of th, aioeierato-, in ord3r to A

oalLde all natalth haairti t-.id toward .3,ntinuation of the

sseonfdal-~f iii-ssion 4:M solf MoriiifnrD' replarnon;',

of wor-uý eltatrown2& z~qutPnen,'t *oona'.ting of modifio'I war

surplus whioh hixý a~ frequoira, 2at2lures anid doayo

In opiA -&as bee,.. ~t~~'~ In oun-asa~tion 'with tje5,
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4Mev wca beaing *A wthaec.'o&i 0
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December X5,, 195i
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by 3o (X. Scowdon0 Rev0, of Solent. Istnlo,, Vlob 22,,
No0 129, E176-885, December,, 1951
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Co P0 Sw~srg 0! and S. U Lo~ttra 4VU 6 *.0

Mo~.19w.71:96,, Janis~ry 15,, 1952
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X'~ P~vd A tJ.0 0-
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by ntxrtouv u=thodmu init~h varied, rsa~utsb Soma methods Xn-ý

?oJlve lbrnow1a& of tae roalt$lon botwm'n '%Oth absorption

powaria of gn'at thoUXi~ t ~a~ Others hawe

* Aspiaated by the ;fotnt 1½9'w cif the ONR and the ABGC0

£2) The tbaory off the riath-oiA izs d~avoloped by the aanior~
authc-r, (W. ±. G,, $Ps.) 0 adx tho 'apjmnatus tqan do-~
sig.ned umdnr Ih.s dinoqtlcn by tb?- juntor author
(D. k, $eyziocaw) who algo t'ook the Xiiitial obaex 'atio:a±
at Sklerwndoakx Park. I'M ~qia#n rtctina data wor,-c
talte2' by Mr.0 Harvey C.. To ylor.

2) '1!. If. Joh~nson and M. A. Fokarantz,0 Phypi0 Rev., 0 55, 2-04
(1939); altao M. A. Pomerantz, Pkiys0 Rev.,0 57, 3~, (19140)

involvadl. oorn-axison off niaur±-nttu imac at&- dirfefrent tU'aaevz FAt

ciflferont; alltittdas andi looalýttiea 3 . N-urcsover 9 tie-hpriar SAsMon

3') B. Roc'ti,, N. H11~bmrvr and -J. &IF IrgPs Ray., ,5
463. 11940)



4) W ILNialen0 e0 n tyr~on t0 W~ oritheim andKZ 0 orn
Phyv. HsV0 0 59, %17 (1941) give a value of 1.25 mioro-
woconaa 0 while Mi. Ageno, G. fleanardini, Lli0 Caooiapuot±04%S. Perrttt and 0. %0. Wiock0 Phys 6 Rev. 3?,, 97 (1940) give
valtiec in exoess of 4 mioroseoondu.

In view of the foregoing situation, the authors have

planned and earried oat simultaneous measurements at different

altitudes In the same looalitZo Moreover, it has been felt

neoessary to interpret the observations in terms of a more

preoiue theory than seems to have been used heretofore0  The

desire was also to verify the variation of mean life with momen-

tum sinoeO relativistic arguments notwithstanding, there could

be sense to a situation In whica the variation in question did

not follow the relativistic form5 )o

5) The reasons for these oonsiderations whioh are not primarily
relevant to the present paper are given in a semi-elassified
report of limited oirculatlon0

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEI-ENT

The general plan was to operate cosmic ray teleeaopes

"at two difoearenxt altitudes, with various thiolrmesses of lead

absorbers between the trays0 It was necessary to compensate

the mtmentum absorption of the additional air above the lower

telesoaps by inserting an additional equilvalent zhiokness of



to ••w•d by thýi f ... -" .

•<ota•l Wilulm L,! In t~h up upp tel.ocoopo musii, be suoh that,

tho monturi to n e• wre*e y to pane•nrato L2 Is eqaal to the m'omenrtu

neoeasary to pantxtrate L, plus the air oolumn between the upper

anid lower telescopen, If tbhis oonditiln is satisfied, then in

disoussing the pennetration through the lead of thiaknesO ,L we

have simply to consider that portion of the speotrum whioh, at

the high altitude.would penretratb L1 plus the air equivalent addl-

tion and attenvate It by mean life oonsiderations in aooordanoe

with the oaloulations to be presented later. It will later be seen

that the thiakness of the oomponaator depends in principle upon L!

as well as upon the mass of the air oolu~mn. The dependence upon L1

s,, however, vory slight,, o that in praotioe, a single oompenating

thiokness serves for all values of .1 employed.

The oompensatorPwhaoh oomprised 14 oms of lead8 was placed

within the telescope. Arguenite have been given for plao•,ng the

oompensator above th~e telesoope3 )c, these arguments being based on

the faet that the air which Is being compensated in also above the

aorrelspondlng telisaoops. 1owaveir the real disturbing features,

sueh as soatterlng, shower produotion, etc.,- play an entirely

difforent role in the mcasurernents for a thinly dispearsed medium

liUke air than they play for a dense medium. On the other hand,

misotron produotion in the lead tsalf6)1 may bh serious in this

6) M. Schein and V. C0 Wilson, Phys.• R~ev., 54, 304 (1938).
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fr4I tjo5~ a j p.a aaki~tofgaoy'6zrmnd 91atocz b if

Tf0 (p) i rlo~se In tu~~~nnpsx' anlib (niuas) t1isftsZ)sEl

kA' ttw*. atr, and. to, 1.0 mcntcntttin, ait e11try, *Of a i'ay WAOich

'Ijvpsoiing tJJrcb-Agh ibha nlaou bhicnknowt' cif tdr:, h2a I2oflflflttAm

p.Wa have

Plijj det~arminnes pas a tunotior ofi p and h., so that;~2~ 1 %

is determined In termas of Pb and h. T-he vn Isv- a oft V- (p P-nO

V(P) were obtained rrom the~ oa2 I,,lations of Rosst and rle?

7) ., RosoiX and K0Oreisen (Rev.flod.,Pkwe0.. 13; 24Do All.1)
Thaeud authors glVe ctE'fdz' 48 a function of momentum, whors
R' Is In 'slootron volts, aonzentw~is toIn e~v/o u-nite, and. Z'
Is In grawa per ou2 To convert; E' Vo m 0o2 units,~ wa wu1=
tiply by a/300 ±R0 02

0 Do convert mnomentum to moo w-tangs we
multiply by a/300 muc2,, iE.rzd to oon-vtit dx' to &c, as
measurxed In cias, tee ut1lize the data obtainable from the
Government's publication "The U.S.0 Standard Atmospher)".

Novi In ord-Inary untts,, the momuentum~ Ioss per am-p"d
is related toL- the on~rgy lo~os cIE"/Ox per om by

If p and~ E v-far to moo unIts agnt3 m~o2P units respeotiveiy,



la very a!,ighb8

8) XI tiiz out thaat for tkhicieas of lead raInging from
10 ows to 60 omov the oompensator talakness altered by
only 4 per oent.

The Attenuation Through Mean Life Considerations.

If Ari,(Fs~d)t the number of' rays having momentu~m

between p and p + dp at the higher altitude,, t hen the group AV2

suffers attenuation due to d"oey on its Journey through the

atmosphere aocordlng to the law

where dx la an element of path in oemu, v Is the velocity of the

rays at a poInt In the pat,h0 and •' lis the mean life for the

velocit~y v. The momentum p In moo units Is given by

Hence

If we assume the relativistio expression for

:,_ -- CF.



an• wher tehO~v MOtanyltheR~ Jao4 blexo from (4) (5) andoe

(6) avod konfeon Inogainh avhe lmtio• Mthe hhaeg~l ex~nod

0
h i~1th ~�s n�Coref t ýh •l losx per amn of air,

we may wrIte I(7 nnl the form

wharo3 p Is the mnomentum above t~he lower telesoope of a ray
which has moment"m Ph at the Invel of the upper tele scopes
and where ;is hwte ahanged the 'rarlable from p to in order

to avoid confusion with the 2 .iritB of the Integral,, Sinoe

%In a funotion of p and the ultitude dif'ference h. the

entire integr~al In (9) Is a derinite and oaloulable ftmotion
of p, whioh we shall oall (p), so that

and

A n~



9."

I

and if N, is the num1ibo of rays which penetrate the lower 3
telesoope

~z

iLet M P esome indefinitb Integral of 1P2(p)dp. Then ,()
in undefinad t~o the extent of a oonstant. However 0 forI

any oholce of f()

~J~) I

Oo -

000

now although in undefined to the extent of a oonstant, N-

to obwlotaley Independent of thfl okoloe of the constant as at-

be neon from (13) or more fundamentally from n 11). Now



vqvatloll UP"I) -VoGG 110f OxlA!!ehibit NI as Independent.

or the oonsto nt but wo: kxu.ot that it uoat be from (12)

11onco u onn ay h onstant A, we pleaae 2In)1 , W)

chl inmiglxto tLho aont.RnU t~o be coon so that ý" (1-0) = 0.

hi thils oasus we have for &wy value of p ap oormspondinX to
tile UP-L-r tmlUsm _€P, *" f t4;J. t !:,%'I a-f

given by

rý&,t (14) bOOomODb)s

whare N in the integra refers to the number of rays which

paetrate th.e upyar tala~cca t-Man tho traiaiaiu C"L 1nA thei~aln

r-mW.rs mpmnntut4 p for peBtatoni,

Sinoe tie values of V are known over only ,a fintte

Interval or p, the Integral In (15)L is unknown exzoept be-

tweOen noh 11mite P2. and. P2b as those over whioh N le known,.

Ilt-, therefore, Wla ad Nib refer to the numbers of rays whdoh In

the lower telesloope penetrate two pleces of lead whose rapreVV

sentatbves in the upper tielosoope are penetrated by N2a rays
of rnomontum greater than and Nab rays of momentum greater

that p,2.-respeotively. then

U



~~~~ nt1 ý htYN~hkd I3UfiId1 23X1.Of 0.a hrEc3b. ~t~w totk

i-zýM~Lodi tvu9nln graphioal *Xntvgrdatoni. until thce' naeo~nraa-Y

to iatisfy the Owtnatlon wan found.

Aný 1mportLMt teatLura of the abovo analysis lies in its

allowance for the proper loss of momentizmD and consequent

variation of mean lifo during i;he passage of tho measotron

through the air separating the altitudes of our telesoopos.

It can be shown that if the calculation had been made on the basim

of an average uomentum for any ray over the air journey,, a

signifloant change in the values of 9. oaloulated from the

data would havo resulted0 In Spitae of the fact that an

-..nt~egai wothod"9) has been •saed in deducIng the values of.

9) D. J. X. Hlontgomery: osmnig B hysosl, Pages 210-211

trom experimental data, the method makes no assumption as to

the form of the spectral distribution of the mesotrons, This

distribution dictates 'the values of Nl but those values them-

selves depend only upon measurements.

Result.s.

The measured absorption oarves are shown in Fig. 2. The 3•AOzfl,

sity is given in ooinoldenoes par minute and the absorber thiek-

noss in Oentlimteru of lead. In the ease of the upper telesoope,

the absolssa rcpresonts thlOkness in addition to the 14 uma
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"T"I zbte In mhow varr-ispnu vato,~ a or~ o omut d ordjfcrin

whiche woul 196 GJaotoniu;A niasse (the ŽZaa, Ths, If/o iie havooh

nhca Value of &0,, ioraat- It l-tiv aoctc-s vaJa whioi,ýt vwaivl y 1Sni~ y ot

.'zorsarn obsarer8 ithi whote,q 0w.caslvren1-ta Iti6; of'ibl neisbe to ofaar-

Itaur -by 5a860 tee cnhwt.tw~ hnv~~ o 1 et



'.!hs oona ~y &f t• v ¢M tihe Table for dIfferent

ih't~oni of hbe varoi'•ton of -vi ~tin ý,po raon of

t;h2 it oan easily ba shown that the value of T. for the hihewr

W",,•gof P wouiix be about •wine the value for the lower values

of po Suoh diffe -- noom in the values of r as exist for the

different ranges of momontum are small, and well within the sta-

tistioal unaortainty, yet they are in suoh a direction that if

the variation is real, it *an be attributed to the effect of a

non=decaying component.

f Results with Those of Other Observeras Our

results are in alose agreement with the value I = 2 X 106 sec.
0

found by Ross!. et al 3 ), using a similar method ftounded upon ob-

servations taken at two diffortint altitudon widely separated,,

hovwaebr_ in poi~ton and time. 'Thy' a,• are, however, quite adifrmrent

from the roculs i . i.45 X 10-6 sec. obtained by Nielsen et all"'

ag~ain by P mat~hri nlA ~ r 1"xr%1t4- .d ie tIiAoes lin

the same laoallty. Nielsen'S ©aloulations do not take a(acount

of the change of mean life reav.lting from the loss of momentuUM

of the mesotrons as they pass through the air. However, wi have

recaloulated a value of T from Nielsen's data as given, the oalou-

lation being mile aoording to the theory outlined above, and while

the value obtalmed differs appreciably from that caloulated by

Nielsen, and in the sense to make his rxeults ,harmonize More closely

with ours, there is still a wide disoxrpanoy. Nielson's result•.

as oaloulated by our Mathod, is % 1.7 X 10 4 Seao
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Absorption curvesi mea2~red at, the two altitudes.

?or the wppcor tale&toopc the thialuiesues of lead

are In oŽshaaam 14 cmw geater than are recorded by

the alimU.Iafle of therkrf
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togma Spdrartio%)i whiao.uhrhn1ul ' hnompv'i theid@Ck nŽxtxiof

th@ inner group,, but bcoruitze of low intornvity~, nonie wase 6e-

tertted by the cpootromet~i~o racthod0  It rims mentioaned 9 how-~

ever9p that absorptioan msaz~uxt~mentto in letd! indoiiwted the

"possible prcsenae" of a gamma ray at 1.1K Pev0

During the paat four yezxi,, four OZ:?At1"ren'4 qluansaltiox&

of metallic tins. two iaoi;opisaally tonceinýrated ±n Sii Ja4 nd

ttvo of naturally occurring tin9 hmne beoxa Irrad;La'bet I in th*

Oak Ridge- pii1*3) The followiing ohemtcal prooedwnt Ins been

fa 1loaled %A M uWw%4CAA&..d'1911 -Lf ¶ao (fvlAUO.W' Atn H010 &'ýnd

carrier9 Sb and To solut~nzs were added0, MetailitI Tew praaipitao

ted at once 9 and St was5 precipitated as a metal b~y addition of

powdered Fe to the hot 6N - 1OC1 5otutitoih %a and~ stomo Fe were

precipitated frovi the tijltrata by addlithc~n of mxstafllio vknao

This precipitate was dis&2c1vod by IICX.1- oxý.disd vith, It)O
and Sn and F@ wer@m separe~tedO by addItion uf ±NoOH to ezcetlt

to f orm eoinbieTa,_ ~uSnA0 cvd lnsaoiutblaF(c H Th7x fitr-ate

was acidified vith, BC11V 14rar iads alight-J1y ammonlaoaJlp px'e

Cipitat ing BOO05 3sJT4 which iv- u ignited tt OW



A gammnr. rrnyy &At .L7 >Žv~ VJ11 uotiid Il turn ;In fru,,Il -to

ill 1948 Vat ý-vn ~ diziua .; 1;110 in tOmxlu r gm~nmA :vmy t.ý

coleloicdenot Aibsorcpttn~ aouunirng anngmot sd ithe "jIaaxioim

energy has bteem merinohfyid aw J.,6? .;- GOO~ ~v Thib ootno~ll

doeeo absorption cntvm at econd~axy oleotrona of the

gamma ray was obset-vud rpe;dATfor fcnty tsys9 and t~ht,

ordinate naltner were. obsmrxe4, to dersay with e haltdftIf of'

ton ~days.

A source of the ton ~tytin was pinced in a betarzawmns

coincidence counting arrr~ngevt ,nnt 9 and beta-ggawrnacoink tdu v~ce

were meauurwd te a funotX.on rof aliuminw2 zibsorbor thiclcnclis

before the 'j*U&'ray oount~r. The data anre shown in Figure I

Where the bnta~gamns ooir'i(tdinoe rate is seen 'to deorasiw to

sero at 180 mg/(m2 of n~ltuiruM. indicating an inner bo*ýa -ray

group at '0.5 !uov, On ca3,týbration of -the bete- ýgamxt

coincidence counti-ng arr.ngrrnent with thea beta =gamma

-ooincidenoe rate of• So ,. hn betr-gawmm tooincidonoo rat't of

Figure IL indicated9 on e;eitre-pula-tion to :vire absorber thiokt=

necs3, that the gnmrns yay at 3 .7 Lv i'm rcminoidenl. vt wi.

10 + 2 peroont of? the bvlta nmY of the 1(h'day S

Neaasur'mento 1%y Boya art4 associatemU at Cok Ridg~p
employi-nog a acin~til1athi:v 81 ootromater , Aleld. a q.uarliAr

energy of I- Mio ov fe~ th3 n7 ganm ay 0
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Figure 1 Betagammna oulnoid~nae rate of Sn 12- 1 a
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before the bote-iay counterx
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A Radiofrequency Ion Source*
C. P. SWAN AND J. F. Swin, L, j R. t

Bar!o Research Foundation of the Franklin Institute, Sartlhmore, Pennsylvania
(Received August 13, 1952)

An rf ion source with transverse magnetic field giving 50 pa of resolved protons with a gas flow of less than
1 cc per hour and with a power input of 150 w is descritied. The effect of magnetic field upon power require-
ments is discussed.

With increased gas flow resolved currents in excess of 100 pa of protons have been obtained.

TT was decided to undertake, for the Bartol Van de frequency and with neglect of damping, an electron
- Graaff generators, the construction of an ion source starting from rest describes a spiral path whose radius
which meets the following requirements: a proton ve-tor from the origin is proportional to the electric
current, continuously variable up to 40 ua; a gas flow of field and inversely proportional to the square of the
less than 1 cc of gas per hour as measured at atmospheric cyclotron frequency at any time in terms of the cyclo-
pressure; a reasonable efficiency; and a low power tron period as the unit of time. If the electric field were
consumption. We have defined efficiency in this case given by the electric field of the rf coil operating in a vac-
as the ratio of proton current to total ion current in uum, it would amount to about 100 v/cm, and with such
the resultant beam. Many ion sources are described in a field the electrons in our apparatus would strike the
the literature,t2 but none of them incorporate all of glass vessel in a fraction of a cycle. However, the nature
these features.4 An rf ion source using a probe-cathode of the electric discharge in a gas is such as to result in a
scheme devised by D. Ralph' was decided upon. This field which, in the main body of the gas, is much smaller
ion source operated at 10 Mc/sec and produced about than the average field and, indeed, of the order of 10 or
100lpa total ion current, but the gas flow was about 8 20 v/cm. With a field of 10 v/cm, we should expect
cc/hr and the power input to the oscillator was about that a mean free path of the order of 1 cm would be
300 w, both of which we considered excessive for our necessary to initiate ionization. Experiment showed that
needs. the discharge became initiated at a pressure of the

It was observed during initial tests that a small trans- order of 10-2 mm, at which pressure the mean free path
verse magnetic field produced by a magnetron type of a gas molecule would be of the order of 1 cm and that
permanent magnet caused large increases in the magni- of an electron somewhat greater. There is, thus, harmony
tude of the arc discharge when the magnetic field was between the magnitudes concerned and the fdct that
adjusted to the proper value. Axial magnetic fields have the discharge becomes initiated at about 10-2 mm, with

j been employed in many sources.', 2 However, at the an electric field of the order of i0 or 20 v/cm, which
frequencies and pressures we tried, we did not observe would permit the spiral path to develop within the con-
the effect for an axial field. fines of the tube to such an extent as to enhance the

..When the mngnethc field i. nperelndircular to the axis tota.l inniz•ation annreciablv.
of the source, the axial ac electric field, when of suitable Experiment shows that when the pressure is reduced
frequency, cooperates with the magnetic field in such to the point at which the magnetic field is operative in
a way that an electron receives energy in both the increasing the total ionization, the amount of power
upward and downward path of each cycle while it necessary to pruduce an assigned amount of ionization
describes a spiral orbit in the plane containing the axis is less than when the conditions are such that the
of the ion source. The necessary frequency, of course, magnetic field is not operative.
corresponds to a cyclotron frequency as first recognized As has been mentioned, the magnetic field is obtained
by Hall.' At the frequency now used of 25 Mc/sec, the from a magnetron type permanent magnet, or from clus-
value of B calculated for this cyclotron frequency is ters of small magnets as pointed out later. The field
appioximately 9 gauss which agrees well with the strength was measured as a function of distance from
measured value. the axis of the pole pieces. The magnet was then posi-

Theory indicates that, for resonance at the cyclotron tioned for maximum intensity of the ion source discharge.
As the static magnetic field was increased from zero, a

* Assisted by the joint program of the ONR and the AEC. very definite change in color of the discharge was
t Now at the University of Virginia.IR. N. Hall, Rev. Sci. Instr. 19, 905 (1948). observed, namely, light blue to a bright red. Spectro-2 Bailey, Drulrey, and Oppenheimer, Rev. Sci. Instr. 20, 189 scopic analysis of the discharge shows bright and clear

(1949). Balmer lines with little band structure when the arc is
t Note added in proof. A description of the high efficiency Oak

Ridge ion source was recently published by Moak, Reese, and red. The magnetic field could be varied through several
Good, Nucleonics 9, 13 (1951) shortly after completion of the gauss once the bright red discharge was initiated;
source here discussed.

S1), Rnlph, private comrnunications.- however, a definite maximum of current was detected.
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Of course, the positive ions which result from the
nJl[izR iig lI[IUiiUll Uf !le I -ll i 'l I([ h ilk_- t4. tIlId¥1li I))" b a

superimposed steady electric field, and their large mass 70-

prevents them from being affected by the magnetic
field. This electric field is created by a probe inserted in 1 6o
the top of the glass vessel.

The total ionization current resulting from the action z 5o
of' the electrons was measured by means of the probe
which was kept at a potential of 2 to 5 kv. It was of 40 -

interest to compare this current with the power supplied /1
to the rf oscillator. It was found, as was expected, that 30

the ionization current increased with increase of power /
supplied to the oscillator, as reflected in a larger alternat- 20. 2 40 d

ing electric field. However, for any given power supplied, o o POWER (WATTS)
the total ionization current was increased by the Fir.2. Positive ion efficiencyas a function of rf power
application of a magnetic field adjusted to the proper with transverse magnetic field.
value. The results in this connection are shown in Fig. 1.
The slope of the graph with the magnetic field is approxi- It was found that proton currents of over 100 pa were
mately 40 w/ma and without it approximately 100 obtainable through an exit hole from the ion source
w/ma, the graphs being linear, having a diameter of 0.040 in. and a length of 0.120 in.,

Of course, we are really concerned with the currents the gas flow being about 8 cc/hr. Proton currents up to
which pass through the hole in the cathode. This current 50 pa were still obtainable through an exit hole having
was measured in the following manner. The beam, after a diameter of 0.020 in. and a length of 0.120 in., the
traveling along the axis of the apparatus, struck a gas flow being reduced to between 0.4 cc and 1 cc/hr.
plate. It was possible to deflect it by a magnetic field, By the foregoing procedures, it was possible to
and this resulted in a separation into its various com- measure what we have defined as the efficiency and to
ponents, the proton component being deflected to the plot it against the rf power, the magnetic field adjusted
greatest extent. Off the axis of the undeflected beam, to the cyclotron frequency being, of course, in operation.
there was a slit, and the magnetic field could be adjusted Figure 2 shows the results. It will be seen that when the
to deflect either the proton component or any of the power was 100 w, the efficiency was clore to the
others in such a manner as to pass through this slit and extrapolated maximum.
become measured by a suitable collecting electrode The efficiency was found to vary with the surface
which was placed below it. The usual precautions to temperature of the glass vessel in which the ionization
avoid measurement of secondaries were, of course, occurred (decreased temperature, increased efficiency)
adopted. arid with the length of time run. This phenomenon many

walls of the vessel. After several hours of operation, the
efficiency rose to 80 percent at 1100 w input./- The focusing of the beam was accomplished by the

WITH Ause of coaxial cylinders operating at potentials of 5 kv,
• WITH MAGNETIC FIELD 25 kv, and 50 kv, respectively, the intermediate voltage

a being the half voltage tap on the 50 kv supply. These
cylinders focused the beam to a spot - in. in diameter

-j2 at a distance of 5 ft. The first focusing electrode collected
S10 !Aa. the current to the remainder of the electrodes

being negligible. Total power input to the unit including
probe supply, oscillator supply, focusing supplies, and

WITHOUTMAGTC ro palladium leak was 500 w, the power being obtained

o t /from a 140-v, 400-cy generator.

/ DESIGN
The ion source and lens assembly are shown in Fig. 3.

T'he cathode-shield scheme is much the same as is
o_--_________ suggested by D. Ralph. The Lavite piece serves the

100 200 300 400 following purpose. In the absence of this element, the
RF POWER (WATTS) positive ions generated in the upper chamber would be

FIG. 1. Rf power as a function of probe current with and brought down by the field and deposited, for the most
without transverse magnetic fieM. part, at the i" end.... . ..
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intermediate focusing voltage. After passing the last

. -, "collector.
.... Following these tests a similar source was installed in

the test section of the new Bartol Van de Graaff gener-
, . LAVIT, ator. The beam in this section passed through about

"o ""ALU:oUM C-il0- seventeen feet, seven feet of which was-the accelerating
tube. Voltages up to about 2 Mev were reached to
determine the effect with and without the beam.

The ion source arrangement used here was only
slightly different from that described above. Two sets
of three small permanent magnets were used instead
of one magnetron type magnet, these magnets bcing
placed 180' from each other around the ion source

-- K vessel. Also a steel cathode assembly replaced the
S°"• rvaluminum assembly shown in Fig. 3. The former change

was made because of space limitations; the latter change
was made to withstand the tank pressure in case the
ion source vessel broke and also to shield the beam of

Fo. 3. Schematic diagram of the rf ion source and focusing particles passing through the cathode from the mag-
electrodes. The direction of the magnetic field is shown by the netic field.
arrows.

A total beam current of over 50.pa has been obtained
chamber. The Lavite, being an insulator, becomes from this source with about 0.5 cc of gas per hour and
charged by the arrival of the positive ions in such a about 85 w input to the oscillator. The beam is well
manner as to discourage further arrival of these ions. focused into a spot of about A in. The focusing scheme
As a result, more positive ions are rendered available is the same as that used on the bench set-up; that is,
for passage through the aperture at the center of the there are two supplies, one variable up to 10 kv, and the
shield. The hole in this aperture is 0.120 in. in diameter, other variable up to 50 kv, the intermediate electrode
and its length is 0.120 in. The holes in both the shield potential being a half-voltage tap on the 50-kv supply.
and the anode should be concentric and straight. As yet the beam has no been analyzed to determine
Furthermore, the probe supply must be current limited the proton efficiency. The beam current is reduced by
for, otherwise, surges are apt to take place which may reducing the power input, but, of course, this means
crack the Lavite. lower efficiency as indicated in Fig. 2

The magnet assembly is supported with its field CONCLUSION
perpendicular to the axis of the ion source. The support

zontal positioni-,g of the magnet. The source is then well over 100 hrs. During this time, one glass vessel
tuned by adjusting the position of the magnet to cracked when the rf coil came in contact with the glass,
obtain maximum power as observed by noting the causing local stresses due to heat, and two Lavite
current drawn from the oscillator power supply. shields cracked, one as a result of not limiting the probe

The whole assembly was designed for ease of construc- current, the other as a result of expansion. In other
tion and assembly. Accurate glass blowing has been words, although the cathode should fit fairly well into the
eliminated in favor of machined parts. Furthermore, shield, the relative expansion of aluminum and Lavite
any one component may be changed without necessarily should be considered. For high pressure machines the
affecting the other components; thus, anodes with differ- glass jar should be as round as possible and the glass
ent size holes may be used in the same source and thickness as great as possible to avoid collapsing. The
damaged or worn out parts may be replaced. Since thefocusingsource in the Van de Graaff generator has been operateds for well over 30 hr without any failures. Further studies
matter of alignment and installation is a simple process.
The whole unit can be tested on a bench set-rip prior to should be made in order to obtain beam currents of the
installation in the generator. order of one ma, and this can probably be done by

The tests on this ion source were performed on a bench revising the cathode-shield gcometry.
which consists of four porcelains which serve both to The writers wish to acknowledge the continued inter-
insulate the ion source, which was run hot, from ground est of the Director of the Bartol Research Foundation,
and to provide a means for taking into the vacuum the Dr. W. F. G. Swarn.
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A CIRCUIT FOR THE LIMITATION OF DISCHARGE

IN G-M COUNTERS'

"fly

W. C. PORTER' AND W. E. RAMSEY'

ABSTRACT

A mitmt A-e t!!be km~bl'ck arrantgemlenmt to i::i th; ilcag n a couniiii' iti

a small segment of its length suublsquently ritri'tg All but al #!mall portion of the
tube to full sensitivity in almouta nicrostcoiid, has been achieved. The procedure
results in a mearked reduction in dead-tine, and a roresmmn(lingly large increase in
life. For example, a 20-em. cmunter may be operated at a rate of 20,000 counts per
second with a loss no) greater than that normally enrountered at 1000 counts per
seond. Countting rate data are given along with studies of the diwcharge distribution
with and without the cut-off prmcedure. Alteration in the dead-time picture is
illustratedl by oscilhlogrittis.

INTRODUCTiON

As conventionally used, the discharge in a G-M counter spreads,
from one or more ixints, over the entire length of the wire. Sub-
sequently, the tube remains unresponsive to radiation until such time
as the positive ion sheath, in its motion toward the cathode, permits
a restoration of the starting field. This "dead-time," which frequently
is as long as one hundred mirroseconds, very seriously limits all ap-
plications wherein a counter must be used at high rates. The (lead-
time is particularly serious in coincidence operation where the large
collecting surface of long counters is required but an intense back-
gu. nd- field is unavoIdable FoI1wng the fUndamental work of
Simpson (I)' numerous investigators (2-5) have succeeded in reducing
this limitation. However, it continues to be one of the problems

%,xzaa ~ ~~~~ 91at11,41C~ ie procedure to toe dis-
cussed here greatly increases the rate at which a counter may be
operated without loss and achieves an equally great increase in tube
life. The increase in rate and life both depend upon tube length.
Thus for a given percentage loss, a 40-cm. counter can be operated at
forty times its usual rate, while a factor of twenty is possible with a
20-cm. tube.

Fortunately the circuit is quite simple. it can be made very
compact and does not lead to geometrical complications as when a
lumber of tubes are to be used in coincidence.

Studies were made with numerous counters at this laboratory and
the circuit operated satisfactorily with all of them.

Although with a multiple tube circuit operating on the same prin-
Assisted by the joint program of the ONR and the AEC.

'Bartol Re-search Foundation of The Franklin Institute, Swarthmore, Pa.
SThe boldface numbers in parentheses refer to the references appended to this paper.
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ciple intuch higher overvoltageis 1rt! 3(0n•.lle, siujlicity is lost. The
slight gain in efficiency with mar'ked reduction of counter life hardly
jizstifies a complexity which disc, uiagt,4 1IA.4. SuCh a procedure after
test was aba•:oloed c in favor of the simple., arrangement discussied here.

TI B CUT-OFF CIRCUIT

The main circuit shown in Fig. I is labeled ('ut-Off Circuit. It is
acc11ipanied b y two Subsidiary circuits lallehd, reslxectively, Viewing
Circuit and Rate-Metasuring Circuit. Thse subsidiary circuits serve
the purpose of facilitating the study of the cut-off circuit. The cut-off
circuit itself is coupled directly to the wire of the counter. Since the
high potential is applied to the cylinder of the counter at the point A,
the cut-off circuit is at normal Noltage levels.

CUr-OFF cIRcuIr

G, cou r-a rl - c ,

-N.Y. 1ý z" 3
a V-.---

C4 i WV

S0O+"S
SO N 7 RATE MEASURING CIRCUIT

VIEWING CIRCUIT a

- - 4 + ,Da l( j) cs

Fin. 1.
All tubes are 6AKI'C and all unlabeled by.Imn ronden-ere are 0.0D23 mlcrofatads.

r, •0m•f Cs :, 1 .of (Cs 400,s4 Ca4 - 4000,Pf C - 10A.f R& - 1800
R1 2700 R. 2200 Rf 1000 h 33l R - 47.000 R? W 100.001

When an ionizing particle passes through the counter, it starts the
normal spreading procests down the wire from which we obtain the
"electron component" (o, 7) necessary to actuate the circuit. When
the voltage pulse appearing across R1 is approximately 0.2 volts, it is
amplified enough in T1 to cause the grid of T2 to come from below cut-off
bias; hence, the plate current of T2 adds to the voltage drop of R 1-a
cumulative action which proceeds until T", is cut off. The grid of T2
starts to recover rapidly by virtue of the short time constant determined
by C1, R2. R3 and the input impedance of T2. As the grid of TF recovers,
the plate current of T 2 decreases until the voltage drop across R, is
less than the cut-off bias of TF. The resulting negative pulse on the
plate of T, abruptly returns the grid of T, below its cut-off value. The
time required for an entire cycle of the circuit operation is approximately
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1.5 microseconds: alter tIlhs jtrio(d the circWit i1 aIS reIedy to accept
at new putlse.

In order to make the circuit operate as ralilIy as 1)issii~le, the
stray Capacitance luist he kept at a minimum. Tulw.s "T and Ts
(Western Electric 6AKS's) were mounted adjacent to trich other and

7I

Fir.. 2.-Presentation of dead-times.
(a) Normal counter discharge.
b) Same counter discharge with cut-off circuit operating. Only satutated pulm bottoms are visible In (b).

connections were soldered directly to the tube pins. T, and TF were
chosen so that w:ith plate voltage = 45V, screen grid voltage = 67.5V,
and control grid voltage = - 5,OV, the plate current was less than
0.2 ma. However, in the actual circuit, these values were increased.

The circuit output pulses were found to be uniform in shape and
amplitude up to the highest rates encountered-2 X 101 counts per
second. However, at very high rates of counting, resistor Re should
be short-circuited so that the potential across the counter remains
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constant. No alteration iii siz or shtapte of til pmluses was observed

over "he operating range of counter voltages tlswed fromn. six to) thirty
volts abti'e r Ole starting potential. In virttue of thiiit fact, the ilsti!.r;
appearing across R, may lht aj)j)lw(' to a1 rate' ItM-.Msrinig Vir'cuit C•on-
sisting of 7'. and 714. The current. through meter Al srved as a rate
indicator. Oibviously, at the higher rates, the fltuctu;tions in .11 were
quite sinall. The resistor R5 was added So that the plate pulse of 7,
wotild trigger a scaler directly for calihratitmn murooses.

Figure 2 shows the results of thit method, used -to find the dead-timne.
The method, due to Stever (a), consists of triggering an ofcilloscWpe
sweep by a counter pulse, delaying the pulse so that it can 1e sen at a
fixed position near the Ibeginning of the sweep, and oblserving ally other
pulses which occur in the interval of the time base. A triggered
oscilloscope connected at point C (Fig. 1) was used for these presenta-
tions. Photons were used to initiate the pulses. It should he noted
that these photographs are time exposures so that a large nu-hber of
triggering pulses are sul)erlposedl at the left end of the titme base; whereas
subsequent individual pulses (ocur at random anti aplwar less intense
in the photograp~h. The same counter wits used for both presentations
of Fig. 2.

In the upper photograph no pulses appear until after approxinmately
45 microseconds have elapsed' since the beginning of the trigger;ng
pulse. After this time, the pulse height is dependent ulxn the time
since the triggering pulse has occurred. The manner of build-up of
pulse sizes in this region can be correlated to the motion of the positive
;nn Onb in the counter after the dish.harge. Although the potential
of the wire is returned to normal in it short time, the electric field is
still being partially controlled by the ion sheath.

"r .~ V;.. f I' )h 6I ' liorot" Witl-h tt 'r;ri-••;t ;n nrwrnt-mtnn nti

pulses were observed in the first 1.5 microsecond interval. After this
time pulses appear, and any pulse appearing on the time l)as- is identical
in size and shape with the pulse which triggered the sweep., Since the
cut-off circuit limits the spreading to a short segment of the counter
length, positive ions are present only in the vicinity of this disrharged
region. When the circuit returns the potential of the counter to its
normal value, the electric field near the wire is returned to normal also,
except for the short segment used in the previous discharge.

The auxiliary viewing circuit connected to the counter cathode is
designed in suich a way that the pulses at point B (Fig. 1) are pro-
portional to the number of positive ions evolved in the counter discharge.
Tne ratio of the puse -- '- ,,. at B with and without the

s The vertical deseats of the pulse tracms are invisible on the photograph on account of

the rapidity of the sweep.
SAgain, on account of the rapidity (-f the sweep, only the lower parts of the pulses are

represented. They correspond to the thirkenings on the faint, appruximately horizontal line.
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FI. 3.--Observations from cylinder of counter.

(a) Normal dIpcharge 1 om photons.
(b) J)icharg• from photons with cut-off circuit oe-ratinj.
N ( Discharge fron 0-r ays at sile window of co antcr With cut-off circuit o1CrUting.

D1P-charge from D-raya at end of counter with cut-off circuit operating.

circuit in operation (Fig. 3a, b) indicates that the circuit lhianited the
spreading of the discharge to 1/20 of the length of the counter or ap-
proximately 1 cm. If two centers separated by more than 1 cm. are
formed by an ionizing particle, a pulse larger than a single center pulse
may be produced. In Fig. 3c, #-rays were sent in through a side
window in the counter and scattered #-rays produced some of these
multiple centers. The effect of more starting centers (or multiple
centers) is shown more clearly in Fig. 3d, where the #-rays were admitted
through an end window.

INVESTIGATION OF EXTENT OF SPREADING

In order to check the previous assumption that the spreading process
was limited to approximately 1 cm. of length, a special counter with
the cathode split into a number of individual cylindrical segments was
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SEGMENT A P
40- 3 MM LONG

W INDOW

30I wi HOUT .,i
1CIRCUIT~

A20[

S CIRCUIT
tbIlo

x.

11

S40- SE~GMENT 9
z- SEGMENTS B -A 10 MM LONG
z

S30 WITHOUT
z CIRCUI T
0

20[

11111WITH

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.51 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 &.0
PULSE HEIGHT - COUL.OMBS X 10OIl

Fir,. 4.-Puh-e heighit dhistribuItwions from cathmde scginents axiong the rouinter~ length showinig
the effect of the cut-off circuit.

used (Hig. 4). 0Opposite to segment A was a thin window whic-h
admitted photions so that ;I singke-centeredi discharge aiwa vs started
in the vicinity of segment A; hence, the spreawling started from this
region. The experiment consisted of measuring the distribution of
pulse heights on dlifferent segmuents under two conditions: with and
without the cut-off circuit. The resuilts of these tests are shown in
Fig. 4,2. Withouit the circuit, the pulses appe),aring on segment B are
about twice as large as those on segment A, as may he seen from the
p~lain bllock pulse height distribution. This is to be exp~ected fro 11 the
relative lengths of the two segments (10 nmii. and 5 nuim., resp~ectiv'ely).
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operating, similar to that: shown for sgmintl B.
With the circuit iin optfrathion, the iiulse-hiiglht distriluitions on all

sgmnitllls of the counlter are Iinarlkedly claiuvwd. \Vhil tile counting
rate of segnwnt A r'emallielm uInchaniged(l, that of setgilelit B was reduced
by approiilmately 25 lier cclii anl that (if ilegmlnt ( *Iy imorW than 99
per cent (if thie "lt ()-circuit" rate. This constitutes ('vidllce that thet!
circuit limits thit spreading to) not miiore th an I cm. from thle point of
igin of the .di...harge.

The rather Ir iad pulue•-ln'igiit distrilU n iorll vt ! on segmerIdnts
A and B is lixlieved to result mainly from poor c(dllhiliatiCln if the pdhoton
beamn rather than statistical fluctuations in the sjireading prircess or iii
the cut-off time of thie lcircuit. (CXnoparison (if the shaded puls-e-height
distributions observed on se-gments A and B (Fig. 4) ifd(iatcs that thie
average charge developed along the length of segment B is imIch less
than in A with the circuit in ipwration.

COUNTING RATES

If N' is the number of impjlulses which should Ix! counted per unit
time, and N is the number actually counted per unit time, the relation
between N and N' is

NN'
1 + N'u'

where a is the dead-time. 'Ille fornula is based upon the assumption
that the counter and assoc-iated circuit are coiipkletely incapable of
registering a count during a time interval c following each count, and
that full efficiency is restored abruptly at the end of the interval a.

In order to obtain equally spaced values of N', five radioactive
sources A, B, C, D, E were used. The plan was first to find positions
for these sources in which each individually gave the same value for N.
We are then assured that the use of A, followed by the use of A l)lus B,
followed by the use of A plus B plus C, etc., provides successively equal
increments of N'. If we set N' = an where n is the number of sources
irradiating the counter, we have

NN' n (1)
1 + A" 1 + an()

Now with soutrce A alone in psiti;on, it was fo.und that Nz= 10, cps.
Hence

10' a o

1+a
1 **

a=10-' -

** Is may be remarked that 10--' seconds is the greatest value for or consistent with the
measurement of 10, counts per second.
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Nowv Eq. I vit,(4

". -
(A) -

1 + I0 -- n

10- u /
Substitution of the vadues a 1, 0 aind 90 As-sev. into Elq. 2 yields the
set of dhi1W(! curves shown in Fig.5. A.q thi thenr ttal cI ',-', -1"e

0so I MICROS9COND-4b//
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IV ,"/,

123 4 3

fo- zNUMBER OF SOURCES

FIG. S.--Counting rate for counters of various dead-times as a function of source strength.

A unit of source strength is defined as that strength required to give 101 counts per second.

This unit of source strength is given by cc -*-! . Trhe X's are exp-rimental points

obtained with the cut-off circuit operating.
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countterwouhldcolit faste-r with a 9h g-ec. hcdi ic than with a 1 tt-see.
dead-time. This apparntt ahi;turdity ris from the fact that the
method utcd to nornilaiize the theoretical cutrves to the vpxerinental data

yields;a different v. tiue of a for each 1das1h ed curve. The s)lidIcrve, whilih

fits the experimental data for i L- 1, 2, and 3 within the statistical
errors, is ob)tained by setting a 3.09 n-sec. The agreement of the solid
curve with the exp)erimental data is as ,'oodl as might be expecteds in
vi.w 0f the :i ..lit.i. .X.... to i, q. Eq I *- app. licable to tile . r;

mental conditions.
EFFICIENCY AT LOW OVERVOLTAGE

Because it has been generally believed that the efficiency of (;-M
counters is low near the starting voltage,' and since the present experi-
ments were carried out at relatively low overvoltages, a measurement
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FIG. 6.-Relative efficiency of counter vs. overvoltage.

of the relative efficiency of the counter as a function of overvoltage was
made in a triple coincidence arrangement. The results shown in Fig.
6 indicate no loss of efficiency at the voltages used in these experiments.

COUNTER DESCRIMONS

While most of the work reported here was done with tubes 20 cm.
long and 1 cm. in diameter, studies included the use of counters varying

I This value of a calculated from the experinental observations is too large. The reason

for this is that the first source was very near to the counter, saturating that portion immediately

adjacent to it and decreasing the effective length of the counter for counting the radiations
from the re..ivi!dng qnrreq which were placed at successively greater distances.

'The ambiguities associated with the definition of ctarting voltage in self-quenching
mixtures are now under investigtion.
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~a VaAC ai;u'LII -011- 0 WI 'allp 1,111. andIU n (211.1alleer Mrom 11.9 cm, t~o 6 m. all
equij)ptd with central wires 0.003 in. in diameter. Cylinders were
either of copper 0.005 in. thick, or, where thin waihu were desired, of
Aquadag painted internally on glass walls of thickness 0.006 in. Thin
windows were provided for the transmission of light where single
centered discharges were essential. Gas mixtures were either argon-
ether (6.5: 1) at 5.5 crm. I Ig pressure or argon-butane (6: 1) at 8.5 cm.
Hg pressure. The circuit operated effectively with all of the above
counters without alteration.

SUMMARY

A two tube feed-back circuit, triggered albut 10'- seconds after the
initiation of the discharge, interrupts the spreading process in a few
hundredths of a microsecond by field reduction at the wire. The
control circuit recovers, restoring normal operating field conditions
except over a small segment near the point where the discharge started.
Thus in about a microsecond most of the counter is resensitized, result-
ing in a very short dead-time. The voltage pulse on the wire, although
triggered by the initial counter current, has a shape determined pre-
dominately by the parameters of the cut-off circuit and hence all pulses
are equalized.

Since the circuit limits the spreading of discharge, the number of
ion pairs formed in a discharge is decreased, consequently the life of
the counter is gTeatly increaseld (9). Life is further increased by
operating at low overvoltages for a similar reason. It should also be

I- LA. '& -- - fdscLreii h,-,. Lill, L • I• vCii:ciiy of propagation of discharge along the
counter wire increases with overvoltage and hence a faster operating
circuit capable of giving a larger reduction of field at the wire of the
counter would be required if higher overvohtages are desired. However,
efficiency measurements indicate that little is to be gained at higher
overvoltage.

The single and multiple center effects observed suggest that with
simple additional circuitry a counter may be rendered a directional
radiation detector, and may also become capable of discriminating
lb.tween varinmis types of radiation.

Rates up to 200,000 counts per second with uniform pulse output
have been achieved.
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T HE properties of the 17-hr Zr" and of its daughter element, radiated zirconium dioxide was dissolved by potassium pyrosulfate
the 70-minute N-b', have been the subject of considerable fusion, and the separation of the niobium daughter activity from

investigation.t- 5 Spectrometric measurements' have yielded beta- zirconium was effected by the use of Steinberg's "oxalate"
ray energies of 1.91+0.02 Mev and 1,267+-0.02 Mev, and gamma- procedure.6

ray energies of 0.747±0.005 Mev for Zr" and 0.665:1=0.005 Mev The decay of Nb", freshly separated from its parent element,
for Nb". The gamma-ray at 0.747-0.005 Mev was shown to be was followed for ten half-periods, and the half-period, taken from
emitted from an isomeric level in Nb97 of half-period 60 sec. the slope of the decay curve was found to be 72.1+-0.7 minutes.

In the present investigation Zr"O, (isotopir concentration 90 This value is to be compared with previously reported values of
percent in Zr9), obtained from the Y-12 plant, Carbide and Car- 68 minutes7 and 75 minutes.' The decay of Zr" was followed for
bon Chemicals Division, Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, 200 hours, and the resulting half-period was calculated to be
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, was irradiated by slow neutrons in the 17.0±-0.2 hours, in agreement with the earlier measurements.
Oak Ridge pile. The radioactive materials were received within The beta-rays of Nb"7, freshly separated from its parent element,
twenty-four hours after cessation of irradiation and chemical were absorbed in aluminum, and a Feather8 plot of the data gave
separations were immediately commenced. The slow neutron ir- a maximum beta-ray energy of 1.40 Mev.

The beta-gamma coincidence rate of the 72-minute Nb" is
2 -0 T-7 shown as a function of absorber thickness before the beta-ray

0.7 counter in Fig. 1. It is seen to be constant, independent of the
hobtrn_,•energy, pqii tincr that the beta-ray spTectrum of .NbW7F 4• is simple. Calibration of the beta-gamma coincidence counting

arrangement by the beta-gamma coincidence rste of Sc" showed
W 0.5 Sthat each beta-ray of Nib'7 is followed, on the average, by 0.7 Mev

1~ -_nm=-,zy onnrti, ro-h, nnmnt ,s Fit, I waq oif ron rzep nrrneprlv
~ OAR-corrected for deLayuL of th souice.

y o3 t Assisted by the joint program of the ONR and AEC.= ~Frankilord Arsenal, Philadelphia, Penw-l-Isnia.
g II 'Sagane, KoJima, MiJanoto. and Ikawa, Phys. Rev. 57, 1179 (1940).

0.' A. V. Gro&se and E. T.. Booth, Phys. Rev. 57. 664 (1940).

a S. Katcoff and B. Finkle, Radiochemical Studies: The Fission ProductsI (McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.. New York. 1951), Paper No. 83,

01MNtional Nuclear Energy Series, Plutonium Project Record. Vol. 9,
RoDiv. IV.

4 0. Hahn and F. Strasman, Naturwilea. 29. 285 ( P941).
F B1orgus, Knight, and Prestwood, Phys. Rev. 5 8 104 (1950).
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Various properties of the new group of low energy primary Flights were conducted with counter trains containing various
cosmic-ray particles (E<1.6 Bey for protons) which enter the thicknesses of interposed Pb absurber.
top of the atmosphere at geomagnetic latitudes north of 52* were In contrast with the 46 percent increase in the vertical intensity
investigated during the summer of 1950. Measurements at both betwecen •le two stati-nq, no latitude effect was revealed either
52"N (Swarthmore, Pennsylvania) and 69 0N (Fort Churchill, in the flux of cosmic rays traveling in the horizontal direction or
Manitoba) were obtained with the same quadruple-coincidence in the frequency of bursts detected by the ionization chambers,
counter trainc ,,rod nr,•.-Anilucl, orinteA Ifther ho-rizntally or at ,th h:ct- -jit..-, attin. V-S m_ o Jig)

verticaly, and with pulsed ionization chambers biased to detect The data permit conclusions to be drawn regarding the hori-
bursts exceeding 1.0 Po-a. zontal component, the solar dipole-moment, the nature of he

No diurnal or temporal variations in the cosmic-ray intensity low energy spectrum, as well as nuclear disintegrations and
were detected, and no change between 1949 and 1950 was indi- primary heavy nuclei.
cated.

I. INTRODUCTION (d) to compare the intensity in the horizontal direc-

1- XPERIMENTS which have revealed the presence tion at 690 N with that at 52 0 N in order to secure

Edh in the primary cosmic radiation of particles having additional information regarding the nature of the new

momenta below that required for entrance at geomag- group of primary particles entering at the higher

netic latitude 50'N have been described previously.1  latitude;

The original conclusions were based upon a direct (e) to observe the effect of the new low energy group

comparison, by identical instruments, of the vertical of primaries upon the rate of bursts produced within the

cosmic-ray intensity near the "top of the atmosphere" wails of an ionization chamber at high altitudes.

at Fort Churchill, Manitoba (geomagnetic latitude Under the sponsorship of the National Geographic

69°N), during the summer of 1949 with that at Swarth- Society, a second expedition to Fort Churchill, Mani-

more, Pa. (geomagnetic latitude 52'N). toba, was therefore conducted during the summer of

After it had thus been established that a new group 1950. Two types of instruments, a burst-detecting ion-

of particles was reaching the earth north of the previ- ization chamber and a quadruple coincidence counter

ously-assumed knee of the latitude effect which had train, were utilized to accomplish the aforementioned

heretofore been attributed to a cut off imposed by the objectives.

magnetic field of the sun, it was of interest further to II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
investigate certain other features of these particles. In
particular, it was considered desirable: A. Ionization Chamber Apparatus

(a) to determine whether any change nf cnnditions- AgocS~A tbiock diagram ot tlhe ionization chamber and
such as might be produced by a variable solar magnetic associated circuitry is shown in Fig- 1. The instrument
dipole-moment had occurred subsequent to the initial functions as follows: Voltage pulses produced in theobservations;

(b) to conduct additional attempts to detect either ionization chamber (mainly by primary heavy nuclei
"dun to ons to varition and by nuclear disintegrations occurring in the chamber

diurnal variations or short-time temporal variations walls) are amplified by a linear pulse-amplifier and fed
(over a peridc) to obf the intensity vs alti into a pulse-height discriminator. The latter permits
tude curves with an interposed absorber of thickness the passage only of those pulses having amplitudes
intudecurmedwiate b n inthroseutilied porbeviouy (cms exceeding a predetermined size. Each discriminator
intermediate between those utilized previously (4 cm output pulse triggers a keying univibrator, thereby
of Pb) ; causing the transmitter to emit a 75 megacycle C. W.

signal for a period of 0.06 sec.
P tIThe telemetering system as well as the method for

CISCJI? £MIRCITthe determination of atmospheric pressure and temper-
ature within the gondola during the balloon flights

I have already been described in detail elsewhere.-

The ionization chamber (Fig. 2) is composed essen-
tiatly of an outer cylindrical pressure vessel, a concentric

FIG. 1. Block diagram of circuits associated with cylindrical cathode, and a central electron-collecting
ionizablon chamber.ioniatio cha ber.wire. The cathode, which operates at a potential of

Assisted by the joint program of the ONR and AEC.

1 A, Pcr-n~rrun11t4z Ph Re,:. 71, 30 (I950N S S fEc.tl,(oý
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---30 v relative to the wire, i- c inc-d at the ends by I C A U

copper guard disks having i--inch center holes to pass i-'-- - - its __N
the collector wvire. The collector connects directly to -

the first grid of the linear amplifier and is maintained -

at dc ground potential by means of a 108-ohm grid-leak
resistance. To eliminate the possibility of leakage from
the high voltage cathode to the collector wire, the F, ..G
insulators supporting the wire are mounted on thegrounded outer case. FIG. 2. Consttuetional details of ionization chamber. A, pres-

sure vesse] (0.032-in. Cu); B, cathode (0.032-in. Cu); C, cathodeIn all measurements made to date, the chambers insulating rings (Mykroy); D, retaining spring; E, electron col-
have been filled with 5 atmospheres of tank argon rated lector (0.010-in. Kovar); F, glass insulator; G, Po-a source eec-
99.9 percent pure. Before assembly, the internal parts trode; H, pinch seal; I, 0-100 lb/in.2 pressure gauge; J, connec-

are cleaned with an acid rinse, and immediately after ton to amplifier; K, -300 v cathode connection.

the ý,JLdering operation, the chambers are evacuated tubes, the amplifier output noise level is approximately
for 24 hours while being maintained by an oven at a 0.2 v, which is 5 percent of the amplitude of the smallest
temperature of 125°C. The outgassing and filling pro- pulses allowed past the discriminator in the measure-
cedures are accomplished on a special pressure-vacuum Lments reported here.
system, which permits both operations to be performed The discriminator stage is a triode biased beyond cut
without the intervening admission of air into the off by a variable potentiometer adjustm•nct. The
chamber. A pressure gauge mounted permanently on (positive) amplifier outpuat pulses reach the discrimi-
each ion chamber permits the detection of leaks which nator plate circuit (and thence trigger the subsequent
might develop subsequent to sealing-off the unit. keying univibrator) only when their amplitudes exceed

For the purpose of calibration, each chamber contains the difference: between the negative bias potential and
a Po-a source plated onto an insulated silver electrode, the triode cut off potential. For all of the flights reported

The source protrudes slightly through a hole in the i the present paper, the discriminator was adjusted so

cathode and is "turned on or off" by connecting the thet only bursts >1.0 Po-a were relayed to the ground

probe to the cathode supply (-300 v) or to ground, station.

respectively. In the "off" state, the a-particle ionization

electrons are collected on the grounded source probe B. Quadrupole Coincidence Counter Train
and are thus not permitted to reach the central wire.

The Po-a pulses reach voltage saturation at a cathode The counter trains utilized in measurements of the
potential of -200 v immediately after a chamber is intensity both in the vertical and horizontal directions
filled. However, the saturation voltage drops to an were identical with those used in 19491 and previously.3

equilibrium value some 50 volts lower in the course of The complete bao-b apparatus, as w... as the
a few days. This tendency, which is probably caused ground receiving station, have also been described in
by the "getter" action of the clean copper walls, insures detaUi.
thnf thf nprrnml onpratinr pnotential of -300 v is
adequate for saturation even long after the chambers L1a. A&ZUL16

are filled. The calibration source is used only for setting A. Search for Diurnal and Temporal Variations
the discriminator and checking the over-all stability of
the instrument in preflight tests. During flight the The detection of a smll diurnal variation had notsource is turned off so as not to interfere with te been specifically attempted in 1949, although the datasobtaine in flights offute so diaeen note to inefeewiheh
detection of cosmic-ray bursts. In the case of every obtained in flights conducted at different times of the

instrument which has been recovered immediately after day revealed no indication of any marked differences
landing, pnntflight checks have revealed no detectable which could be attributed to a diurnal effect. If the sun
change in calibration, possesses a permanent dipole-morent of the magnitude

The linear amplifier comprises three stages of amplifi- which had previously been assumed, a diurnal variation
cation with 0.015 percent inverse feedback and has an of the intensity of the primary cosmic radiation must

over-all gain of 5X10g. This amount of feedback, necessarily occur, for reasons which haive already been
although not large, is sufficient to reduce to 2 percent discussed.1 Observations conducted at a high northern
the change in amplifier gain resulting from battery latitude are optimum from the point of view of the
voltage drops during the normal (five hour) flight magnitude of the change expected during the course of
duration. The interstage coupling components of the a day, since the variation is maximum at locations
amplifier are chosen to give a rise time (5 gsec) com- appreciably north of the previously-assumed knee of
parable to the electron collection time of the ionization the latitude effect. Furthermore, the extreme change
chamber, andt a decay time (100 ,sec) sufficiently expected at high latitudes occurs during daylight hours,
small that the inductive effect of positive ion motion is 3 For details regarding geometry, see M. A. Poaerantz, Phys

not amplifie.Th careful selection of vacuum Rev. 75, 1721 1919).
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earlier,' mecasurcmcnts werfe obtained principally with
Timie~o aiscnaiig7
arriva at, counter train cotiig 5 cm of interposed lcad

ceiling absorbec. Table I contaijis a summary of the 0950
GeomaR. Flighit !et ~~~~ alrtiude. local 6olair series at Fort Churchill, and as may be seen in Figs. 3

lat. date ao~atgement lect tifile
-----. __________-----~ and 4, there is no detectable dependence of the results

69"4 8- 6-49 Vertical coiinter train )16.000 10:32 A.M. Upon the timne of dav.
8- 9-49 containing 7.5 cmn of 85,500 8:'4-0 A,'m'.npmr
8-11-49 interp(-scd Pb 741,000 4:24 Plm. F ur, .--- , it is apparent in Fig. 31 that the present
8-16-49 aljsorbcr. 81j,000 1101:17 A~m. measurements have quanititatively confirmed the earlier
8-21-49 7.3,500 110:13 AM. data, thus indicating- no ol.ýcivzi'bk difference in the
7-24-50 67,000 8:31 A.MIn
7-25-50 100,500 91:07 AM. conditions existing during the summers of 1949 and
7 26-50 76,000 10:18 A.M. 1950. Finally, it is to be noted that, during the course
7-31-50, 74.,900 9:04 A.M. _r ccný-- obsrainsetnlnr ed
8- 3-54) 84500 1:37 p~m ~' Cai OZJPttfdf( ur -pjd
8-12-50, 97,000 12:4 -Upm more than a month, no changes sufficient to be detected

521N 7-26-47 89,000 6:39 A.M, by the instruments utilized in these investigations are
7-20-49, 83,000 333 Am. manifested.
9-27-49 11 2,000 10.52 A.M.
5-25-50 94,000 8:52 A.M. B. Intensity vs Attitude Curve with 4 cin Pb

69*N 8- 2-50 Vertical counter train 91,000 P '17 AM.m
8- .5-5,0 containing 4.0 cm of 81,800 8:15 A.M. The nature of the dependence of the intensity upon
8-29-510 inter-posed Pb 74,500 4:16 p.m. altitude at 69,*N in the case of particles capable of
8-30-50 absorber. 100,0001 9:44 A.M. ertn4cmoPbiofptcuaitrs.Th

520N 6-24-48 95,0001 8:24 A.M. Penertn mo bi fpriua neet h
10- &-49 168,000 10:26 A.M. fact that a definite maximum in the curve is observed
10-14-49 81,,500 10:33 A.m. at 52'N for 4 cm but not 6 CM Provided a basis for the

69*N 8-18-50 Horizontal counter 890,000 6:14 p~. pr~ediction that the maximum with,4 cm would disap-
8-19-50 train containing no 97,000 2 :28 '.,m. pear at the higher latitude. Low energy primaries, suc~h
8-24--5O interposed Pb 83,000 10:00 AM.m as were presumably entering at Fort Churchill, were

52*N 7- 7-50 105,OOQ 9:37 A.m.* expected, through their prog'eny-, to, contribute appreci-
10-17-50 102,200 10:43 A.M. ably to the intensity only near the top of the atmos-
10-2ý7-50 104,200 11:13 A-M. phere.
11- 7-50 108,000 3 :22 p~m This hypothesis is supported by the results plotted

52"N 7- 9-48 Hofi&_zntali counter 109,500 () '1 A~.m in Fig. 4. iR is observed that, at Fort Churchill, the
110- 7-48 train containing 1-0 109,000 11 :18 A~m. intensity of piarticles having a residual range of 4 cm of
10-28-49 cm of interposed Pb 117,500 11:02 A.M.Pbiesntalcotnthru otteuprsvn

absorber.Phiesetalcosattruhuthuprsvn

690 N 9- 9-50 Horizontal counter 83,000 (:2 A.M. Thisen latitue deopenecre.o h rtcltikeso
8-16-50 train containing 7.5 72,500 10:25 AX:.Ti aiuedpnec o h rtcltikeso
8-18-50 cm of interposed Pb 87,500 9:14 A.M. interposed absorber for which the maximum in the
R-O-_? hnnl-i 85.400 9:29 A.M. in~tensity vis altitude curve disarDnears, arising from the

52 0N 7- 7-48 104,000 '8:24 A.M- change in the minimum allowed primary energy, would
10-29-48 102000 11-013 A.M-
11-23--48 115,000 1ý0:59 A.M- result in the appearance ý-f a maximum at low latitudes

even for thick- absorbers. Thus, Rao el 6 j at 3N
9- W znrC K -A! -
0V1' 1-L-J ioii~auiLh~,,ji ~Eave observed a distinct peak in the vertical intensity

9- 3-501 ased to record events 91,500 4':59' P.-M.9- 4-50 exceeding 1 Po-Q. 110,500 10:46 A.M. of cosmic radiation penetrating 10 cm of Pb, at a pres-
52ON 4-30-50 83,000 9:50O A.M. sure of 90 mm of 111g. Tllis3 iLs enitirely in accord with

6- 2-50 103,500 9:00 A~m, expectations or. the basis of the pre-6ert considerations.
6- 9-510 94,000 8:25 Al.M
3- 7-51 .0'OiW 12:35 F,-* Furthermore, as a consequence of this, effect, tht atmos-

______________________________________ pheric pressure at which the maximum occurs for any
particular amount of absorber would increase as the

to which the present flights were necessarily confined latitude is decreased.
owing to technical limitations imposed by the absence
of heating by solar radiation at night. Finally, and C. Intensity in the Horizontal Direction
most important of all, 'the intensity at the highler Investigations' -7 of the cosmic-ray intensity at
latitude should actually be lower than that at Swarth-
more in the earlymorning, and equal in the late after- various zenith angles have revealed -in appreciable
noon, according to Dwight's calculations.' 4& P n, Ba!-aaubrahm-anyamn, Gokihale. and Pereira, Phys. Rev.

Therefore, the flights in 1950 were released over a 83, 173 (1951).
wider range of times to broadien the scope of this x Swann, Locher, and Danforth, Nall. GeogrTaphic Soc. Con-

tibuted Teich. Papers Stratosphere Series 2, 13 (1936).
16 ME A. Pomerantz, Phys. Rev. 751, 1335 (1948).

X:. Dwight, P ys Rev, 781 40 N1QM)) 7Wirickle~r, Stroud, and Shariley, Phys. Rev. 76, 1012 (1949).
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FIG. 3. Intensity vs altitude curves for cosmic rays arriving vertically, and penetrating 7.5 cm of Pb at X-520 N
(Swarthmore, Pennsylvania) and N=69*N (Fort Churchill, Manitoba). Note the absence of detectable diurnal
or temporal variations.

component at large angles. The observed horizontal all particles capable of penetrating 4.4 g/cmr2 were
intensity at very high altitudes appreciably exceeds detected. This corresponds to a minimum energy for

LiUla L MLU OLUALLJJA S.J .L CLUL1%,ajJUIULU5r VL~LLVCV I1CqýUii0 UN d~JjJIUAlL1i.ta LU_1 d'LL AVA.

atmospheric path in the vertical direction, and must A detailed statistical analysis of flights under the
consist predominantly of secondary particles emitted latter condition is summarized in Table II. These
in acts in which the initial direction is not propagated.
It was of interest to ascertain whether the new group 2: UNIT. ALE o.

of low energy primary particles entering at Fort IL 6'I

Churchill would enhance the horizontal intensity at 20 " A8. -0 5...

that station. Therefore, a direct comparison of the a .. .. .. ...
• • 30- •-50 11

I I CEGIJUAC LA?. ?Nhorizontal intensities at the two latitudes was con i 2 AU

ducted. 0AY..0. AM

The measurements were obtained with the same .. .. ric....s &sL.T

counter trains used in the othet pi, . es of these experi- " Pa.... IN ....TCS

ments. When the instruments are oriented horizontally,
the maximum aperture between the extreme ray and
the horizontal plane is 4.50. Telescopic observations of ""---_
the swinging of the instruments during flight revealed
that the maximum excursion was usually less than 2'
from the vertical even during the more turbulent - 950 I 0 'W 3 &

initial portions of the ascent.

Irn some of the flights, a 7.5 cm Pb absorber was Fic. 4. Intensity rs altitude curves, obtained with concidence-
interposed in the counter train. In others no absorber counter trains containing 4 cm of Pb, for cosmic rays arniving

vertically at X =S2N and X=69'N. The ma-_ximum disappears at
was present other th..r the counter walls. In this c•ae the moc northern station.
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TABLE i. Summary of data obtained with horizontal quadru- tainties indicated in Table III the burst rates at the
pie-coincidence counter taiajs containing no in,'cposed Pb lations are the same at all altitudes.
absorber. Within the statistical uncertainties, no dependence two loa
Liion latitude between 52'1J and 690 Y is indicatedC. IV. DISCUSSIONS

Geornag. Flight Average counting rates, counts per rck. A. *riz t it i
1"'. date in indicated pressiue interval --- ii

54-33 33-21 21-13 13-8 The maximum residual range in air of the new
mm of tHg mm of Hg mm of H1g mm of Hig particles which enter the top ot the atmosphere at

690N 8-18-50 19.3±-0.8 25.4±-1.1 69'N is approximately 150 g/cm2. This is indicated by
6,9°N 8-19--SO .:.0 25.0±-1.9 31.0-0.9 33.3±-1.1 the fact that, as is shown in Figs. 3 and 4, no observable
690 N 8-24-50 17.9±1_0.9 28.1± 1.1
690 N Average 18.5±-0.5 26.3±-0.6 31.04-0.9 33.3+1.1 difference in the intensity at the two locations arises

utltf r n.he atmosphi pre ........ h.t • m..--

520 N 7- 7-50 17.7z-1.1 25.8±-1.1 29.5±-1.0 120 mm of Hg.
510 N 10-17-50 17,2±-0.9 27.1±1.9 28.8±-1.1
atN 10-27-50 18.0±0.8 23.1±-1.2 29.7±-1.2 32.1±_I1.0 The ratio of the minimum amount of matter which a
520 N It- 7-50 18.1±+0.9 29.0+-2.1 33.6±-1.2 34.5+1.1 particle would have traversed through the spherical at-
52 0 N Average 17.8±-0.5 25.7±0.7 30.9±-0.6 32.5±-0.6 mosphere before entering the geometrical arrangement

utilized ii these experiments in the horizontal direction

experiments have indicated, as ma,- be seen also in to that in the vertical is 12. Thus, on the basis of mass-

Fig. 5, that, unlike the situation in the vertical direction absorption alone, it is evident that none of the particles

even at the highest altitudes attained the horizontal in this new group, which must have energies below 1.6

intensity is not dependent upon latitude north of 52'. Bev, could be expected to penetrate to a horizontal de-

Data obtained at 52'N with 1.0 cm of absorber are tecting device of the present dimensions at an altitude
in Fig. 5 because these constitute a self- lower than that corresponding to a maximum pressure ofalso included inFg eas hs osiueasl-120/12=-10 mm qf Hg. In view of the fact that the

consistent set of measurements, with good resolution

in zenith, of the intensity and the rate of absorption of particles observed at the greatest depths in the vertical

the horizontal component of the cosmic radiation, direction may be mesons rather than primary nucleons,
the effects of decay would make the situation even

D. Ionization Chamber Bursts more drastic.
The particles which constitute the horizontal in-

The data obtained in four ionization chamber flights tensity are principally secondaries produced at wide
at Swarthmore, Pennsylvania (52'N geomagnetic lati- angles from the forward direction by primaries moving
tude) and in three flights at Fort Churchill (69'N essentially downward through the atmosphere. This is
geomagnetic latitude) are plotted in Fig. 6. Statistical immediately evident from the comparison of the
errors (not shown in the figure) are approximately counting rates recorded at high altitudes in the hori-
± 10 percent for points near the top of the atmosphere zontal direction with those predicted on the basis of
and ±20 percent for the lower points. A statistical measurements obtained with an identical instrument
aniol,,ci;a ' 0 -, A0 I•*0ratc fl g t at. . i ',, . ... o. ie.... . .. ... i.. . i .. T( rat

. ..... .. L. UICIILtU VCI I1.11C, CAjOcLCu couniing M ue iPo
the two locations (Table III) shows that all individual of a horizontal train at pressure Po can be computed
flights agrce within statistical expectation. Similarly, on the basis of the assumption that the contribution at
the combined average counting rates of the Fort angle l is Jg(po) = I,(pofr), where ff would be secC for
Churchill flights agree with the combined average rates a flat atmosphere of infinite extent. Jo(pofr) is obtained
obtained at Swarthmore. Within the statistical uncer- from the corresponding vertical intensity vs altitude

TABLE ITI. Summary of data obtained with ionization chambers biased to record pulse of height exceeding 1 Po-a.
Within the statistical uncertaintief, no dependence upon latitude between 52°N and 69*N is indicated.

Geociag. Flight
lat. date Average counting rates, counts per minute. in indicated pressure interval

200-87 87-54 54-33 313-21 21-13 13-8 8-5
mm of Hg mm of Hg mm of Htg mm of Hg mm of _Hg mm of Hg ram of Hg

69°N 9- 2-50 4-9±-0.5 6.5+0.5 10.0+0.7 12.8±-0.5
69°N 9- 3-50 4.0.L'17 7.3:i-0.9 8.1+-0.8 12.6+0.8 17.1±-0.8
69 0N 9- 4-50 3.5±0.4 7.3±-0.5 11.2-0.6 15.600.6 19.1::0.6 21.2±-0.8
690N Average 4.1±0.3 7.0±-0,3 10.2±-0.4 12.7::t0.4 16.3±-0.5 19.1±-0.6 21.2±10,8

52 3N 4-30-50 5.0-0.3 6.8±0.6 10.0±-0,6 1? 0±1 0
52cN 6- 2-50 4.5±-0.3 8.5±:0.7 10.4+0.7 13.1±-1.0 15,6±:0.8 19.0+0.8 20.8±-1.4
52 0 N 6- 9-50 5.2±-0.3 7.2±-0.5 10.7:0.7 13.8±-0.9 15.8+0.8 19.5±E1.3
52'N 3- 7- 51 5.6±-0.4 9.1+0.6 12.4i-0.8 13.2±-1.2
52 0N Average 5.0±=0.2 8.0:0.3 10.8±-0.4 13.4±0.6 16,04-0.5 19.2+-7.7 20-84-1-4
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zr,'rrH A.KE 00o curve. In the case of a spherical atmosphere, although
40 i.r remains finite at 900. the calculated counting rates

I A-ZERO ABSORBER are far less than the observed even if the attenuation
I 6CCA.A LAT 5?½.•'

0[ : :.:;u',: intro, c-'ed by meson decay is not taken jitn consider-
"C. ation. For exampie, at p0 =30 mm of Hg, the maximum

S....expected counting rate with the geometiv utilized in

30B- CM C these experiments is 2 counts per minute as compared
30-F CEC.... .... with 24 counts per minute observed with no interposed

9 J* 0 absorber. Meson decay should edAuce this expected
9I . Co-5 _AC L' S. rate by a factor of at least 1000, depending upon theA- "assumptions made regarding the production of mesons.

A I.....A .LAI 9 This general siluahiui "ccuu-iiug evcn ui or UdasLto at

U AA.......lower altitudes), prevails for all thicknesses of absorber
•O--- l-- -for which data are available up to the highest altitudes

. ............. attained, although the disparity between the expected
and observed intensities with 7.5 cm of Pb is consider-

S_ -j ably reduced at 5 mm of Hg. Thus, the horizontal
intensity is far in excess of that expected for rectilinear
propagation of an isotropic primary beam incident at

.-t the top of the atmosphere."IVY) It might have been expected that low energy pri-
.. [_ _ _ [maries would be most productive of wide-angle events,

S. .principally through the formation of low energy mesons.
S% "Furthermore, the spectrum is richest at the low end,

I.,' and intensity considerations seemed to favor the pri-
io e ,so maries having energies rear the geomagnetic cutoff at

A1TUIOSF•ilEREC PRESSURE IN" LW or Hot

FiG.A¶U~flRICPRESUREIN M OFuiq52°N as the source of the horizontal component.
FiG. 5. Data obtained with counter trains oriented horizontally.

No dependence upon latitude north of X= 52 0 is indicated. The absence of an increase in the horizontal intensity

SI I i GEOMAG.LAT.52N
I0 4-30530 AM

a I A 6250 AM IA
wx I GEOMAG. LAT. 69 N

S 0 . 2 - ,0 PM
N 9-4 -50 AM

15 I R N M OVER POINT INDICATES ASCEN
UNDER POINT INDICATES DesCENr

1-

2& 4

41

00

ATMOPHEIC RE5UREIN. MM OF N4

Fio. 6. Dependence of burst-rate upon altitude, as measured by ionization chambers biased to record events > 1.0 Po-a.

No variaiion w ith NAi i.,,. ,,l . .U! W-11 1. .. ,.i
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at the highest altitude attained, corresponding to about Thus, the primaries reaching the earth appear to arrive
9 mm of Hg, is not consistent with this hypothesis. On from a distant (virtual) source uniformly distiibuted
the contrary, the results indicate that the secondary about the earth.
particles% which constitute the horizontal component do This is evidently accomplished by interactions with
not arise from primaries having energiez near the mii- magnetic fields within the solar system. The particles
imum permitted at 52°N. Hence. they must he the prog, whicL are observed to come more or less directly from
eny of the less numerous high energy primaries. The the sun,' in contrast with the isotropically-distributed
latter are particularly effective in contributing to the radiation, can be consequently 2ccounted for only by a
counting rate of a counter train inclined at a zenith tunneling through the trapping field resulting from a
angle of 90' because the total flux of vertically-directed sort of degaussing effect produced by transient local
particles which can produce wide-angle secondaries magnetic fields, such as was first proposed by Forbush,
capabl e. f actatIng the horizontal , ;nstrumflt i, nf Gill, snnl Vallarfa1.13

course, much larger than the total flux through the
same couhter train oriented vertically. C. LOW Energy Spectrum

General considerations relating to the determination
B. Solar Dipole-Ivioment of the nature of the primary spectral distribution from

The original conclusion 6 that the maximum value of the present results were discussed in reference 1. The

the solar dipole-moment does not exceed 6X 10 3 gauss- exact value ,f -y in a differential energy distribution law

cm3 remains unchanged. It must be emphasized that of the form i(E)dE= kE-ndE cannot be deduced in the

this deduction from the present experimental results usual manner from the geomagnetic cut-off energies and

presupposes an infinitely distant source for most of the the observed ratio of the intensities at the two latitudes

cosmic radiation reaching the earth. The concept of a in this case. At high latitudes, atmospheric absorption

solar allowed-cone created at the earth by a permanent rather than the terrestrial magnetic field determines

magnetic field of the sun certainly does not apply to the minimum energy which a primary particle must

narticles produced at that body an:d proceeding more possess in order to reach the detecting apparatus. This

.r less directly to the earth. Hence, if it had been lower limit e,(t, X), required by a primary particle (or

independently demonstrated that the sun did possess a its progeny) to penetrate the thickness I of atmosphere

dlpole-moment of the previously assigned magnitude above the detecting apparatus plus the counter walls,
during the period when these experiments were per- cannot be assigned a precise value.

formed, the present results would have constituted Winckler, et al.,"4 have determined from measure-

direct evidence for a solar origin of a large fraction of ments at low latitudes that the value of 7v is 1.9 for

the primary imensity. However, the most tecent astro- primary protons having energies between 4 and 14 Bev.
physical determinations uf diesolar ,d by ..... n 1 1- . If the nower law with the same exponent still .prevailed

and von Kltiber" using vastly improved methods have at latitudes north of 52', the observed ratio of intensities

yielded values no higher than 1-2 gauss. 1690/16,2= 1.46 would correspond to an absorption cut-
The observed isotropv of the high energy nonfield- off energy ,,(t, 690) of 1.1 Bev for primary protons at

sensitive radiation (>-10' ev) reveals that the entire 09-IN.
galaxy must be the source of such particles, as has been The maximum depth of penetration of particles

demonstrated by Cocconi.il On the other hand, the having energies just below the geomagnetic cutoff at

low energy portion of the spectrum (<10' ev) must 52°N (=1.6 Bev) is approximately 150 g/cm2 of air

have a local origin in order to avoid the necessity of (see Sec. IVA). Previous absorption measurements'6

traversing an excessive mass of matter, as a consequence have also revealed that 1.6-Bev particles are first

of the action of the galactic magnetic field, during the absorbed'8 by something like the same amount of lead.

journey through the galaxy to this planet. The isotropy Furthermore, from the location of the sea-level knee of

of the total incoming radiation, as revealed by measure- the latitude effect, iL is known that appioximately 3

ments of the zenithl6 and azimuthal distributions7 at Bev are required for penetration of 1000 g/cmrn of air.

high altitudes as well as by the absence of a detectable Although the effective range is falling off faster than

diurnal variation as reported herewith, indicates that directly proportional to the energy, it is inconceivable

the particles of solar origin do not in general proceed that primaries having an energy of 1.1 Bev would have

directly from the sun to the earth Hence, after they a range 1<20 g/cmn. In any event, after the particle

are emitted from the sun, the particles must subse- 12 M. A. Pomerantz, Phys. Rev. 81, 731 (1951).
quently follow complicated trajectories as a consequence 1 Forbush, Gill, and Vallarta, Revs. Modem Phys. 21, 44

(1949).
of which the intensity ultimately becomes isotropic. " Winckler, Stix, Dwight, and Sabin, Pbys. Rev. 79, 65 (1950).

"NI M. A. Pomerantz, Phys. Rev. 83, 459 (1951).
8 M. A. Pomerantz fnd M. S. Vallarta, Phys. Rev 76, 1889 " Absorption is defined here as the reduction below unity of

(1949). the probability that each primary, or at least one of its progeny
S G. Thiessen (private "omimunication). created in the lead, always has sufficient rcsidual range and is
1o H. von KfiibPr, Proc. Roy. Ast. soc. 111! 8 (1951. propagated in the proper direction to actuate the coincidence

"1 G. Cocconi, Phys. Rev. 83, 1193 (1951). train.-
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has been slowed down to a veiouity such that nuclear ,
interactions are relatively improbable and ionization
becomes the predo-iinant mode of energy degradation, o A: It 11
the residual range appreciably exceeds this amount.
For example, "he experimentally observed range of [3-10-Mcv protlons is 70 g/cm!" in carboni." 1'? .• -4

it is. therefore, necessary to conclude that the power- I
law spectrum observed for the primaries of higher I
energies does not apply at the low end. In fact, the 4
differential spectrum may exhibit a maximum even F !. 1
south of 52', followed by a rapid decrease toward ]
the low energies whitiu ai-e pemittCd north of this
latitude This would not be inconsistent with either L .. ,
Winckler's results" or with those of Van Allen and * goo 150
Singer.'8  ^ Ho IC E P, H GC, ,

A spectrum of this shape, poor in the low energy FIG. 7. Resolution of observed burst-rate, A, into the contributions
portion, would be expected if the regions whjere cosmic lby heavy primaries, B, and nuclear disintegrations, C.

rays are being produced on the sun were distributed have measured the collision mean free paths of heavy
statistically uniformly over the surface. T c low energy nuclei as a function of atomic number Z, and have
particles could, in general, move off toward infinity calculated that the primary intensity of nuclei of Z> 6
only near the poles, owing to the presence of the one
gauss field, and the contribution from the polar regions in a ccuthecasorpto bne collision t
would be a small part of the total. On the other hand, into account the absoption by nuclear collisions but
high energy particles, if indeed any are produced, neglects a small fraction of the primary flux which is
would not be subject to trapping fields and could move stopped as a consequence of ionization loss before
off to infinity. The observed spectrum would, therefore, reaching the depth at which the plates were exposed.
result from a combination of effects involving both the On the basis of the above primary intensity value, and

production and acceleration processes and the solar the Z-spectrum obtained bv the same authors, the
geomagnetic effects. ionization chamber used in the present experimentsshould record 30 heavy nucleus counts per minute at

D. Nuclear Disintegrations and Primary the top of the atmosphere In arriving at this result,
Heavy Nuclei isotropic incidence was assumed; and full account was

taken of the rather complicated geometry of the"Whnen biased as in thie prciczntl " fil I I

ionization chamber instrument responds to: (I) relativ- If the emulsion observations2 of the spectrum and
istic heavy nuclei of atomic number Z>- 8; (2) single the collision mean free paths of heavy nuclei are com-
slow n~rotons and a-particles; (3) nuclear disintegrations bined with a computation of the sensitivity of the ion
produced in the walls by fast protons and neutrons; chamber as a function of Z, the average collision mean
(4) air showers in which at least 60 electrons traverse free path in air for nuclei recorded by the chamber can
the chamber. be estimated as 30 g/cm2. On the basis of this value for

Of the above-listed events, air showers probably the absorption mean free path of the heavy primaries,
contribute the least to the observed counting rates. and on the assumption of isotropic incidence above the
Chambers similar to those used in the present investi- atmosphere, the approximate heavy nucleus counting
gation have been operated in twofold coincidence as rate vs atmospheric depth curve labeled B in Fig. 7 is
detectors of dense showers at mountain altitudes.'9 The deduced. Inasmuch as the same absorption mean free
results indicate that only a few percent of the bursts at paths used by Bradt and Peters in calculating the
these heights are produced by electron showers. primary flux from observations at about 15 g/cm 2 were
Furthermore, the measurements of Kraybill and used in obtaining curve B, the counting rate given by
Ovrebo26 show an altitude increase in the frequency of the latter at 15 g/cm2 is probably quite accurate. At
showers which is considerably less rapid than the atmospheric depths exceeding 15 g/cm' the computed
observed altitude increase in the rate of ion chamber curve may be somewhat high because of the neglect of
bursts.

In photographic emulsions exposed at atmospheric ionization loss. However, this effect is partially compen-
depths of 10 and 16 g/cm 2 at X=55', Bradt and Peters2' sated by the assumption of an absorption mean free

"17R. Mather and E. Segr6, Phys. Rev. 84, 191 (1951). path equal to the collision mean free path, although
. A. Vanlen and S. F.Singer, Phys. Rev.88, ' (1950). actually some of the heavy nuclei are not completely18 J. A. Van Allen and S. F. Singer, Phys. Rev, 78, 818 (1950).

"12 C. G. Mo,,tgomery and D. D. Montgomery, Phys. Rev. 76, broken up into fragments too small to be counted by N1482 (1949). c..148 H. L Ktavii. and P. ,, P . , , the ionization chamber in their first collision.
"H. L. Bradt and n Penrm, Phv,_ý Rev. 77. 54 (1949). Curve C in Fig. 7 represents the difference between
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the calculated heavv nucleus counting rate and the ion chamber walls at the rate of 240 per minute at the
experimental curve A. Within the uncertainties in the top of the atmosphere. Comparison of this rate with
heavy nucleus rates, curve C represents the variation any reasonable extrapolation of curve C, Fig. 7, to
with altitude of the total flux of protons, neutrons, and zero g,/cm2 shows that at mowt 3 percent of the .Lars
other particles capable of producing nuclear disinte- produced in the wall by primaries give rise to bursts
grations in the chamber walls. > 1 fl P.o >iPo c knowiedge of the extenrt to which this

The maximum in curve C at a depth of 35 g/cm2 is surprisingiy smah efi'licuecy can be attributed to the
indicative of the cascade multiplication of the nucleonic absorption of low energy star fragments before their
component and agrees in position with the maximum entry into the gas could be obtained by employing
obtained by Whyte" in the analysis of Coor's" burst chambers with various wail thicknesses in future flights.
data for X=52'. Photographic emulsion studies of the According to the curves B and C in Fig. 7. the heavy
development of the nucleonic cascade as manifested in nuclei and nuclear disintegrations contribute 13 counts
thCe rate off star production vs atmospheric depth seem per minute mnd 8 counts per minute, respectively, at a
to conflict with one another regarding the existence of depth of 10 g/cm2 at geomagnetic latitude 52°N. Thea maximum in the flux of star-producing particles, latitude effect bet'aeen 520N and 69 0N at 10 g/cm2 is

Freier el al.? report evidence of strong maxima be- 0+5 percent Considering the extreme case of a possible
low 45 g/cm 2 in the production rates of stars of all 5 percent increase (1.0 rtd. dev.) assignable solely to
sizes up to and including those with more than 10 heavy nuclei, the increase in the latter at 10 g/cm2

prongs. On the other hand, Lord25 find:s that the fre- would be 8 percent. On the other hand, if the heavy
quencies of stars of all sizes from 3 to more than 16 nucleus flux were assumed to be unchanged, the corre-
prongs decrease monotonically at atmospheric depths sponding increase in the nuclear tisintegration rate
greater than 15 g/cm2. The present results are qualita- would be 13 percent.
tively in accord with the former, whereas there appears Extrapolation of the curves of Figs. 3 and 4 to the
to be a definite inconsistency with the latter which is top of the atmosphere yields a lower limit of 45 percent
not as yet understood. for the increase in the vertical primary intensity be-

The absorption mean free path of the burst-producing tween X=52' and X=690. Comparison of this result
radiation as determined by the best exponential repre- with the aforementioned 0±13 percent latitude effect
sentation of the counting rate vs altitude curve between shows that primaries of energy below the geomagnetic
60 and 200 mm of Hg is L= 165 g/cm2. This is in cutoff at X=-52' yield at a depth of 10 g/cm2 less than
reasonable agreement with the value L= 160 g/cm2 one-third as many nuclear bursts per primary particle
derived from Coor's ionization chamber data in the as the primaries entering at X=52'.
same altitude range. In a similar manner, the star it should be noted that the nuclear disintegration
production is altitude curves of Lord between 60 and latitude effect deduced from the present measurements
200 mm of Hg yield absorption mean free paths L= 165, at 10 g/cmý does not necessarily apply at higher atti-
120 and 110 g/cm2 for the radiations producing stars tudes, for a considerable portion of the nuclear bursts
with 3, 4, 5 prongs, 6, 7, 8, 9 prongs and more than 9 at 10 g/cm2 is produced by secondaries. (Note the shape
.%ngz,nre ct -n1-fun, Ti- cpan-c frannht n -v-n~rt thiqt _fs C~ r r;a T? n anrlhlnn 1-hP nr;m21 rii iind-rryn

the L value obtained from the ionization chamber some energy loss by ionization and nuclear collisions in
results should lie somewhere within the above limits, the residual atmosphere. The magnitudes of these
However an exact comparison between ion chamber and effects are undoubtedly quite different for the primary
emulsion data is precluded by inadequate knowledge of protons of energy E>1.6 Bev entering at X=52° and
(1) the relative cross sections in Cu and emulsion for for those of energy E< 1.6 Bev which comprise the
the production of stars of given size and (2) the burst- additional proton intensity at X = 69'.
producing efficiency of stars as a function of size for If the multiplicity of secondary nucleon production
the particular ion chamber geometry involved, increases with the energy of the primary, and the
SAccording to the emulsion work of Camerini, et al.21 probability of burst production in the chamber wall

the integrrl cross section for production by neutrons increases with the energy of the incident particles, a
and protons of stars with more than 2 prongs closely latitude effect should become apparent above 10 g/cM2.
approximates the geometrical nuclear cross section. In this case the low energy primaries at X=69' as they
Assuming this to hold for primary cosmic rays incident
upon copper, and using the value 0.17 particle/cm2/ exist above tht atmosphere could have a considerably
sec/sterad as the primary intensit9 at X= 52•, we find higher burst-producing efficiency relative to the pri-
that stars with more than 2 prongs should occur in the maries at X=52' than the data at 10 g/cml indicate.

It is not possible to deduce from the present measure-
G. T. Coot, Phys. Rev. 82, 478 (1951). ments any quantitative information regarding the low

24 Freier, Ney, and Oppenheimer, Phys. Rev. 75, 1431 (1949). energy portion of the heavy primary spectniun because
21 J. J, Lord, Phys. Rev. 81, 901 (1951)."21 JJ.erjor, Fo y. Lc, a M d Phi!.4 a substantial fraction of the particles of atomic number) LIwler, Lock, and Muirhead, Phil M.,, 41, 41i(1950). Z>- - -,- `n th_ ba^ r._ , o ... -_ ... •_:ý4-4 N.• ... r o
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RADIATIOUb YFROM KADiOACT%1VJE RHODIUM (i(;-S)

C. E. MANDEVILLEI AND E. SHAPIRO'

ABRTRACT

"Tih!. characteristic radiations tf the 36.hr. rh(lium (10l5) have hmia inve-
tigated with the use of conventional abh•orption and coinridence method-t. The
twta ravN werr fuitin ic, iave A ,mtimisunam energyof 0. "'., nd the zamma
rays a qutantulmn energy of -4.3 Iev. Thc Ieta-gamma coincidencc rate of Rhm
indicated that le..s than 8 per rvt of the beta rays are coupled with the gamma ray.

1I4TRODUCTIO R

When ruthenium is irradkited by slow neutrons, two radioactive
isotopes of ruthenium are formed, the 42-day Ru'03 and the 4.5-hr.
Rut"'. The 42-day activity decays to stable Rh'14, but the 4.5-hr.
period forms as its daughter element, the 36-hr. Rhl" which in turn
decays to stable I'd"". The radiations of the 36-hr. Rh'" have been
previously examined by several groups of investigators (1), with the
use of conventional absorption miethods. Observations on the char-
acteristic radiations of RlI0 ° were also reported upon briefly by the
writers (2), who found a beta ray of energy ,-0.6 Mev. and a gamma ray
of energy --.0.3 Mlev. Approximately the same beta ray energy had

( been previously reported by all the investigators of reference i, and
the1 gamuna iray I ("'I 1-i-e• L ... by . Sh&eJ. .......... , ..-.... an
Gladrow (1). Subsequent to all of the above-mentioned investigations,
spectrometric and coincidence measurements were carried out on the

mined the beta ray energy as 0,570 + 0.005 Mev., but who did not
observe any gamma rays. Following the report by Duffield and Langer
(3), the writers obtained a second source of Rh'03 for further study.
The results were essentially the same as those first obtained (2). The
discussion which is to follow will concern itself with data resulting
from observations on both sources.

PROCEDURi AND M]ISULTS

The 36-hr. rhodium (105) was grown from its 4.5-hr. ruthenium
parent when metallic ruthenium was irradiated by slow neutrons in
the Oak Ridge pile. For the first sample of rhodium, the time of
irradiation was 24 hr. This time was reduced to 10 hr. when the second

Assisted by the joint program of the ONR and the AEC.
tBartol Research Foundation of Thc Franklin Institute, Swarthmore, Pa.

2 The boldface numbers in ,-rentheses refer to the references appended to this paper.
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'',#ift~~ o ;iawcr,; dwas irrai~itc I d11 n;t'er l~ttt'. [i VI (

chenlical j)At'GMflliE w Vi lldj)yViC in thlie V'tSt Of Ixd)th I-iA)'(t,. 'lI'h

;r~Iiii~uliu n tdrgct iiit;tl •'%' was pujIifild Ii m.s' eX-iristlic by (list illatimI
4f Wu(). f•mi ;k ;JIrchIh)ri-suiflIric acid Almtit l f ci'tic~diy pure
Rtt('13 . After ;rradL imi iln in the )ile, R1 Was dissolved in a mixt ure )of

10 parts c( -. 1I(C1, 1 p;rt cone. IIN( ), att 160 (C. RIhdliumt carrier
Was; -ldded i t,, lhe Rl siflU(Ufl, t-n, . ti. ) W;U (181111C4 f''Mn" a, irchh,,ic-

sulfuric acid s'd.ution. Inactive Ru('l; was ;tadluedl to the residue and
another Ruio distillati(m effected. The rcsildx: in the distillation
flask was diluted to I Al in avid and treated while liot with magnesium

10000

z2

0

0 100 20 300 40D 5W 4WO ?00
HOURS

FmG. 1. 11alf-peri~d o)f the total activity of Rh'04.

'-We LoPeiiat 11od iui,, t-,fter diss-lb,-ing %excess magnesilun in

HCI, the suspension was filtered, the rhodium washed with HCI, hot
water, alcohol, and ether, then dried.

The activity of the 36-hr. rhodium was followed for more than 300
hr. a0- shown in Fig. 1. The half-period taken from the slope of the
curve was calculated to be 316.8" hfr. 111 Tafm• n' residual activity ot ~n

hafpeeriod is clearly present, and this is assigned to the presence of a
trace of the 42-day Ru'03. This decay curve was considered as good
e-vidence for high purity of the source. Usingz a thin source of the
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purified Ri6 , the bIeta ray activity Was ah;tml) wd in a;dttninutn ii a
thil window "biubllllIe" cou(ter lit • s liowot in Fig. 2. T1e k.w0h÷rj;ftu
jimit jctir at 170 ig./Cim.2 , corrcsl•mnlhtig to ;; Iiihii heta rIy
energy of (%.S M0v)A.

To investigate. the nature of the quantum rl'dilti0)IS Cilitted in
tile dlc(.ay Cll", ;.r., an a,,• wltio, cturV, iin lead was carrit.d out before it
single (Ceiger-Mvitlier cotililer. iwist sitflirieut aillilniuin wvas placed I
before the counter at the oitset of t liteisiirenents oi ) stop all of the
beta rays being eimitted by the soturce. In this waty, only dlC (it:qlaituil
radiations were counted. This lead-absio)rption curve of the gamnnma
radiation is shown in Fig. 3, where two components are clearly present.
The softer compmnent is in the regiom of X-rays or brelisstraiiiung

,..,,I g I 1I " I ' t

".on

in
2

U

C.I -A11 I
0 20 40 a0 a 0

j/¢ M' -ALUMINUM

Fmo. 4. The beta-gamma coincidence rate or Rbht' as a function of the surface density of
aluminum placed before the beta ray counter.

whereas the harder component has an energy calculated from the slope
of the curve as 0.36 Mev. The quarntum radiations indicated by this
curve are in good agreement with the findings of Sullivan, Sleight, and
ý..sa%4 rOW (:").

When a source of the purified Rh'3 was placed between two Geiger
counters in coincidence, the beta-gamma coincidence curve of Fig. 4
was obtained. The coincidence rate was very small, and the points
beyond 60 mg./cm.2 are essentially without meaning, because of their
great statistical probable errors. The general trend of the points
below 60 mg. czn.2-is I wlward, indiucating that the gamma ray of
Rh'a° is coupled with an inner beta ray group. The gamma ray counter
of the beta-gamma coincidence counting arrangement was calibrated



by the blhta-gamtiia Icn-,idlence rate of SO". Fromn the calibration, i1
wAe. cakiid;atd that tlht h et a o-.tnl, o-'hicidemc.e rate of Ii614 at zeroal))rburthiikaklu., ("-0.04. ,'"' •"0', ý c, ilichdence 1wr i,... royý' iswht

w o u d e (-Xl t'ftcd , w ere g;%m na. :.y's m• i ,t ,,rg..., , 0 .3 ...Moev , can flec
with not more th-in 8 ps.r cent of the i)tt rai.

The lattit of the first f-lir iptrvrs of this paper were iakvn with die
use of the first Ynarct. of !t-h"'! obtained from Oak Ridge.

Since a question hdui :arisen whether quantum radiations were
presit at ail in t dcucy iif Ouli~,utt (105) (3), the second source of
radioactive material was lprwured from Oak Ridge for a m1iore careful
consideration of the gaminia ray activity. The target material was
irradiated for only 10 hr. in the pile, and after chemical purificationl,
was placed between two blocks of aluminum, each having a surface

S. ... .I I- - I I '

1000 -

20 40 o0 so 100
T;ME - HOUR3

FIG. 5. Half-period of the gamma ray activity of thecond source of Rh".

density of 1.7 g./cmz.. This aluminum thickness was, of course, far
more than sufficient to stop the beta rays of Rh'°•. Adjacent to either
aluminum block was placed a Geiger-Mueller tube, having glass walls
of thickness 0.1 cm. and copper cathodes uf wall thickness 0.013 cm.
In one counter, the half-period of the quantum radiations being emitted
by the source of Rhio- was nieasured: with the other, Ahwrptinn ctrves
in lead of the gamina rays were obtained. The decay curve of the
gamma ray activity of Rh'"- was followed for three half-periods and is
shown in Fig. 5. The half-period, taken from the slope of the curve is
35 7L 1 hr. Two lead absorption curves for the gamma rays of Rh'"
are shown in Fig. 6. The first of these curves was taken at the begin-
ning of the decay curve of Fig. 5, and the second curve was obtained
forty hours later. The quantum energy taken from the slope of the
curves is 0.3 Meev, T"h.se. curves differ from that of Fig. 3 in that the
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softer Corfilp~Ofnt II no1w (Iji:plA;jtri ,tuitld 11 the shlpe of the curve for
the hard1cOnlyx0eUlil s1 such as to suggest a qutilutmtn. viergy of 0.30
Maev. rather than (0.6 Mev. Abhsece of the '.:soft, cmnnoncnt ,b;
expiai,,, :• y tC l ,.. ..... that the thick i lc wk of AhlnluliLIt vas used ,befoire
thle gamma ray counter in the secOno• illeiuie1t. ir euiwsuiigiit 1
slope. to give tie (littering (Ilqantlnil energies in explain"d by ilt(: flitc
that thu geometries of the two sets of lead ahtso)rptiot 1measirclituenlts
were vastly different. It is thought tint the autei szgamma ray is
certainly involved in lx)th instances.

I-

zI0

0
U0

\-' 0

!01 1 - - II - I
0.0 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.5 1.0

CM- LEAO

FIG. 6. Absorption in lead of the gamma rays emitted in the disintegration
of the second source of Rhis.

Ctrnn ar- whether t"-z-o± prinr- of q-n .n- radiations
might be accounted for by bremsstrahlung effects. This seemed to be
an unlikely explanation for the presence of the gamma rays, because
the mean energy of the beta rays from Rhl°• is only 0,2 Mev.3. However,
to show positively that the results are not in any way related to the
presence of brcmr.strah lung, comparative measurementas were carried
out, using the beta spectrum of RaE. The source of! bR.oh, the gamma
ray activity of which had been followed for three half-periods, was
placed before a thin window "bubble" counter. The beta ray counting
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rate was ob).rveti, awl after 0.1 rcm, of leadi had lbeen placed lhefor-,
thl,, counter, t0e tlaiaiaa ray activity wv,.; iikewwti• i notte!, 1me $(mflle
of Rli' x:,a• rc~ixovu.d ; a .urce 'f Jai (1) -+ iF - F) wa;$ Ix)Sitito1ied to

gie, the -llt'et;- ray cnnting rate as was pjevItUi.4y ,,i1-1 . .. ',r
R-h11% :III! the sa11me shteet of lead was placedl over ihe counter to obslserve
the residual counting rate. dhe data are given in Table I where it is

l~~~~tt~~r M r~ n IMS~ nt (Pr7 Mn3nuir1).

lrackgrn,,d Ra (1) +E I+ 4) F)Rh

37,.1 :1:3 39 ±k 4.5 116 -± 4

clear that although the counuifg roate from,,, a (1) -1 E - F) .... not

exceed the background count, that of Rh19 was three times greater.
Were the quantum radiations which were detected in the counter
originating from bremsstrahlung production in the lead sheet, the
counting rate from Ra (I) + E + F) should have been the larger,
because the beta rays.of RaE have a maximum energy of 1.17 Mev.
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Delay Times in G-M Counters.* Letter V
WV. C. PORTER AND W. E. RcA.-1svY

DBria Rese.eaor Fowidajfon of 'the Frank~in Ins.ilute,
Sa'argA more, Penns.*iroaný
(Rec•ived June 11. 1951)

TN the study of delayed nuclear reactions, consideration must the .;•rma-_;on of an ion pair near the wire of counter 2 and the
A. be given to the time required for circuits and couute:s to simultareous formation of an ion pair at the cathode of Countn-
respond. It is the put-pose of this experiment to show that G-M 1 (Fig. 1). Several circuit changes have beer. made so that time
counters, as sma"l as those used here, can have a maximum delay differences as short as ix 10W- sec can be reliably measured.
time which is no greater than 4X l0-it sec. Work performed The geometrv of the experiment was similar to that used by
in this laboratory by A. St....-.. n ...... .... T;. .r ..... Stevenson.

Geiger Coa,-e,. has bneen extended. The method employed in In low values of electric fields electron mobilLies are coustant,
these investigations consisted of measuring the double coincident and thus one might expect that if the counter diameter were
rate as a fnnction of the time separation of the coincident dis- hallve, the delay time would he quartered. However, in the
charges. The procedure was such that the maximum time differ- electric fields which exist in these argon-ether counters, the
ence to be exx.cp ed in the observed distribution corresponds to electron velocity, not the mobility, is constant over the greater

portion of the path;' therefore, when the counter diameter is
T , halved, the maximum del'ay time is halved also. Calculations

bazed on this constant velocity were made for these small counters
i _o_4 r: I. X•.*s AS ;?-a diame:er) and rasulted in maximum transt times or:i -4.4Xlt-' sec. Figure 1, curve A, shows that the maximum

.measured delay time for these small counters is 4.OX 10-t sec.
so[ LEA - ;u - Curve B is for the same counters that Stevenson' used and shows

the leveling-off in the number of counts in the short time region,
thus extending his data to shorter times and showing the existence

20 of the maximum in the distribution curve suggested by his data.

A K'4 7 , Both of these curves indicate that there is a most pro&'lable time"• •[T•. i ............ c•....•o,:. 7• ... !es my "e found by taki:-_g the ft.-st derivatives
"- [-- •.•.. l--o.; the curves shown.

In conclus.on. dlecreasing *the diameter of these counters
I decrees te mjmum time delay proporionally, thereby in-

der:,e tL- ,l'mr tim . ea z ABC.
creasing the useku.ress of counters for mcn.uremennts in the
short time region. This ealeroment als further veries the fact

'D \. that electron velocities are constant •n argon-ether for values ofSi •I , •. , "m-.- i electric fieldsm fourd :n tL-eýe co-unters.

T s"cowos x :o*• A,,.-Ited by ".he ,;c" ito "r-- o trhc ON R a7nd AEC.
; A, S~,' c .R ';,.. Sc:, instr-.2.3i, _93 M,192.

FiG,. 1. 'A. St.even_ýor, Rev. ScL' Inzt~r. 2-1. 93 ".9:52).
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General Observations on Discharge Lag in
Counters.* Letter iV

W. F. izam-y
Bartel R•:Sarch FouPndaj on of the Fvrokein )nstitut-

Swarthmor. Pennvllrnnia
(Received June 11, 1951)

T is obvioua from the observations Stevenson has published
in two preceding papers that the initial lag in a counter may be !i

reduced by the proper choice of gas mixture. The form of his , ' ' ' ' 1
velocity curves also makes it possible to anticipate the approxi- '- ---------------- a armWsaot'a sae.AS LUS

mpT* I A
mate magnitude of the improvement to be gained by a reduction CACLAE

in counter diameter for the two gas mixtures investigated. In c -Aso-LCLAE

addition, it is clear that in coincidence work these lags would place 9,
no limitation on very short time applications provided the initiat- .0

ing electrons in coincident counters are created at the same dis-
tance from the counter wires. In this case each coincident channel -

is lagged by the same amount, and any measured lag indicatc-a the a
correct retardation in the formation of the elctrns.' This fact b
adds importance to scintillation G-M counters of the type now
being developed by C. E. Mandeville. When such counters are 01 1 1 a I I I
used in coincidence, transit lags cancel out, since the electrons I a 3 5 4 O a 9 10

in ou, theelectonsE T IN SECONDS) X 106
produced in similar counters both start from the cathode.

While the electron velocity measurements of Stevenson do not
give values of E/p for the intense fields near the wire, they make Fig. 2. Solid line calculated from P-SIt -e-wki(r-I)l -jt
it possible to estimate maximum times with fair accuracy. A con- -e-"'• (-VI)J, where S=,akr-ma'hhi, T-hakre-s1''Ih", *-specific

Ionization at atmospheric presu; a -p-ip, where p -total pressure of gas,sideration of the field in a tube indicates that over most of its p, -atmospheric pressure; Itak -average number of ions per beta-particle;
path an electron is moving at nearly constant velocity. The r =co'n'nt velocity of 7.8 Xlog cm per aec; and r -radius of counter.

maximum lag (Fig. 1) is 9.6X10-' sec. This measurement
gives an average velocity of 7.8X I10 cm/sec. a value which is E/P=3.0 to E/P=A3 is maintained to E/P of about fifteen.
acceptable if the degree of constancy observed over the region Very near the wire where E/P is large, a sharp rise in velocity

should occur. However, the transit time in this region is negligible.
2_ An exact calculation of the distribution of lags in time is im-`F -r' 'i' r I possible, because the scattering of 0-particles in the counters

results in an unknown distribution of path lengths. However, the2.4 Q general rLature of the picture can be anticipated if one as-sumnes a]1 constant velocity and at most, small angle scattering. The problem

also may be solved in the special case where scattering is sufli-

. ciently complete to give t-particles a uniform angular distribution
in each tube. Little scattering was assumed in arriving at the
expression for P in Fig. 2. This expression is in fair agreement with

SL :'Stevenson's data. A consideration of first deriv.tives indicates
So that the distribution function has a ma-imum in the neighborhood

of 3.(X10-l sec. 'ihe experimental data (Fig. 1, Stevenson's
second letter) suggests that a maximum should occur between

UA -- .. _ U 1=0 and t=4.0x1t0- sec.
* Assisted by th- Joint program of the ONIR -Ld AEC.

I•� a This statemenc implies that the inital currents n tneCUL-IL',c o.
1 1 3 4 5 is 7 a In , or are sufficiently large to trigger the circuit in the time corcenred. Actually.DELAY TIME IN SEcONoS X aO current time studies in the short time region indiente that as far as current

is involved, a properly constructed coincidence unit should permit the
IGm. 1. Distribution function (Stevenson's data). measurement of retardatiuns down to 10- s-c.
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Short Double Coincidence Resolving Tim, e
I~~~~~~~ ~ ~ i. ut rza G - N'Tu -es fC terY1AivY G-M Taubes.AsCLLVL in.. ..-' •

C. E. MANDvI~ruo
Bargc, Rccar,,, Fcdtindz. of the Franklin Institute.

Swarthmore, Pennsylrania
(Received June 11, 1951)

N the two preceding letters' of this issue of the Review of Au'"8 or as an indication of genuine coincidence loss arising from
Scientific Instruments, results are given upon which the time delays in the coincidcnt G-M tubes.

writer wishes to make some comments. Stevenson has shown by The observation of relatively small genuine con1cidence loss at
direct measurement that electron velocities vary widely, depend- 0.035 microsecond is consistent with the data of Stevenson's
ing upon the organic gas used in self-quenching tubes, and in second note, because the counter diameters were smaller than
particular that the velocity is about a factor of two greater in the those of his measurements. During the past four years, a consider-
argon-ether mixture than in the argon-butane one. This fact was able number of radio elements have been investigated in this
also noted in 1947 by an indirect method when G-M tubes of the laboratory by the coincidence method. in observing immediate
same dimensions as those of Stevenson's were employed in coincidences, a coincidence resolving time of 0.10 microsecond was
geni-ine coincidence loss measurements."s At that time, it was consistently employed to insure no genuine cuincidence loss. The
found that the argon-butane mixture could not be: usrd without LuLiteiS used to ubtai d•ie data of Stevenson's second letter were
loss at a coincidence resolving time of less than 0.2 microsecond,' chosen at random from the supply of a counters used by the writer
whereas the resolving time could be reduced to 0.08 microsecond during the course of the coincidence investigations of radioactive
without loss, using the argon-ether mixture.1 This observation of decay schemrnes.
difference in behavior of ether and butane is in complete agree- It is the purpose of this letter to emphasize the fact that under
ment with those of the first of the two preceding letters. The suitable conditions, very short coincidence resolving times may be
coincidence loss measurements8 were made in a G-M tube arrange- used with no coincidence loss, in connection with coincident G-Nt
,LICUL q4tuLC 5-14 LU t i ul_ .ra-cvc --, -J 1-__J tl-, IL- tubes. Resolving times of < 10-7 sec are easily ebtainaab!e with
rays penetrated the two counters uniformly over their entire
volume, and the wadls of each counter had a uniform thickne.s argon-ether tubes of di-cter 1.5 cm. S0-8ler diameters should
of 25 mg/cm:. The observation of no coincidence loss in argon- - lying times of •'l0- sec without loss.

ether at 0.08 microsecond agrees with the conclusion of Steven- Since the time of the earlier measurements" at resolving times

son's second note which shows that the maximum delay time in of '-0.08 microbecond, many private communications of disbelief

the argon-ether mixture is <10-( sec. In another note,4 it was have been received. Papers on delay times in G-M tubes have

stated that no genuine coincidence loss was observed in the beta- been written, but no reference is made to the fact that the short
gamma coincidence rate of AuW*- whezi the coincidence resolving resolving times"' must indicate very small time delays in Bartol
time was decreased to 0.035±:t0.005 microsecond. In this coin- cnunters. Review arlidle-e on counters often devote several sections
cidence counting arrangement, the gamma-ray counter was an to time delays in G-M tubes and to the problem of short resolving
argon-ether tube of the glass-Aquadag type, having a diameter of times, but the measurements at < 10-7 sec are never discussed.
1.3 cm. The beta-ray tube was the thin "bubble" end-window type, It should perhaps be remarked that Bartol counters of the type
haina _orofnde diameter of 0.9 cm. The beta-rays were fired utilized by Stevenson have been used in double coincidence in at
along the axis of the cathode, pallel to tilte ethal wile. Iii least two university physics l" .... ."- *U S rf ... nlv.n.

making the beta-gamma measurements on Au'91 , fifty to sixty l

coincidences were observed at each resolving time as the resolving time <:10-7 sec without genuine coincidence loss.

time vas reduced from one microsecond to 0.035 microsecond in Assisted by the joint program of the ONR and AEC.
steps of 0.25 microsecond. The coincidence rate at 0.035 micro- ' Alden Stevenson. Rev. S6. Instr. 23, 93 (1952);Rev. Sci. Instr. 23. 93(1952).
second was about twenty percent less than that at one micro- 2 Mandevile and Scherb. unpubiistied data (:947).
second, but the decrease was attributed to statistical probable I .Mandevill and Scherb, Pins. Rev. 73. 90 (1948); Pins. Rev. 73, 639

error and was not regarded as evidence of a metastable state in 4 Mandeville ann Scherb. Phys. Rev. 73. 634 (1948),
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Coincidence Time Deiays in Geiger Counters.*
YLa44n IT

ALDEr. STrvsssoN
Bartol Research Foundatio. of ire Franklin Institule.

Swarthmore. Pennsylrania
(Received June 11, 195 1)

N high speed coincidence counting employing Geiger-Mueller obtain information on, the dirributioni of time delays to be
tubes, it is desirable to make thc resolving time of the circuits expected from two counters. The experiment then consisted in

as short as possible in order to record nuclear events separated by measuring the number of coincidences recorded whose separation
short times as well as to reduce the number of accidental coinci- in time was larger than a certain value. Lettingf (1) be the per-
dences. Clearly the ideial situation would be one in which the time centage of the total coincidence counting rate observed to have a
between the creation of an ion in a coun t er and the initiation of the time delay greater than 1, Fig. 1 showsf (t) plotted againzt 1.
avalanche would be the same for both counters. If such indeed The Geiger tubes used were 1.5 cm in diameter and filled with
were the case, avalanches begun in two counters A and B, Fig. 1, the argon-ether mixture to a total pressure of 7 cm Hg. They were
by an ionizing ray of great speed would show no time interval operated at 70 volts above the threshold. The central wires of the
between them. Actually, the variation in position where ion pairs counters were made of tungsten and had a diameter of 0.003 in.
may bhe formed in the two Geiger tubes and the finite transit time The delay times between two Geiger tube pulses resulting in a
needed 1oT the electrons to drift to the avalanche region bring coincidence were measured by employing a modification of a
about departures trom the ideal case. if, therefore, we ;hould have circuit developed by W. E. Ramsey.' The circuit, designed to be
a means for measuring the time interval between the two counter operated by the first 0.2-volt change of the counter wire potential,
discharges caused by a Aingle ionizing ray, we should be able to functions as an electronic swiLch. The discharge pulse from one

Geiger tube causes a known plate current to flow in a vacuum tube
,,intl this current is shut off by the discharge of the second Geiger

7- ?otube. Hence, the integrated charge on a condenser in the vacuum
J COINCIDENCE TIME DELAYS tube plate is directly proportional to the time elapsed between

counter discharges. Of course, a certain time is necessary for an
\.r avalanche to develop to the point oi operating an electronic cir-rn-F . ] cuit. Quite apart from the fact that this time may be expected to

a" - be the same for both counters, an independent investigation by W.
SA\B) toE. Rasev (as vet unnublished) indicates that the time necessary

501•- to charge the counter wire to a potential of 0.2 volt is very short
-tLAo roIL compared to 4XIO-8 sec. By employing a coaxial delay line of

W variable length, simulated Geiger pulses could be imposed on the
S40 2 CM timing circuit in such a way as to provide calibration and a con-

venient check.
The procedure -was such that the maximum difference to be

-03 expected in the plotted distribution corresponds to an ion pair
0formed near the wire of counter B and a simultaneous pair formed

at the cathode of tube A. One can conclude from the evidence of
0 20- the experiment that the transit time of an electron from the
Ui cathode to the avalanche region is not in excess of 10-7 sec. It

I is not unreasonable to suppose in the light of the previous velocity'
Z lo- measurements, that by choosing good gas mixtures and reducing

the cathode diameter, one could decrease the maximum coinci-
cidence delay time to about 10-8 sec or less.CL The author wishes to express his appreciation to Mr. Ramsey

t ! I I i_ for his constant interest and advice during the course of the
4 5 a 8 a 9 research.

TiME DELAY (sE,'* x Io•)
TIME DELAY The cicdn rat Aosisted by, the joint program of ".he 1N2 R ad AEC.iG,. I. The coincidence rate as a funct.;on at the delay timne. iW. E. Ramsey. Phy-. Rev. 57, 102(194)
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Electron Velocities in Geiger Counter Gas
Mixtures.* Letter T

ALDEN STEVENSON
Bartlol Research Foundation of the Franklin Ins•siLuLe,

.Swarthmore, Pennsylrania
(Received June 11. 1951)

J quantitative theoretical prediction, experimentally I
determined plots of electron velocities as a function of field I I I I

intensity have become increasingly valuable in selecting gas
mixtures for use in Geiger counters with short delay times. With - [.. ----
this in mind there was developed a new method for measuring
these velocities, involving a simplicity of design which would -/-

afford a convenient technique.
A schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig.. 1. The -- I I I

three principal electrodes A, B, and C, made of spun copper, were
mounted inside a 3-inch diameter Pyrex tube. The anode wire
leads of counters I and 2 were placed in such a way as to reduce
their mutual electrostatic coupling. By imposing a field of 200
volts/cm between electrodes A and B, electrons created in thegas by the ionization of beta-rays that have passed through the

thin window were accelerated toward B. Some of these electrons
were admitted simultaneously through the two slits in B. One .
such electron may initiate a discharge in counter 2 when it arrives
at the wire. Another after passing through the slit opposite the FP;. 2. Velocijy of electrons as a function of E/p and the counter gas.

fine wire grid of counter I moves in a uniform field until it arrives
at C. By using a suitable timing circuit to measure the elapsed The experimental results are given in Fig. 2. The partial pres-
time between the pulse from counter 2 and that from 1, the transit sure-s of the two gas mixtures used were: 61-mm argon with 11 -rum
time from B to C was directly established. Cire was taken to make ether and 103-mm argon with 17-mm butane. The curves clearly
the counters of the same dimensions to keep their discharge inrlte the 4"' t &rd "" ""- rni!x e argon-
characteristics similar. Uncertainty in dlie origin of the electrons -pe .. tuvoe_
between A and B caused an observed distribution of about 20 butane mixture--a result established qualitatively by coincidence
percent at the shortest transit times measured, resolving-time measurements made at the Bariol Founuation.'

Other evidence of the levcling-off of electron velocity curves as
well as actual decreases in velocity for higher values of E/p have
been recorded by Rossi and Staub.2 The upper limit of the value of
the field obtainable was imposed by arcing across between two
internal leads (not shown) to the electrodes. By care in sden-, the
procedure should be capable of measuring velocities up to 15 or

& g;,rid. 2A 20 for E/p, thus enabling the transit time of an electron traversing

a counter radius to be computed for distances considerably lesI
A_ than 2 rum irom the anode wire.'jjA The writer wishes to express his particular appreciation to Mr.

VW. E. Ramsey for having designed the experimental tube with
which the investigations were carried out and for discussions and

0m advice throughout the course of the work.
SI• • "- *Assisted by the joint program of the ONR and AEC.

'C. E. Mandeville and M. V. Scherb. unpublished data (1947).
FIG. 1. Schematk- diagram of the coinci,lence counting arrangement ' B. B. Rocsi and H. H. Staub, Ionisaiion Chambers and Counters

used to neasure electron velocities. (McGraw-Hill Book Compar.y, Inc., New York, 1949). pp. il and 14.
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( . Neutrons from the Disintegration of the Separated Isotopes of Silicon by Deuterons*
C. E. MANDEvUi.L, C. P. SwAXN, AND S. D. CHArrRJEEft

Bartal Researczý Foundation of the Franklin Institute, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania

AND
D. M. VAN PArrfRt

Deparlment of Physics and Laboratory for Nuclear Science and Engineering,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MaSsaceIus

(Received September 14, 1951)

The neutron spectra from deuterons on silicon have been studied by the method of recoil protons and
photographic plates. Thick isotopic tarzets of the three separated isotopes of silicon were irradiated by
deuterons of energy 1.4 Mev, supplied by the Bartol Van de Graaff statitron, observations being carried
out at angles of zero and ninety degrees with the incident deuterons. Q-values, from which energy levels
in the residual nuclei of phosphorous may be calculated, are as follows:

Reaction Q-values (Mev)
Si"S(d,n)P" 0.29
SiI9(d,n)Pn 3.27, 2.52, 1.81, 1,27
Si'Ndn)P3 4.92, 4.59, 3.73, 2,70, 1.51

The estimated pral-a"ble er•rr i; the Q-values is 40 key.

HERE are three stable isotopes of silicon, Si28, Naturally occurring silicon has been previously born-
Sij , and SOO, having respectively relative abun- barded with deuterons to observe the neutron spectra.'

dances of 92.28 percent, t-67 percent, and 3.05 percent. However, because of the element of ambiguity intro-
When these elements are irradiated by deuterons, duced by the presence of the mixture of isotopes, the
neutrons are emitted in the following three reactions. data. are difficult of interpretatiou. To reinvestigate

(1) Si-8+d--•P 2 9+n±+Q1, the above three reactions,tquantities of the separated
isotopes, in the form of silicon dioxide, were obtained

(2) Si 2 9+d--4P++n'+Q3, from the Y-12 Plant, Carbidc and Caibon Chemicals

___ (3) Si8 +d--*P 31 ±n'+Qs. Division, Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, Oak
Assisted by the joint program of the ONR and AEC. Ridge, Tennessee. The mass analy3es of the various

t Calcutta. India. Guest physicist, Bartol Research Foundation, targets are shown in Table 1.1951.
t The contribution of D. M. Van Patter to this article consists

IoL Wh Wc~~uu fte n~ppuu&A. P f.A.T. I,. Pae. 73, 947 (194,S)
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TABLE I Isotopic analysis of taiget materials. TAVLC II. Ground-state Q-valhes for SiPr(dp)P`2.

Stli Sipn So0 Method I Method II
Isotope- Percent lsotope- Percent Isotope! Peacent . . .. . ....... ... ... tQ-vaiue (Mev) 0.36:t±0.04 0.29±k0.04

28 99.4 28 29.1 28 ,10.90 ..... __..... _-_-___-_____.__ _--
29 0.4 29 68.6 29 2.4430 0.2 30 2.2 30 56.5930__ o.2 30 2.2 30 156.59 are present. These are thought to result from the

bombardment of "low Z" contaminants on the walls
Thick isotopic targets of the separated isotopes of of the vacuum tube and of the magnet box between

silicon were irradiated by deuterons of energy 1.40 Mev, the poles of the beam focusing magnet of the Van de
supplied by the Bartol Van de Graaff statitron. The Graaff statitron. Plates in the forward direction are
neutrons emitted in the three reactions above were sensitive to neutrons emanating from these points,
re-orded•• ;An Estm NIAplates GL S iocat•U at zei-o adiiu wlie•s tile plates at iitiety degrees to the beam are
ninety degrees with the incident deuterons. perpendicular to their direction of emission and hence

Li evaluating the energies of the neutron groups of do not record their recoil protons in the acceptable
all of the three reactions above, two procedures have sense. This point is born out by the fact that no
been employed. One has been to apply the range-energy appreciable evidence of the presence of neutrons beyond
relation of Lattes, Fowler, and Cuer2 to NTA plates, those of the ground state is apparent in the data
increasing the observed energy by two percent to allow obtained at ninety degrees. The data of Fig. 1 are
for an acceptance angle of twelve degrees in the forward summarized in Table II.
direction; the other has consisted in decreasing the The Q-values of Table I! are means of those calcu-
result of the first method by an amount indicated by a lated at each of the two angles of observation. It is to
recently obtained calibration curve' for NTA plates, be noted that they are in disagreement with the preyi-
and increasing it to take into account the use of a thick ously reported Q-value of -0.80d=0.10 Mev,' and with
target.' The latter procedure has been considered to those values calculated from other reactions and from
give the preferable result. The procedures of evaluation mass values (see Appendix).
described above will be referred to respectively as
Method I and Method II. Si29(d,n)P30

Si2-(d,n)P 2 9 The spectra of acceptable recoil protons of the neu-
trons emanating from Si29(d,n)P30 are shown in Fig. 2.

The energy spectrum of the acceptable recoil protons The most energetic group6 is assigned to N' 4(d,n)016 ,
of the neutrons emitted in the reaction Si28(d,n)P29 is
shown in Fig. 1. Observations were carried out at zero I 1 '
degrees and ninety degrees in the laboratory system of
coordinate axes. As indicated in the figure, two groups ' s,,OpO "
of neutrons appear at both angles of observation. The 90*
group of lower energy is assigned to the reaction I
C2(d,n)N13 . The more energetic is thought to be related
to the formation of P29 in its ground state. In the for-
ward direction, hlgh-- energy neutrons of low intensity 2 t

I r•l j -I-0

0 T

Co 1
Jic 1. Reolp oo sk oOe ni hef r add rcinb h "Ht"fl t

-IU IM- th recto Il/A~nPK . P's.es Folr an Cur Prc Is o.(en )S,9. -

(1947). 5 The neutron group of the nitrogen reaction appears at zero
: Richards, Johnson, Aizenbe,-g, and Laubenstein, Phys. Rev. degrees and ninety degrees in the data relating to Si"S(d,n)PIo

83,1994 (1951). and in the forward. direction alone in measurements on Si3Q(d,n)P'.
'- . C. Snouwdon k1o De pubished[). The absence of- this group at ;finery degrees in the latter reaction
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the least energetic one to C(di)'.The ground-state !. j

group of the reaction SiI(d,n)1P2 S, the rea::tion of the 3(qPs
preceding discussion, is also clearly pres.-nt. The inter- 1010
mediaic p~oups are assignted to the reaction Si2%d,n.)P3 1. II
The ciata'of Fig. 2 are summarized in Tal IlL

The lenergy levels of P30) in Table III are calculated I
from the preferred values of M1ethod 11.[

2 &0 -

frmS 5 (~) 3  r hw nFg !Hr gite[ ~I IIThe acceptable recoil proton groups, of the neutrons Iii
most energetic group, appearing at ý6.75 Mev in the ~ 4 ~i1~~

14 -f-I--0I
forward direction, is assigned to N1 4(d,ir)O'; the least 51t ~
energetic one to C12 (d,n)N13. Again, the ground-state 20 IL( a

z 0.
group of Si28(d~n)P2 9 ' is present. The remaining groups I I I II
are assigned to Si3 %(d,n)P5 -1. The data of Fig. 3 are
summarized in Table TV.§

The nuclear energy levels of P11 have been calculated
from the preferred Q-valuies of Method IL .5

TABLE III. Q-ValuCS Of Si"(d,*s)PIO and energy levels of P10 0

1.41=10.04 1.27±0?.04 2.00=0.06, reaction SiO(d,n)Pt'.
(1.97±0O.04 1.81±0.04 1.46±E0.06

3.51=0.04 12752±0.04 0.750.0 APPENDEX: DISCUSSION 01F RESULTS
________________________________________- Recent precise measurements7.' of nuclear Q-values involving

nuclei with Z=- 10 to, 116 have led to a revision of masses in t~hatCONCLUSIONS region.k10t However, in many cases, the most accurate method ofestimating a given reaction energy involves the use of massThe energies of the neutiron crrun~rs from deuterons rieTc rather flis, tohl. ,J Yt Ti I ron the separated isotopes of silicon have been measured, compare the Q-values of the ground states measured by Mande-
In many instances the calculated energy levels of the yule, Swann, and Chatterjee with the reaction energies whaichcan be predicted from the measurements of other workers.nlhoenlornolc .,nra tru]

1
k, 0-,,o lra . "- rr'n 1- -,, , ._,.,. .reidalruc Vio r, 5 '--j A no ^CILAWm 0r-kJ,f)r-.-1fl na poin PoM Or e Deta-tranIsitonobtained (see reference 1, Table II). The bearing of ptl5SPu has been measured as 3,.&3±0.07 Mev'1 by means ofthe measurements upon the masses and reaction ener- cloud chamber and ~magnietic field. Except for the results, of thegies of the sili~con region are discussed in tht.- appendix. present paper relating to reaction Si"8(d,n)P8 1 , the beta-transitionabove is the only link connecting the nucleus of P21 with otherThe writers wish to acknowledge the ýcontinued nuclei. Combining the total disintegration, energy of' the betainterest of Dr. W. F. G. Swann, Director of the Bartol transition, 4.651±0.07 Mev, with the reactic._ energy of the

_________TAuLE IV. Q-value~s of Sis0G1,n)P1" and energy levels of In'i.
is not corotidefed sie'nificant, because statistical difficulties, are Qvlc Me) Qtdua(e) Ecttolvlencountered in accumulating acceptable long tracks. From the: -(Metho I-~i~ (retho E1xcftatl Iev)isp~verall snectra, a-a ateragr Q-value ol 5.ii*O.O4A_ Mev is calcu- MtodIeho o l(e)lated for N'4(d*niO". using Method II of the text. This result is, 1.64±0.04 1.51+0.04 3.41±0L.06in good agreement uvith the previously reported energy release of 2.2g±ý-0.04 2.70±i-0.04 2.22,=i0.106S.5,15±0ý.05 Mev [W. M. Gibson and D. L. Liviesey, Pro~c. Phys. 3.95=i0.04 3.73=0.04 1.19±0.06S~oc. (London) 60, 523 (1948)]. 4.79=i0.04 4.59±L0.04 0.33±0.066 The broken line o!. Pigz. 21 ami-J 3 i-,presciitz the actual di;stri- S. 1.6±~..C0.n4 4.92±0.04- 0.00butinji of neutron energies corrected for variation Wiih energy of - ___the to-P scattering cross section and acceptance: probability.Noic1lodZ-d ino proof. In' each of the~ three-fiures, the data at 7 Strait, Van Patter:, Buechner, and Sperduto, Phys. Rev. 81,zero and ninety degrees have not been~ normaliwad to talke into 747 (1951).
account plate area scanned.lNo information is~thus pres~ente~d con. 1 WV -W. Bnechner, el a~l., Ml.I.T. report, Laboratory for Nuclear
cerning the angulnr dis~tributions of the nerutron groups. The Jflitc- Science and Engineering (May 31, 1951).
tuationjof~thelintensity of the carbon group relative to those of 'H. T. Motz, Phys. Rev. 81, 1061 (1951).
the other neutron groups is thought to be related to statitron per- 05A. Er. W~apstra, to be published.
formatice. Excessive sparking and breakdown in the vacuum tube White, Creutz, Delsasso, mnd Wilson, Phys. Rev. 59, 63

apea o crý_- he arthon. cmntamfin aion. [Ig'.
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Tsq-L AT. Q-,zlues• inMev. , .eactioni -do)W'.-.-ln the c_•-e ox the refction
-Sit0(d,;i)P., precise cstimates of the energy release can be made

Calculated from Calculated by two independent methods.
Reaction Observed nuclear reactions from n(aaSz+)_ ... __.__. -. 1. (a) Si23-a-d--->Siý'ý-p+ (4.367:L0.010) M v

E-i3(d~n)Pr` 0.29=0.04 0.8110.07 0.81-0.09 (b) Sij'4-Pr +(1.51±0.0o ) .ev"7
Sis9(d,n)PSO 3.27±L0.04 3.25:+:0.18 3.24±0.11 9-
Si•(dr,, P3I 4.92+0.04 5.08-L0.02 5.03±:0.06 (c) nl*p+ (0.782-0.001) Mev h

Q=(p--n)+-4.367 Mev-[-i.5i Mev
= 5.095-+-0.015 Mev

reaction SPi(d,p)Si'9 , 6.246±0.007 Mev,' and with the neutron- 11. (a) Si-+d-Si3O4.p+(8.388t-0.013) Mevi

proton mass difference of 0.782-+0.001 Mev,2 a reaction energy (b) Pi+ d - _iia e .+t,(6.244±0.007) Mcv's
0.81=-0.07 Mev may be calculated for the reaction Si78(d,n)Pt. (c) WP+p-+Si' 5+H 4 + (1.90940.OS) Mvevu

The Reaction Si'(d,n)P1t.--The Q-value for the formation of (d) d-t,+n--(2.225::±:0.002) MevU
PM Min the 'ground state -!- the reactio..... . ,, may " (e) 2d---He+(23.8340.007) ev
lated from each of two independent cycles of nuclear reactions. Q (2d-He4)+-(d-n--p)-6.246 Mev

-8.388 Mev- 1.909 1ev
I. (a) Pf-l-+--*Pu+n--(12.37±-0.2) Mevlt& =5.066±0.022 Mev

(b) P'3+p--*Sit t +He 4 +(1.909=0.015) Mev18  An arithmetical average of the results of I and II is 5.08±-0.02
(c) SiN+d-4Si9+p+ (6.246+0.007) Mev' Mev.
(d) 2d--'He4+(23.834=+=0.007) Mev" The foregoing calculated values are listed in Table AT1 of this

Q= (2d-He1)-1.909 Mev-6.246 Mev- 12.37 Mev Appendix together with values estimated from a table of binding

=3.31:±0.20 Mev energies recently computed by WapstraY' The agreement between
these values is not surprising, because Wapstra's binding energies

II. (a) Si_+d--3iSO+P+(-. 3R8•0.013) Mev' are based to a large extent upon nuti-ar Q-values.
8. It may be seen from this table that the observed Q-value for

(b) P5O0-tSi(+ (4.32±=0.35) Meva1  the reaction Sib(dn)Psu is in agreement with other measurements,

(c) n?--"p+(0.782+0.001) MevU and, in fact, establishes the mass of P' 0 with greater precision
than was previously possible. The observed energy release,

Q=(p-s)-4.52 Mev+8.388 Mev 4.92±0.04 Mcv, for the reaction Si"(d,n)Pu is somewhat lower
=3.09±-0.35 Mev than the more accurate predicted value of 5.08±-0.02 Mev;

A weighted average of results i and II is 3.25±+0.18 Mev. however, it seems probable that the ground-state group of the
reaction has been observed. In the case of Si"(d,n)P", the ob-
served energy release of 0.29±-0.04 Mev is in distinct disagreement

"Li, Whaling, Fowler, and Lauritsen, Phys. Rev. 83, 512 with the estimated value of 0.811t0.07 Mev. This discrepancy
(1951). can be attributed to either an inaccuracy in the early measure-

1 McElbinney, Hanson, Becker, Duffield, and Diven, Phys. mentt of the end point of the transition or to the fact
Rev. 75, 542 (1949). that the end state of the raction till ---)P2• o t be en

14 A- Katz and L. Penfold, Phys. Rev. 81, 815 (1951). that the ground state of the reaction Sie(d,n)Pt has not been
13 D. M. Van Patter and P. M. Endt, preliminary value, observed in the measurements of the present paper.
"1s C. Magnan, Ann. phys. 15, 5 (1941). " H. W. Newson, Phys. Rev. 51, 624 (1937).
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Trajectones in an Axial Focwuiag Doubl> L•n_ s SpectrometCr*

S. C. NO-,J).ON
13arrcoi Research ,undation of the Franklin Inslibitc, .Swarthmore, Petznsytrania

(Received May 16, 1951)

The trajectories of an electron with zero canonical angular momentum (p,-(er.A,/c)10) have been
computed %idi Zi1h4iJ-order accuracy for a I/(1l+x-) axial field shape. By suitably matching the above solu-
tions with a set of simlar solutions obtained by shifting the origin, it is possible to obtain the complete zero
canonical angular momentum trajectories corresponding to the double lens problem in which the axiai field
shape approximates rather closely one that is physically realizable. The numerical computations illustrate
several tYpical trajectories. Design considerations are given to illusitcat the utility and limitations of the
theory.

INTRODUCTION The azimuthal motion may be derived from tile radial

T is of interest to consider the electron trajectories motion through the equation:
in a magnetic field whose variation along the axis is d (P,, ]

given by two juxtaposed sections of a 1/(1+x 2 ) distri- [A 1+ (") -[Aý--A .]J, (3)

bution since it may be shown that the actual axial field dP d.
distribution of a double lens spectrometer (Fig. 1) may
be approximated by the above double bell-shaped field where q designates the azimuth angle.

(Fig. 2 and Table I). The vector potential A, may be expanded in powers
The motion of an electron in an axially symmetric of p as

magnetic field has been discussed by Zworykin, -I all A,=2pH( 1)--6-p3H"(')+(l!3

who showed that for the case of zero canonical angular
momentum the equation of the radial component &f !he where H(;) is the field on the axis.
trajectory is Agnew and Anderson2 have given a special case of the

first-order or paraxial trajectories in the double bell-
d2p 1 OAA2 do OAA2 shaped field to be considered here. These first-order

(Ad 2 A- 2Yd A- calculations are the result of linearizing Eq. (1) for
dZ2  2 op dz 0 -)small values, of p- Because of this linearity, their tra-

r Idpx/2 ( jectories do not include the concept of a ring focus which
X +(J =O, (1) is essentially a nonlinear phenomenon. Since a third-

- \&Z-,/ J order calculation includes a first approximation or ine
A, nonlinearity involved in Eq. (1), the following third

where f is the radial distance, z is the axial distance, oraer calculations give an improved notion of the nature
s the........ vector potential..of.th magnetic...., and.... a of the trajectories in the double bell-shaped axial field.

constant equal to the uniform field (Hp) value of an For the range of initial angles under consideration, 00
electron of energy eb. If the relativistic mass variation to 400, it is reasonable to suppose that the trajectories
is taken into account, it may be shown that resulting from this third-order calculation are not

A o=(2mo ie + (D2)((2 greatly at variance with the exact trajectories in the
double bell-shaped field. No estimate of the fifth-order

calculations are given because of their complexity.
Furthermore, since it is intended that the double lens
spectrometer field trajectories are to be approximated

0A 'by those of the double bell-shaped field and since the
I lactual double lens axial field is only approximately given

* Lby the double beii-shaped field, there is -dded justifica-
I itrd,, for not considering an approximation beyond the

-I---t~hird order.
h-.r-.i In particular, since an electron starting out on the axis

Fic, 1. General size, cross section, and location uA the two must necessarily have zero canonical angular mo-
identical coils used in the double lens spectrometer. Tbe dirnen- mentum, the trajectories wiU be arranged so that only
sions are as follows: a,-=8. 3 6 in., a 72= . .• /=9.125 in., and
D= 53.0 in. Other similar designs may he obtained by multiplying the focusing of a point source of electrons on the axis
all distances by a constant facior. will be considered. The focusing of a point source off

axis, in general, requi-res a consideration of all values of•Assisted by the joint program of the ONR and IXC.

'Zworykin, et al., Electron Optics and Ike :Eleciran Microscope 2 H. M. Agnew and H. L. Anderson, Rev. Sci. Instr. 20, 869
(T9h11 Wiley, nd Sos Inc . ?ew Vork), b. 504. (1949).
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"r.-ita 1.. Axial magn~etic Feld of coils shown in Fig. 1. terims ill X and II.

z 0.00 4.00 8._00 12.00 16.00 20.00 24.0-0 P"±k~hzP=:0 with PC-9, P'= 1 at x=. , (9)
1C.0(X 0.898 0.655 0.,i79 0.3U9 0.220 0.178

Q"z 244+kJh_?Q- with Q.- .1, Q'-- 0 at x- 0, (10)Z28.0 J12,15 3C U 40.0 44.0 48 0 52.0
0.170 0.iA0 0.269 0.380 0.602 V.. S38 0.i)0 R"+khk2 R= (kthl"/2- -k4k1)P3

.-L. .L2h'P'P2-_kVh(p') 2p
the canonical angular momentum cinstant, One might
choose to ask how the zero canonical angular too- with R at x=, (11)

m.intum trajectories associated with the off axis point S,,+k 2 h2S=3k2 (hh"-2k2 hk4 )PQ/2
source behave and, in this manner, get some idea of the
nature nf the fncusing of these point-s e have chosen +k...ii,(,QPP' ,--n',

to omit this consideration.
Finally by replacing A, in Eq. (1) by the series ex- -khLQ(P)+2PQPJ

pansion given by Eq. (4) and subsequently approxi- with S=S'=O at x=0, (12)
mating Eq. (1) in such a manner that only the terms in
p and dp/dz up to and including the third power appear, T"+kk'2T= 3k2 (hhl"- 2k')Q 2P/2
a differential equation will result which will give the +k~hh(2pQQ.+Q2p,)
third-order radial trajectories as distinct from the first-
order or paraxial trajectories. _k'h¶P(Q')2 +-2QQ'P'j

SINGLE BELL-SHAPED F-I1ELD TRAJECTORI0 S with T=T'=O at x=O, (13)

As already discussed, the bell-shaped field used will be U"+k t hkU= k•khh"- 2k 2h4 )Q3 /2
taken as

(z)Ho/(1+z/a). (5)+k'hh'Q'Q2- k'h'(Q')Q
with U= U'=O- at x--O, (14)

For convenience the following symbols are introduced:

a=the half-breadth at half-maximum of the axial The conditions at x=0 were chosen in order that
magnetic field distribution, X=Oy/Ox, and g=y at x=0. This makes the functions

Ho= the maximum value of the axial magnetic field, (Q, S, U) even in x and the functions (P, R, T) odd in x.

y=the radial coordinate of the electron in units of a, To solve Eqs. (9)-(14) it is convenient to introduce
:irthe ~ro~ A 0h--tr, +3., .. ,lc 4--.,:=thc axial coordinate of the electron in units of a,----------------b.

v=the angular displacement of the electron around x= tanG. (15)
the axis, and arc ... il. s the solutions
t, h a j m a g n e tL l n c i u nU " I. I I. .. . V i/ - - , aAU y DU Z -O

being given in Eqs. (20) and (21). Substituting these
In addidon, a measure of the strength of the magnetic

field relative to the momentum of the electron is defined 1 [
k = alulo/2A o. (6)

Equation (1), in the approximation being considered,
becomes u /
y"+ k2h2y= (k2lzh"/2 -k t M)y + k2h/z'y'2- k219(y')2y, (7)

where the prime designates a derivative with respect to x C
andCORC 

1EL
/r= 1/(1+ ) APOIATE

To solve Eq. (7) let i0 . 0.,.----,.. i ' I -, ,
10 0 ID 10 30 4•0 50 £0

AXIAL oISTANCE (INCHeS)

y=XP+UQ+XAR+X21S+X 2T±T+MU. (8) Fi7. 2. Axial magnetic fields. (a) From -co<x<2.5,
h= 1/(1 +x), from 2.5 <x< co, 1ý J/[1+ (x- 2.5)'3. (b) Magnetic

The paraxial or first-order solution would result from field, normalized to unity at x= 0, calculated for the coils shown in
assuming that only the first two terms were present. Fig. I usiagfe uations in Deut3ch, Eliott, and Evans, Rev. Sci.
Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7) gives the following Instr. 15, 178 (1944). The coil separation is set at 5a, to coincide
l equ n twith (a), For the best fit with the coils shown in Fig. 1, the scale
l ..... ........t..no •n eqaigflir o ts of numiluha faCtor a was taken to be 10.60 in.
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solutions into Eqs. (11)--(14) and defining r?:R cosO, It will be noticed that an even operator acts on lhe
s =S cosO, t=- 7T cosO, it -- U cos6 gives: functions (r, s, t, u) to produce either even or odd

(Vie functions. in these cases it can he shown that the
S_±(l-uk2 ~ particular integrals may be chosen to have the sy m-

d02  metry (f the inhomogeneous part of the equation.
k2 Comrplementaiy solutions, Eqs. (20) and (21), then are

- (+cos2O) sin(i-Fk 2 )W0 added to allow the conditions at 0=- 0 to be satisfied. By
2 hassuming the form of the particular integral, the

s 02 coefficients may be determined by substitution into the
21 sin2)(cos(1+k 2 )• differential equation. A check on the resuit;ng solution

-cos3(l+k2)1k), (16) was obtained by using the fact that the differential

d-)s operator is seff-adioint. thus allowing the comple-
-- ±-(+k

2)s mentary solutions to be used as integrating factors in
dO2  solving the equations by direct integration. The results

k• 2are:

=---(1+cos20) cos(1+k 2 )1 02 sin(1+k 2)•O (0
V• P= ,(2o)

+---- s2e(si n(i-k')1 o (1O+ 2) C0

--3sin3(1+kt )'O). (17) cos(I±k +(1)to
dPt ,c(21

-+ (1+k 2 )t1
dOt

- - (l+cos20) sin(l+k')'O R=
2 8(1+k 2 )'(4k2+3) cosO

k?
--- sin20(cos(1+k2)tO+3 cos3(1+k')'O), (18) X 2k 2(1-{1 k) 1(4k2 -i3)O cos(1+kZ)!9

2
dlu -(16k4+17k 2+3) sin(l+k2 )'OI
---+(l+k2)u

dO2 3 cos20 sin3(1-- 2 )iA

k 2 (1+) + k 8 (1+k 2 )'(4k2+3) cosO

2 sin20

k±(-+k2)j +
+ sin20(sin(1+ k2) jO 8(1+k2)(4k2+3) cosO

2
+sin3(1+k)P)O). (19) XI k(4k2 +3) cos(1+k')'Q

-(2k'2f+3) cos3(l+k')iO}, (22)

8(1+k21)(4k+ 3 cosO

X 2k (4k2 +3)O sin(1+k)2

98(4k-+3) cosO

9 - cos3(1+k 2 )' s2)1

- - -8(1+k )i(4k 2+3) cosO

-shapd axal Xk2-K2•+ 3) sir, (I+k 2)10

FIG. 3. Complete trajectories in the double bell-shaped axial
magnetic field for LV=2 and kta3 each with xi=O and for k-=1 -3(21Ž+3) sin3(1+k2)1O1, (23)-3223 -inth+ -(-2-3).30
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T -- [-___ _-o,'

01 k11 /- &2)(4k2  --3-co---- ,

7r

-1k2(1 ik(4kfl.3)O cos(1ý- !k2)10/

.- (16k- 3k -9) sin(1+k 2 )'3I o.]

9(1.k-fk cosO20
sins0n3(1+k') "

8(--+- cos k?(42. t. ____+_k)

/ -- ~-- - -.

i ) N- _ ---A

cos k2(4k2 13) cos(4k1c9 ° I (

+3(2k 2 +3) cos3(1+k 2)J0', (24)
Fi,. 4. Cumpilete irajectories in the double hell-shaped axial

(1.+_. magnetic field for k2=0.75 with x,=-1.030 and r;=--. 6R4.

U - -1 2k 2(4k 2 ±+3)0 sin(l+±k 2) '0 Dotted lines indicate position of coils.
8(4k-+3) cosO

xo0<x< cc For the same k in each region (same ampere-
3(1+k 2 ) cos20 t irns in each coil), let the radial trajectory be designated

-3(1+kl)i cos(l+k 2 )I61 8(4k'2+ 3) cosO in region I by yT=y(k, X1, u; x) and in region II by

yw =y(k, X2, y2;x-2xo). The conditions for smooth
(1+k2)i sin2O matching of the trajectories at x=x0 may be stated as:

* cos3(1+k 2) i0-
8(4k 2+3) cosO y(k, X1, j,;xo)=y(k, X 2, P12; -xo), (27)

X~k 2 4k 2 +) si(1±k~hOand
X Ik(4k +3) sin(l+k)0 and y'(k, Ni, pI;xo)=y'(k, X 2, 42; -Xo). (28)

+(2k 2 +3) sin3(1+k 2 )JO1. (25) For a fixed k and xo it is desired to know X2 and A2 in

Equations (20)-(25) together with Eqs. (8) and (15) terms of X and i',. Then, since the solution of Eq. (26)

constitute the complete third-order solution of the gives X, and 1A, in terms of N and x1, it is possible to
trajectories of the bell-shaped field. For a given k, a obtain N and U2 in terms of X and x1. Thus, one picks a
trajectory is defined by the number pair (Xi, ml) where X value x, where the electron starts out on the axis with a

trajector is define byis the numbe pair (N be) whereine Ny
nnd li, are, recnectivelv. the rarticular choices of the slope N. From this, N1, p, N2, P2 may be determined by
slope and value of the trajectory at the origin. An solving Eqs. (26)-(28). By the use of Eqs. ), and

alternative designation of the trajectories may be made (20)-(25) the complete trajectory may be drawn.
usi the number pr(, x) where x is the initial The sample traiectories are drawn for k2=0.75 with

usingy ph ume air (X-0weex i h nta

position of the electron starting out on the axis and X xo= -i.030and -0.684, for k-= i.0 with x1 =- 1.030,

is the corresponding slope at x,. To convert Lfrno (N; X ) and for k2= 2.000 and 3.000 each with xl= 0.000. In each
case the value of x0 was taken to be 2.500. The values of

to (N1,' MI) it is necessary to solve the pair of equations: th- nta-lp ag ro .0 o080 al I• the initial slope X range from 6.100 to 0.8,^9. Table III

y(XI,. JAI ; x)=0; y'(NI, Jul; xi) = X. (26) gives the results of a graphical solution of Eqs. (26),

This will give N1(X, x1) and up(X, xi) which may be (27) and (28). By using the tabulated values of the
functions (P, Q, R, S, T, U) in Table II, it then isinserted into Eq. (8) for the number pair (N, t)to give possible to construct the complete trajectories (Table LV

the trajectory beginning at x=x1, y=O with a slope X.

The simple bell-shaped field trajectories, of course, dGI and Figs. 3 and 4.

not form as close an approximation to the actual single Discussion
coil trajectories as do the double bell-shatped field
trajectories to the actual double coil trajectories. For An examination of the trajectories in Figs. 3 and 4
this reason, it is not possible to check the single iens ahows that some cases do not display suitable ring foci.
solution with the careful single lens computations of This situation arose because it was not known a priori
Keller, Koenigsberg, and Paskin.) what values of k2 and x, to choose before starting the

calculation. The trajectories for k2=2 and 3 with xl=O
DOUTBLE• BELL-SHAPED FIELD TRAJECTORIES were calculated first because the computations are

If the center of the first coil (see Fig. 1) is at x=0 and considerably reduced if x1 is set equal to zero. For k2='3
the center of the second coil is at x= 2x0, then let region the trajectories between X=0.5 and 0.7 come tn a good
I be defined by - o <x<x-o and region 1I be defined by focus at x=5.25, y• -0.12. For k= 2 the trajcctories

3j. M. Keller, E. Koenigsberg, and A. Paskin, Rev. Sci. Instr. between X= 0.4 and 0.7 come to a reasonably good focus
a A .. _,xlAQ A ..9 .1...C 2 2 m,.. . ,, ,

21, 713 (1950). at X--., y u.. - . .L ..dlut.. WA A som h .at n'r+ to..
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"FABLE 11. Functions used hi; computing trajectvr.es. Thc denvativcs were calculated by taking the derivative
of the functions rather than hy using differences. I)ifferenccs not shown aave rough check.

0 P

k2 0750 1.0310 2.000 3.000 0.501 1A.00 2.(00) 3.001K
0.000 3.00O0 0.NI0 0.000 0.00O O.00 I .0C,0,, 1.0(Y4 1.090 1.000
0.200 0.203 0.202 0.201 0.2 DO 0.199 0.985 0.980 0.960 0.940
0.4A0 0.423 0.414 0.411 0.-M00 0.38P 0.937 0.917 0.835 0.757
0.600 0.684 0.53 0.643 0.603 0.505 0.850 0.801 0.614 0.1,39
0.800 1.030 0.046 0.919 0.815 0.7 1'i 0.7034 G.o10 0.264 -- 0.042
1.0"0 1.557 1.356 1.293 1.055 0.842 0,41, 0.289 -- 0.297 -- 0.770
1.100 1.965 1.655 1.55" 1.202 0.891 0.254 0.034 -- 0.724 - 1.297
1.190 2.498 2.034 1.890 1.370 0.928 -0.009 ---0.301 -1.267 -1.947

0.600 0.684 0.883 -0381
0.800 1.030 0.814 0.755 01.535 0o zý -0.451 -0.58,70 o • .45 -0.oo -- 1.054 -- 1.414

1.190 2.498 0.701 0.611 0.298 0.051 -- 0.495 -0.626 -1.005 -1.185

0 x R S

k2 0.750 1.000 2.000 3.000 0.750 i.000 2.000 3.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0•0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.200 0.203 -0.001 -0.00t -0.003 -0.004 -0.016 -0.030 -0.042 -0.621
0.400 0.423 -0.010 -0.013 -0.024 -0.035 -0.071 -0.094 -0.181 -0.261
0.600 3.684 -0.037 -0.049 -0.091 -0.129 -0.184 -0.238 -0.425 -0.570
0.800 1.030 -0.104 - O. 134 -0.234 -0.308 -0.365 -0.458 -0.722 -0.857
1.000 1.557 -0.241 -0.298 -0.483 -0.585 -0.621 -0.745 -0.979 -0.969
1.100 1.965 -0.357 -0.442 -0.668 -0.770 -0.788 -0.919 - 1.074 -0.938
1.190 2.498 -0.510 -0.623 -0.894 -- 0.985 -0.982 -1.112 -1.146 -0.861

6 x R' S,

0.600 0.684 -0.147 -0.496
0.800 1.030 -0.230 -0.289 -0.460 -0.549 -0.525 -0.617 -0.707 -0.530
1,190 2.498 -0.287 -0.337 -0.407 -0.380 -0.345 -0.338 - 0105 0.159

B T U

0. 7A0 1 00 2.00 3.000. 0.750 1.000 200 Z..,
0.000 0M'C 0.00O 0.UJU 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.,00 0.000
0.200 0.203 -0.005 -0.008 -0.018 -0.029 -0.026 -0.039 -0.116 -0.231
0.400 0.423 -0.039 -0.052 -0.114 -0.184 -0.096 -0.145 -0.426 -0.834
0.600 0.684 -0.105 -0.139 -0.279 -0.440 -0.197 -0.298 -0.860 - 1.647
0.800 1.030 -0.188 -0.242 -0.469 -0772 -0.325 -0.401 -1.396 -2.587
1.000 1557 -- 0.274 -0.348 -0,737 - 1.392 -- 0.501 -0.757 -2.090 -3.605
1.100 1.965 -0.324 -0.415 -0.978 - 1.958 -0.630 -0.950 -2.543 -4.112
1.190 2.498 -0.385 -- 0.504 -1.329 -2.722 -0.793 -- i.193 --3.06 1 -4.553

6 x T' U"

0.600 0.684 -0.267 -0.388
0.800 1.030 -0.205 -0.250 -0.495 -1.008 -0.352 -0.532 -1.452 -2.404
1.190 2.498 -0.114 -0.171 -0.680 -1.427 -0303 -0.-448 -0.913 -- 0.,69

than 2 would undoubtedly give a good point focus on the k2= I and x,= - 1.030 (61= -0.800) were comouted. A
axis since, at the focus, y is negative for k2=3 anti rather poor focus of the trajectories between X=0.i and
positive for k2= 2. 0.33 was obtained at x= 4 .2, y=().05. In order to include

It was then realized that rather a large power the higher angle trajectories in the focus, a lower value
dissipation in the coils would result from using these of k2= 0.75 was tried with the same x= -1.030. The
trajectories since the magnetic field from x=-- to situation improved somewhat, a rather poor focus being
x=r0ard fromx=5 to x= cw is not utilized. For example, obtained for the trajectories between X=0.1 and 0.4 at
if k2=3 is used, about 200 kw would be needed to focus x= 5.7, y= 0.05. Keeping the samevalue of k2--=0.75, the
a 12-Mev, electron. To remedy this, the trajectories f, iitiall p.oint x ws set aXt -0.684 (Ui - -0.600)A. faij M U tk l - L'c• v l) 11 tl
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TABLE 111. Matching conditions for the va-icus trajectories with xo& -2.500. in the CA"aC v.hcre x:1=0 the valucai of X, and It, are easily
determined to be ,.= X, and pi'0.

It=,' ., 0.614 k2=0.7.50; -1.0,I

0. 1 W 0.085 0.005 --0.088 0_171 0. 100 0.070 00)s5 -0.070 0.101
0.200 0.169 0.130 -0.1t1) 0.332 0.20 G O.138 0.189 -0.133 6.183
0.300 0.251 0.196 -- 0.316 0.458 0.300 0.202 0.282 -0.195 0.229
6.46u. 0.330 0.260 -- 0.46) 0.54-? 0.400 0.260 0.373 -0.232 0.229
0.35 0.- 0.406 0.323 - -0.Q19 0.571 0A.50 0 310 0.64 0..241 0.169
0.600 0.478 0.386 -0 706 0.560 0.6,00 0.355 0.553 --0.226 0.056
0.700 0.545 0.446 -0.675 0.532
0.800 O.o08 0.30- - 0.S52 0.4o5

2.W'G "3.O0(y
k'=1.04V; x -- 1.030 xt a 0.000 x1 =0.000

X A1  All '2 .'. jig;

0.100 0.061 0.092 -0.044 0.009 0.2(Xq -0.393 0.138 0.200 -0.231 0.012
0.220 0.129 0.201 -- 0.088 0.000 0.300 -0.686 0.134 0.300 -0.325 0.008
0.330 0.185 0.299 -0.100 -0.052 0.400 -0.969 0.010 0.400 -0.38i -0.005
0.440 0.231 0.396 -0.073 -0.169 0.500 - 1.0.52 -0.089 0.500 -0.381 --0,021
0.560 0.267 0.498 0.024 -0.362 0.600 -1.113 -0.132 0.600 -0.319 .-.0.040
0.670 0.287 0.590 0.287 -0.590 0.700 -1.090 -0.127 0.700 -0.186 -0.074

0.800 - 0.9&5 -0.063

focus for the trajector'es between X=0.4 and 0.7 was This gave a cross section for the coil of 9.125 in. by
obtained at x=4.95, y=0.55. Fronm the manner in which 9.140 in. The inside diameter was taken to be 8.360 in.
the trajectories seemed to he Qhiftin0 with k2 and x, a Figure 2 shows that the actual field could be ap-
slightly better focus would probably occur for k2 = 1 and proximated by the double bell-shaped field if the
x. = - 0.547 (0, = - 0.500), however, it was felt that the separation between the coils were taken as 53.0 in. Since
small improvements that would occur might be nullified the dimensionless measure of the coil separation was
by the inexactness of the theory so that further compu- taken to be 5.000, this required that the unit of distance,
tations were not carried out. The chief result, apart a, be taken as 10.6 in. Thus, in Fig. 4 all the dimension-
from an understanding of the nature of the trajectories, less measures of distance should be multiplied by 10.6 in.
is that the maximum radial excursion of the usable to give the actual distances in inches. If a design using
gect-..... . .. .8 ,,.Jt• "s- cc-l •rn/n 2 !- the marmium allowable current

•l~ l. Lt iit.Jbt.LL .k.ii bO ___•l, -u u~ ,I•• • ... rP ir

at x=4.0 assuming that the trajectories for k 2=0.75 and density is under consideration, then the power con-
x1= -0.685 are adopted. It should be noted that the sumption in the coils is 160 kw total, and the maximum
:....;A. diamete sl th ;no o"4urs a 7 may h- e-n5ergy electron that may be focused is about 22 Mev.

seen from the next section. Therefore, the latter ThevalueofHfo=4700gaussandthe value of A0=72,400
trajectories are somewhat outside the minimum radius gauss-cm,
that the vacuum chamber is allowed to have. However, If one were to consider a design where 10 Mev is the
in view of small experimental changes that may be made maximum election energy, and where a more conserva-
in the choice of k2 and x i , it is believed that an adequate tive value of 2000 amps/in.2 is taken for the maximum
design may now be formulated. allowable current density, then all the above dimension-

DOUBLE LENS SPECTROMETER less considerations hold; it is only necessary to find the
new unit of distance, a. Letting primes designate the

In order that the theory of the bell-shaped field values in the previotus example, it may be shown that:
trajectories shall be a reasonable approximation to the
actual trajectories in a double lens spectrometer, it is (a/a')I=kj'Ao/k'jAo', (29)
necessary that the actual coil configuration stiatl give a d if P desigates the total ower consumption
field along the axis that rather closely approximates the p
double bell-shaped field. Figure 2 shows that this may be p/.p'= ia,/j'1'1. (30)
done. The first coil design that was under consideration
was to be made using 2.000-in.XO.1625-in. copper bis For the new example, j/j'=!-, and since A0 =34,600
bar for the current carrying element and 0.375 in. sq gaiss-cm for a 1O-Mlev electron, AW/Ao'=:0.478. There-
copper tubing for the cooling. There were to be 4 copper fore, a=0.85a'=9.0 in. and the power required is
bus coils of i26 torns using 0.010-in. insulatiori and 3-sq P= (2/3)2X (0.85)X 160=43 kw. This figure is about a
copper tubing spirals sandwiched between for cooling, factor of two higher than that required by a comparable
Two additional cooling coils were then to be placed on uniform field design but might be bettered somewhat if
the outside. more of the magn•e•tic1,•il bey-ond x:= 5 we.r ut.iized
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TABLE IV. Complete trajectories for xo0 0z.. The e:r i:olved . !catio I .icated by tile fact tha; some entries do nut
equal zero exactly (i.e.. x,=- -0.684, b1=:0.75, and x-: --. 1.030, V3=0.76, and k-:- 1.0G0).

x \ ,4.030 -0.6814 -0.423 -u.ZUi u.uUi 0.203 (1.21 0.6g4 !A30 1. 53 t.965

kix,0.75

0.100 0.000 0.026 0.047 u.nn 0.081 0.096 0.111 0.l26 0.141i 0.156
0.200 0.000 0.052 0.094 0.130 (1.162 0.191 0.219 0.248 0.283 0.305
0.300 0.000 0.078 0.142 0.196 0.243 0.285 0.325 0.364 0.411 0.442
0.400 0.000 0.104 0.188 0.260 0.321 R 375 0.424 0.471 0.524 0.559
O.S00 0.000 0.130 0.235 0.323 0.398 0,462 0.516 0.566 0.620 0.653
0.600 0.000 0.156 0.282 0.386 0.473 0.544 0.601 {).648 0.694 0.721
0.700 -- 00.2 0.!79 0.325 0..!.A,5 0.544 oIo 0.6T. t1.15 ((.746 11.763

0.800 0.000 0.208 0.374 0.509 0.617 &.695 0 744 0.769 0.775 0.773

0=0.75

0.100 0.-00 0.035 0.060 0.078 0.095 0.108 0.118 0.126 0.133 0.137 0.139
0.200 0."00 0.069 0.119 0.158 0.189 0.213 0.233 0.24? 0.258 0.265 0.266
0.300 0.w00 0.103 0.178 0.236 0.282 0.317 0.344 0.363 0.374 0.377 0.374
0.400 0.000 0.137 0.238 0.314 0.373 0.418 0.449 0.467 0.474 0.466 0.434
0.500 0.000 0.172 0.296 0.391 0.464 0.516 0.548 0.561 0.555 0..2. 0.501
0.600 -0.002 0.205 0.355 0,469 0.553 0.611 0.6t0 0.643 0.620 0.564 0.516

k'= 1.000

0.100 0.000 0.034 0.059 0.078 0.092 0.102 0.109 0.112 0.111 0.104 0.093
0.220 0.000 0.076 0.130 0.171 0.201 0.223 0.236 0.240 0.235 0.214 0.195
0.330 0.000 0.113 0.194 0.255 0.299 0.329 0.345 0346 0.330 0.290 0.254
0.440 0.000 0.154 0.260 0.339 0.396 0.430 0.443 0.433 0.403 0.334 0.274
0.560 0.000 0.192 0.329 0.429 0.498 0.536 0.542 0.516 0.454 0.340 0.247
0.670 0.001 0.231 0.394 0.512 0.590 0.626 0.619 0.569 0.473 0.307 0.175

A' 2.000

0.2U0 0.000 0.040 0.080 0.120 0.161 0.207 0,235
0.300 0.000 0.060 0.19 0.178 0,237 0.302 0.341
0.400 0.000 0.080 0.159 0.235 0.311 0.391 0.438
0.500 O.Oo 0.100 0.197 0.290 0.378 0.467 0.518
0.600 0.000 0.119 0.235 0.342 0.438 0.529 0.577
01700 0.000 0.139 0.272 0_391 0.490 0.573 0.613
0.800 0.000 0.159 0,308 0.436 0.532 0.597 0.620

k7= 3.000

0.2000 0.000 0.040 0.078 0.112 0.141 0.164 0.172
f1 •,' 0.000 0I0• OA i6 0166 0•- 07 01237 0,247
0.4000 0.000 0.079 0.154 0.2i8 0.267 0.299 0.307
0.5000 U,000 0.090 .0.190 0.266 0.320 0.348 0.349
0.6000 0.000 0.118 0.226 0.311 0.364 0.379 0.368
0.7000 0.000 0.138 0,261 0.351 0.397 0.388 0.360
0.8000

This would mean an investigation of the trajectories for x= 5 will be about the same as for the actual trajectories
somewhat lower values of X and kP for various values of used (i.e., those more nearly like Fig. 4 for k2=0.75 and
x1 to see if a suitable ring focus could be obtained at x1=-0.685). The change in the radial position of the
x>5.0. ring focus for a givcu percentage change in the mo-

As a compensation for this higher power figure, it may mentum then is measured by A.c.p!/Mn and for the
be shown that the resolution of the double lens spec- above figures, this is 3.43a where, a, is the unit of
trometer is about eight times that of the uniform field distance associated with the design. A measure of the
type for the same transmission. Consider the focusing of resolution may be taken as this dispersion divided by
the rays between X.=0.4 and X=0.7 (5.5 percent of a 0.03a, or 114. If the trfjectories of the uniform field
snhere transmission). Figure 4 shows that these come to spectrometer are drawn and similar estimates made, the
a ring focus within a range of about 0.03 in y for k2= 0.75. figure corresponding to 0.03a is 0.02a and the figure
The momentum dispersion may be estimated as follows: corresponding to 3.43a is 0.275a. Therefore, a measure
from Fig. 3 for k-= 1, it may be seen that, for the mean of the momentum resolution similar to the above figure
trajectory (X=0.55), y=-0.36 at x=5; Fig. 4 for is 13.8. The ratio of these two resolutions is about eight.
k'-=0.75 gives y:--0.13 at x=5. Since the ring focus will The actual ratio may be somewhat smaller than this
occur in the neighborhood of x=5, it is reasonable to since more of the magnetic field is utilized in the
assume that the shift in y for the mean trajectory at x1= 1.030 trajectories than in the xi ---0.685 tra-



8,S DOUBLE LLNS SPECTROihlET-1.uI.

TABLE lV.--Con!i.ucd.

2.4'98 3.035 3.443 3.970 4.316 4.577 4.79? 5.C00 5.203 5.423 3.684 t (00

0.171 0.185 0. .94 0_203 0.201, 0.199 0.189 n.171 0.153 0.126 0.089
0.333 U.3v5 0.37it 0,394 0.395 0.385 0.364 0.332 0.287 0,223 0.150
0.478 0.5;1 0.535 0.558 0.560 0.545 0.511 0.459 0.384 0.288 0.163
0.578 0.638 0.666 0.695 0.695 0672 0.621 0.542 0.434 0.296 0.119
0.693 0.731 0.758 0.784 0.782 0.748 0.677 0.571 0.430 0.255 0.034
11.753 0,783 !.805, 0.825 0814 0.168 0.683 0.560 0.402 ,.208 -0.035:,
0.780 0.795 0.805 0808 0.737 0.736 0.6,1 0.532 0.382 0.198 -0.031
0.767 0.758 0.748 0.725 0.691 0.639 0.564 0.465 0.343 0.194 0.008

0.141 0.140 0.140 0.137 0.131 0.124 0.114 0.101 0.085 0.066 0.040 0.005
0.267 0.266 0.263 0.255 0.243 0.228 0.208 0.183 0.152 9.!!.! 0- 064 -0.004
0.368 0.360 0.352 0.335 0.316 0,293 0.264 0.229 0.185 0.132 0"064 -0.028
0.437 0.416 0.398 0.368 0.339 0.308 0.271 0.229 0.178 0.117 0.040 -0.063
0.443 0.422 0.388 0.338 0.-96 0.256 0.215 0.169 0.118 0.059 -0.014 -0.110
0.450 0.382 0.327 0.251 0.195 0.146 0.101 0.056 0.010 -0.041 -0.100 -0.174

0.083 0.068 0.059 0.046 0.036 0.027 0.018 0.009 0.000 -0.009 -0.021 -0.035
0.167 0.137 0.114 0.081 0.058 0.037 0.018 0.000 -0.017 -0.036 -0.057 -0.081
0.204 0.153 0.114 0.060 0.022 -0,00o -0.031 -0.052 -0.071 -0.089 -0.106 -0.123
0.194 0.112 0.049 -0.034 -0.087 -0.124 -0.151 -0.169 -0.180 -0.184 -0.180 -0.167
0.119 -0.003 -0.098 -0.219 -0.2Ql -0.335 -0.358 -0.362 -0.348 -0.315 -0.261 -0.176
0.000 -0.175 -0.308 -0.473 -0.56& -0.619 -0.625 -0.590 -0.512 -0.394 -0.231 -0.001

0.266 0.296 0.3 i3 0.320 0.303 0.265 0.209 0.138
0.386 0A427 0.452 0.464 0.434 0.364 0.261 0.-34
0.491 0.540 0.570 0.572 0.503 0.372 0.200 0.010
0.573 0.625 0.5'3 0.634 0.525 0.346 0.1s2 -0.089
0.629 0.676 0.698 0.662 0.530 0.330 0.,"99 -0.132
0.653 0.688 0.701 0.655 0.522 0.325 0.102 -0.127
0.636 0.653 0.653 0.605 0.494 0.330 0.137 -0.063

0.178 0.180 0.177 0.161 0.134 0.098 0.057 0.012 -0.035 -0.081 -0.124
0.252 0.252 0.247 0.221 0.182 0.131 0.071 0.008 -0.058 -0.120 -0.176
0.MV) 0.30411 0.292 0.257 0.220 0.143 0.071 -0.005 -0.071 -0.143 -0.206
t,341 0.326 0.307 0.259 0.200 0.131 0.058 -0.021 -0.095 -0.161 -0.215

0.344 0.314 0 284 0.224 0.160 0.094 0.028 -0.040 -0.098 -0.152 -0.191
0.312 0.259 0.213 0.137 0.074 0.017 -0.031 -6.074 -0.105 -0.127 -0.134

jectories. The actual resolution of the double lens use of photographic plates. These methods will also
spectrometer could be calculated rather than esti- determine the trajectories of the off axis source points.
mated as above, if the equation for the trajectories Finally, as regards the azimuthal variation, Eq. (3), it
yr~k, X2(X), 9s2(X); X1 were linearized in the region of was felt that this could be handled easily by experiment.
the ring focus. This seemed like an unreasonably long No calculation of (P(x) was undertaken since ft would
process so was not attempted. only serve to determine the rotation of the helical

If a design based on the above calculations is used, it baffles. A first-order estimate of this rotation may he
is reasonable to suppose that the most desirable found in Agnew and Anderson.2 This should be sufficient
trajectories can be made to fall within the vacuum since the only purpose of these baffles is to discriminate
chamber. The exact trajectories can then be investigated sinc e urposeot.
by either of two techniques. One method makes use of between electron and positrons.
the fact that a length of 0.003 in. copper wire carrying a
suitable current traces out the exact trajectory of the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

electron .4 A second method, descbed by Slatis,6 makes The author wishes to acknowledge thie computing

4 V. K. Rasmussen, Jr., Cal. Inst. Tech. thesis (1950). Method assistance of Mr. S. Forbes and Mrs. E. A. Seaman.
suggested by C. Y. Chao. Like"

SH. Statis, Arkiv. i. Mat. Astron. o. Fys. 32A, No. 20 (1945). wie, the continued interest of Dr. W. F. 0. Swaun,
also H. Slatis and K. Siegbahn, P. R. 75, 1955 (1949). Director of the Bartol Foundation, was appreciated.
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Absence of a Detectable Diurnal Vayiation in the
Frequency of Heavy Primaries ana Nuclear

Disintegrations at 80,000 Feet*
""',;;W McCCeUKI AND MARn'e A. Poislntvsrrz

11rot0 RaeoreaA Funrdoi ion otkT½tJnInshtulte,
Swiornhmore, ?ennsylraria

(Received November 1, 1951)

A BALLOON-BORNE ionization chamber of the type pre- rates recorded at Swarthmore (geomag. lat. 52 0 N). The necessity
viously employed to measure the variation of burst fre- of relying on the data from a single night flighc Ž' not regarded as

quency with altitude at geomagnetic latitudes 52°h1 and 694N5  - serious source of error, since variations in the data obtained
has been sent aloft at night at Minneapolis, Minnescta, with the from different instruments in numerous flights at Swarthmore and
cooperation of ONR Project Skyhook in an attempt to detect a Ft. Churchill have been within the statistical uncertainties.
possible diurnal fluctuation in the intensity of the burst-producing The latitude effect between Swarthmore and Minneapolis for
radiation, this type of instrument is regarded a.s negligible in t,} M3'ght of

As in former flights, the instrument was calibrated by means of previous measurements which hare established that the daytime
a built-in Po-a source, and was adjusted to respond to bursts of burst rates are the same at 52'N and 690 N at all altitudes up to
ionization >1.0 Po-a. Our standard method of burst-telemeter- 100,000 feet.
hkg and recording was used. Altitude data were supplied by General The altitudes and burst rates recorded during the night flight
Mills Aeronautical Research Laboratory. To maintain the in- are plotted in Fig. 1. The dashed curve represents the counting
te,-nal temperature at a safe level during the night, the gondola rates averaged from four daytime fights at corresponding alti-
was wrapped in a 3-inch layer of cellulose padding and was tudes. The n£ght counting rates are in excellent agreement with
heated electrically by storage batteries, the day rates at all altitudes attained between sunset and sunrise.

According to preflight plans, the instrument was to reach about If a diurnal variation in the burst rate exists at all, its magnitude
Wi,000 feet shortly after sundown and rerm,_ain near that level until does not exceed the combined statistical and systematic uncer-
the following afternoon. Had this performance been realized, data tainties which are estimated as -5 percent.
from the Minnesota flight alone would have sufficed to establish According to a previous analysis' of the daytime results, 37
the magnitude of the dium nal effuct. A,ýtally, the uballu altitude percent of the bursts at 80,000 feet are caused by primary heavy
dropped rather rapidly after midnight and did not increase again nuclei of charge Z>8 and the remainder by nuclear disintegrations
at daybreak; consequently, it was necessary to compare the night occurring in the chamber walls. Excluding the possibility that the
counting rates at Minneapolis (geomag. lat. 550 N) with the cay intensities of the heavy nuclei and oi the star-producing radiation

vary from night to day in opposite senses (an increase in one
Z-i------'--.--i,-,-, bei.ng partially compensat-d by a decrease in the other), it is

concluded that the heavy nucleus intensity does not change by
4 more than +-13 percent, nor the frequency of stars by more than

/149 percent from night to day.t I - -Photographic emulsion results' have indicated that the diurnal
-A- variation in the frequency of stars at balloon altitudes is smaller

"14 than 5 percent. On the other hand, the available emulsion data

- " ...- x : concerning heavy nuclei"- seem to show a aighttime drop in
-~ tintensity of 50 to 70 percent below the daytime value for nuclei

with Z>l10.
if the emuls'on evidence is correct on both points, the ion

1 - chamber rates should have been 18 to 26 percent lcwer during the

*i~ucnight, at 80,00(3 '>:et. Such an effect is not observed and indeed
0 ..C lies considerably ou- A:ie the rangz of the systematic and statistical

uncertainties in the --sent results.
We are grateful to Mr. A. T. Bauman for the arrangement and

I supervision of the balloon flight, and to the National Geographic
17 "-Society for continued support.

* Assisted by the Joint program of the OXR and AEC.
Fi-. 1. Attitude vy time curve (solid line) for night flight at geomanpnetic 'G. W. McClure and M. A. Pomerantz. Phys. Rev. 79, 911 (1950).

latitude 550 N and counting rates "•olid circles) obtained wit icniz- don 'Results to be published.
chamb-r biased to record bursts > I Poc-a. Counting rates averaged from J. j. Lord and M. Schein. Phys. Rev. 78. 484 (1950).
four daytime Eights (dasbed curve) at corresponding aititudes show no J. 1. Lord and M. Schein. Phys. Rev. 80. 304 (1050).
significant deviations fhom night ratee. 5 Freler: Nvy. NZsa-l ,.-• A0derson, Phys, Rev. 79. 206 (1950).
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The Spectrograms c Some Ultravielot
Scintillators*

11. 0. ALaRECHT AND C. E. 'MANDKvILLE

Bartl ).4-esjcn FoudagsOn of the Fr.a.nklin it ,e,
Swvarlh-,re. Pennsylvania
:-Reeived May 25, 195L)

N seven earlier publications,'- 4 the writers have described the
detection of scintillations from crystals in photosensitive G-M1

tubes. Detectable Ecintillations are produced when the crstals S t £ I ,
are irradiated by alpha-, beta-, and gamma-rays. Sinzc the
cathode response of the pboton counters is peaked in the ultra- ..... •i xIlkr.oflu

violet, it has been necessary to prepare phosphors which would - .
scintillate in that region. A cons =rable number of oefficient
ultraviolet scintillators have already been reported,L" bat a de- I . ,sC-l, Ihr. a r'

tailed discussion of their emission characteristics has not been
given. The ultraviolet cmission from several of these scintillators 3- ZýZ110Ns 145Val EN-S
has been determined in a small Hilger quartz spectrograph,
using Eastman 103a-0 plates.t Spectrograms resulting from 4 .NsBr'4ACl, IK,- Flar

alphac nn CaF±, NaCj-Ag, and NaBr-Ag are given in Fig. I
where the exposed plates are themselves reproduced. Some of H.ai- Nalr ,lake Oiw.r

the scintillators did not give sufficient intensity for gcoJt photo-
graphic reproduction even after a considerable time of exposure. - , ,
Accordingly, their spectra have been drawn along with those of 8- SAI0s-* sltia Flww

the above three mentioned phosphors and are shown in Fig. 2.
The third spectrogram of Fig. 2 is that of the phosphorescence 797A¶ CJ- F.le,

from alphas on NaCl-Ag. To obtain this spectrum, the phosphor
was irradiated for 1/120 of a second, allowed to decay for 1/120 &,St I benzt. 6hr.a F-,r.
sec, exposed before the slit of the spectrograph for 1/120sec, and
allowed to decry for another 1/120 sec before again being irracli- 5ped rogroMs (drawn) of Scnil la •l IngCryhs

ated. This" procedure was followed for sixteen hours.
From the spectrograms presented, it is evident that efficient

ultraviolet scintillators exist in quantity for use with scitillatiou FiG. 2. Spectrograms of some ultraviolet scintillators. Owing to
Geiger ,_ounters or with photomultipliers having their peak re- intensity problems, these 6pectia have been drawn.

sponse in the ultraviolet. It is to be noted that the emission
spectrum of Coming 0741 glass is included among the spectro- mitter and is used in the construction of the walls of scintillation
grams of Fig. 2. This glass is a highly efficient u!traviokt trans- G-M tubes. Its emissi.x spectrum became of particular interest

when it was found that alpha-particles could be counted by
detection in scintillation Geiger counters of ultraviolet emitted

--------..-.. .from the glass walls themselves. For example, when 10 millicuries
. "of polonium were brought near a scintillation Geiger counter,

A Il • although no scintillating phosphors were present ta be born-
__________ iF'orncnea: barded, a counting rate of ,-101 counts per minute was observed.

, C•F. AiP'eht 51 From the geumetry, it was timn,aled that this corresponded to a
"detection efficiency of -lG percent. When the same sourcez N&CfrAiC~jkr•.N AC iwas housed in a bottle ol ordinary soft glass and placed over an

4 Ner-'-Ilhl-'A RCA-5819 photomuitiplier tube. aa even higher detection effi-
ciency was noted.

H-1 - i Assisted by the joint program of the ONR and AEC.

I C. E. Marideville and H. 0. Albrecht. Phyb. Pnv. 79. 1010 (1950);
30 • 117 (lq5o): 80., /,g !iuCn- 50. 300 (1950).
ICE E. MadvZ.Nulole7 No. 1. 92 (1950).

. ...... I C. E. Mandeville and ?A- V. Scheyb. Nucleonics 7. N-.. 5. 34 (1950).
4 H. 0. Albrecht and C. H. Mandeville. Phys. Rev. 81. 163 (1951).
+ These are partial spectra. Both the long and short wave limits

Fin. I. Ultraviolet emission of alphas on CaF?. NaCI-Ag. and Raer-AR. C(300 AU-4500 AU) of the recorded spectrograms have been determined
Thi? i-. an actual photographic reproduction of thot exposed plates. to a great extent by the sensitivity of the. photographic plates.
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